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COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING.

REPORT OF A CONFERENCE ON BUSINESS TRAINING FOR
ENGINEERS AND ENGINEERING TRAINING FOR

STUDENTS OF BUSINESS.

INTRODUCTION.

PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE, ST. LOUIS, MO., FEBRUARY 22, 1919.,

The Connnissioner 'of Education authorized the specialist in
charge of commercial education of the Bureau of Education to con-
fer with a small group of administrative professors in engineering
and commerce for the purpose of discussing ways and means whereby
a larger number of students in engineering and commercermight be
prepared better for management positions in industry and commerce,
and under date of February 15. the commissioner invited the presi-
dents of higher institutions near St. Louis to se.nd representatives
for a conference with Dr. Swiggett, in that city on Februarj 22.
The timeliness of the subject of the conference may be judged bl the
attendance at the conference. Although the conference met in one
week front the commissioner's call by letter front Washicgton. 7 of
the 11 institutions were represented as follows:

University of Illinois. C. M. Thompson, associate professor of economics:
N. A. Weston, acting dean, College of Commerce and Business AdmInistra-
thm: and L. E. Young, of the Union Electric Light & Power Co., St:
bails, Mo.

University of Iowa. N. A. Brisco, director, School of Commerce:,
Iowa State ColiZge. ,Anson Ilarston,denti, Division of Engineering
University of Kansas. P. F. Walker. dean, School of Engineering.
University of :Minnesota. Beorge W. Dowrie, professor of eemondes.
University of Missouri. Isadore Loeb. dean, School of Business and Public

Administration.
Washington University. W. F. Oephart, dean, School of Commerce and

Finance; Alexander S. Langsdorf, dean of the Schools of Engineering and
Architecture.

. The members present at this preliminary conference asked for the
immediate appointment by the Commissioner of Education of a com-
mittee to consider with Dr. 'Swiggett, at a second conference in
Washington, on or about March 31,-the subject Ofcommercial engi-
neering in its various aspects and to prepare .one.or more curricula

.



4 COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING.

in this field which can be recommended by the Bureau of Education
for adoption in our colleges and universities.

It was further recommended that a general conference, national in
scope, and fully representative of all interests in character, be held in
the immediate future for the pirpose of directing attention to the
importance of this new type of training and to discuss one or more
main topics essential to the preparation of commercial engineers.

The committee to be appointed was further charged to consider
the four following tentative curricula suggestions:

Fir 8t, That a minimum number df hours in business training, to he deter.
mined by the committee, be required in all engineering courses;

Second, That a curriculum' providing for u minimum of 15 to 30 units in
business economics be Incorporated in all engineering courses And offered on
an elective basis; ,

Third, Thitt.ti curriculum In commercial or industrial engniecring subjects
be offered in the School of Commerce with degree to be given in that school;

Fourth, That a five-year combined engineering and commercial course be
prepared.

COMMITTEE CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D. C. MARCH 31
APRIL 1, 1919.

Pursuant to the wishes of the St. Louis conference, the Commis-
sioner of Education immediately appointed a committee on com-
mercial engineering and called a conference of this committee 'to
meet in Washington, New Willard Hotel, March 31April 1. Let-
ters of invitation to be represented on this committee were likewise
transmitted through their secretaries to the foil wing societies and
comrhattees: The American Institute of Min Engineers; the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers; the American SoCiety
of Civil Engineers; the American Society of Mechanical Engineers;
the Society for the Promotion -of Engineering Education; mind the
Committee of Fifteen on Educational Preparation for Foreign
Service. -

In the letter of invitation to the engineering societies it_was dis-
tinctly stated by the chairman of the conference. committee that their
representation on the committee did not carry with it their endorse-
ment of any course or courses of study which the committee con-
ference of March 31 might prepare for recommendation.

The following members constituted the conference committee of'
March 81:

A. B:DInwldtite, president of Wane University; W. F. Gephart, dean, School
of Commerce and Financei.Washington University ; Arthur A. Hunterse1dag.'
president, Carnegib Institute,of Technology; John Hays Hammond, mining en-
gineer,-Washington and New York; Henry Rand Hatfield, dean, College of Com-

Repree ented by Prof; 0. H. Follows, bead of the Department of Commercial Engineer.
Ingo Carnegie Institute of Technology.
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merce, University of California ; Air. E. potchkiss, director of business education,,
University of Minnesota; Everett Lord, dean, School of BusineA Administra-
tion, Boston University ; William McClelland, dean, the Wharton School of
Finance and Commerce, University of Pennsylvania; C. R. Mann. chairman of
the Advisory Board, Committee on Education and Special Training, War De-
partment; Anson Marston, dean, Division of Engineering, Iowa State College;
Frank (Morn, professor of political economy, the Catholic Universit'y of Amer-
ica ; C. R. Richards. dean, College of Engineering, University of Illinois; Herman
Schneider, dean, College of Engineering, University of CIIICthtlflti ; Glen Levin
Swiggett, specialist in commercial education, Bureau of Education, chairman,
and the representatives of the following societies and committee:

Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education, represented by W. E.
Mutt, dean, School of Applied Science, Carnegie Institute of Technology. Mitts-
burgh, Pa.

American Society of Civil Engineers, represented by Francis It. Weller. con-
sulting engineer,' Watihington, D. C.

American:Institute of Mining Engi rs, represented by II. Foster Bain,'
resistant director, United States Burimu Mines, Washingt6n. D. C.

American Society of Mechanical E eers, represented by It. L. Sackett, dean,
School of Engineering, Pennsylvania tate College.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers. represented by E. W. Rice, jr.,
president General .Electric Co., Schenectady, N. V. (alternate Francis C. Pratt'

ice president and assistant to the president, General Electric Co.)
Committee of Fifteen on Educational Preparation for Foreign Service,-repre-

sented by Glen Levin Swiggett, specialist in commercial education, United States
Bureau of Education.

The committee conference began its labors at 10 o'clock.' All
members were present with the exception of Deans Lord, McClelland,
Richards, and Schneider.

It was planned to print in full the record of the three sessions of
the conference. In view of the fact, however, that a brief prelimi-
nary announcement of the main results of the conference, dated April
11, has been prepared by the chairman and sent to the proper officials
of educational institutions, engineering societies, business organiza-
tions, afid to,interested inclividuaN, and further because of the fact
that the value of the disetissions.of the committee at. that time has
been lessened 'somewhitt by the publication, so ,shortly thereafter, of
the proceedings in full of the public conference of June 23-24 there
will be printed in this place, as a matter of record, only the approved
recommendations of the committee and the remarks, submitted in
writing, of Mr. John:Hays Hammond. For the guidance of the
committee the chairman submitted copies of the engineering courses
of study of several of the,larger univessities, and of a brief state-
ment of present practice and any. change contemplated in courses--

Represented to A. E. Iloihrook, acting, chief mining engineering, Bureau of Mineq.-
Pratt attended the conference.

iThe committee met In executive session at the Sew Willard stet the morning and
afternoon of-March 31 and the morning" of April 1. The members were the dinner
guest' of Mr. Hammond on Monday night, March 31.
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of study in engineering and commerce in line with the foul' curricula
suegestions from the St. Louis conference. This statement' was
based on answers received from university officials in reply to the
request of the Commissioner of Education, (Wed March 4, that
administrative professors in engineetIng itiad commie' e furnish the
chairman with this data for the use of the committee conference of
March 31.

THE EXTENDED FUNCTION OF THE ENGINEER.

liv JoitN HAYS HAMMOND.

This is an era of expansion, and conformably with the change in
commercial conditions the function of the engineer has also ex-
panded. From his capacity of an engineer limited to the determina-
tion of technical questions, the engineer of to-day has come to
assume an economic importance in those branches of industry
de ndent upon engineering skill for their development: He is,
in d, an engineer of liniited usefulness who does not go furtl
pr fessionally than to submit a purely technical report on sub' cts
pi seated for his consideration.

he'has the same responsibilities as formerly in the solution
of the technical problems ins d, the engineer is further ex-
pected to supplement his report w th adVice on the financial and
commercial aspects of these problem., for the great majority of prob-
lems presented to the engineer ultimately involve the determina-
tion of the pecuniary relations of the propositions under consid-
eration,

Moreover, when- an engineer recommends the investment of capi-
tal in an enterprise he incurs a certain moral rwonSibility for its
efficient .management, 'inasmuch as his professional reputation de- S.
pends upon the realisation of his predictions. as to the outcome of
the investment. For this reason he passes from the role of an ex-
pert to that of a consulting engineer, bound to supervise both the
technical and the business management of the 'property finances'
his clients.

In this extended sphere of professional activity the engineer is
destined to play a more important part in the future than in the
-past. It is with specialereference to the expansion of our foreign
trade and the services to be rendered ity theengin6er in this con-
nection thadrI shall address my brief remarks. In that field he will
find his best opportunities and there susses will be best rewarded,
sines exceptionally great. responsibility must be imposed in the con-
dnct Asf. operations in distant lands and .this calls for men of high
professional equipment and men of sound business judgment.

.1 Printed In this report as Appendix A.
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In the expansion of our foreign trade we have new problems
interjected as the result of conditions created by the World War.
For example, as one of the effects of the war, we shall in the future.
be deprived, in a large measure, of the markets of Europe for our
exports ; and- for that reason we shall have to depend upon the ex-
pansion of the markets of the so-called "backward countries " to com-
pensate for the loss of European markets and to provide as well for
the products of our ever expanding national industries.

In order to expand the markets of these countries we must first in-
crease their purchasing power. This can be done only by increasing
the value of their national securities, through the development of
their natural resources. Heretofore, the "backward nation's" have
relied upon the money centers of Europe for the capital with which
to finance the development of their industries, but in the near future
they can not depend upon this source of financial assistance. And, ,
if the United States.amUte rest of the .world are to realize the po-.
tontiality of these countries as important markets for their industrial
products, we must assume.the position of the banker of these "back -

ward nations.".
In the development of a country's natural resources, the engineer

is an indispensable facto as the industries to be created are almost
always in the category of engineering enterprises. In the first place,
the problem presented is whether or not the enterprise can be made
a success from the technical point of view and, secondly, whether or
not it can be made a commercial success from a financial point of
view. While these problems may seem distinct, they are, neverthe-
less, closely related and interdependent and can be best solved by
engineers having business training and experience.

As the result of my own experience in tlie development of engineer-
ing enterprises in different parts of the world, I am convinced that

perience, constitutes the b t possible qualifications, both for- the
by business training and ex-

perience,
engineering education, s p

expert to determine the advisability of the investment of capital;
and for the business management of operations n the indus
developed. I am also of the opinion that the in sts of th
vesting public are best safe-guarded when the res nsibility for e

of capital ard for the manageme .f operations-is left
to an engineer who has had businds train' and experience. This
is because of the fact that greater honesty and greater ability obtains
among the members of the engineering profession than is to be found
in the usual class of irresponsible business promoters.

_Nothing could do more to add to the dignity, the influence, and the
remuneration of the engineering profession than to elevate ta
engineer from the poqition of a strictly technical man to one whose

in-
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opinion and.a uthority would be supreme in all matters appertaining
to industrial development. The engineer has heretofore not been

-acceded the recognition he has deserved when he has made a success
of a great engineering 'enterprise. He has been regarded merely as
a cog in the wheel, rather than as the motive 'power, for such he
really is and the business man acting as the promoter has, in most
cases, monopolized both the credit and the pecuniary'profits created
by .the brain of the eiiiineer.

I have no sympathy, however, with this spirit of self-abnegation
and, indeed, often subserviency, on the part, of the engineer. He
should have the pride of his profession and the moral courage to
assert his claim to recognition and for participation in is financial
sense in the fruits of his ability and industry. For, after all, it is
the engineer who must assume the responsibility for failure if the
enterprise goes wrong. .He is not privileged to urge extenuating
circumstances to the disappointed investor. The engineer may not,
like the lawyer, ascribe his failure to win the suit to the stupidity of

"4"tVe-judge or the dishonesty of the jury; nor may he ascribe his
failuref as dOes the physician, to the will of God.

This is the age of the engineer, as has been demonstrated by the
. supreme part he played in the winning of the war, and I believe that,
-by the adoptionvf a system of combined commenlcial and engineering
studies in the 'curricula of the technical schools /of our country,
the engineer will in the future play nq less an important rule in the
pacific field of beneficent industry

I would venture to express the,opinion that engineers who have
had the advantage of such a course would within a few years become
the directing spirits in engineering projects and in that way be the
employers of otheengineers whose instruction has been exclusively
devoted to technical subjects.

The approved recommendations of the committee in respect to the
second resolution and the four curricula suggestions which were re-
ferred to this conference by the preliminary conference at St. Louis,.
February 22, were as follows:
. Second resolution, That a general conference:* national in scope and fully
representative of all interests in characier, be held,in the immediate future for'
the purpose of directing ,attention to the importance of this new and Important
type of training and to discuss one or more main topics essential to the prepa-
ration of comthercial engineers. Action in respect to this resolution was taken
at the third session, the morning of April 1, as follows: It was moved and sec-
onded that a public conference on business training for engineers and engineer-
ing training for students of husinetarthould bb held at some time In the near
future and that the chairman of the conference should proceed to make tans
to 'hold this conference In Washington, Monday and Tuesday, June 21 and
Itumedlately preceding Me scheduled conference in Baltimore of the Society for
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the Promotion of Engineering Education en June 25, 28, 27, and 28; that the
chairman should endtevor to secure the cordial cooperation of all interested in-,
tilviduals, educational institutions, and educational and engineering societies;
and that tlikpublic conference should devote three or four sessions to the dis-
cussion of the four following major topics: 1. Business training for the engi-
neer; 2. Engineering training fur commercial enterprises; 3. Significance of the
war experience for engineering education; 4. Training of the engineer for over-
WWI engineering projects.

CURRICULA SUGGESTIONS.

Fiest. That a minimum number of hours in business training, to be
determined by the committee, be required in all engineering courses.
In respect to this suggestion it was recommendedat the Washington
Committee Conference that from 12 to 18 seniester hours be required
in all engineering coarseg..41 the following subjects: General eco-
nomics; cost accounting; linisiness organization; and business law.

Second. That a curricuhun Pi.oviding\for a minimum of 15 to 30
ullits in business economics be incorporateds-in all engineering courses
and offeced on an elective basis. In respect to this suggestion the
Washington Committee Conference recommended that electives be
encouraged in connection with all engineering courses in the following
subjects: Labor and employment problems; statistics; corporation
manaqment and finance; political science; marketing, including ad-
vertisMg, and salesmanship; psychology; scientific. management.; and
trauspOrtation. It was further recommended that economic phases
of engineering subjects be emphasized wherever possible in engineer-'
ing instruction.

7'hir.d. That a curriculum in commercial or industrial engineering,
permitting full and proper emphasis upon engineering subjects, be
offered in the schuol of commerce with degree to be given in that
school.

Fourth. Thst a five-year combined. engineering and commercial
course be prepared. it was recommended at the Washington Com-
mittee Conference that no action be taken at this time on curricula
suggestions third 5nd fourth.

The committee devoted the larger part of the concluding session,
the morning of April 1, to the selectionsof engineering subjects which
administrative professors in commerce would like to have their stu-
dents take in the engineering department. Assuming that the engi-
neering instructors can and will arrange to give certain courses W
Commerce students, and that these students enter upon the pursuit of
these subjects in the engineering school with the two years of required
high-school mathemittics, namely, algebra through quadratics and
plane geometry, in addition to a four-hour course in freshman maths-,
matics, andassuming further that these students have received the
necessary preliminary training in physics and chemistry, it. was me-

,
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ommended that the following engineerii subjects be approved for
students of commerce : Shopwork, three hours for one semester ; prop-
erties and strength of materials, three hours for one semester`; drawing
and machinery analysis, three hours for one year; applied mechanics,
including hydraulics, three hours for one year. A two-hour course for
the year in each of the following : Mechanical engineering, civil engi-
neering, and electrical engineering (may be better called mechanical,
civil, and electrical applications). The selection of all of these sub-
jests, exclusive of the freshman mathematics, would give a total of
30 semester hours.

PLAN OF THE CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D. C., JUNE 23-24, 1919.

Immediately on the adjournment of the committee conference of
March 31 and April 1 the chairman asked for the appointment of
additional members on the committee. The following.members were
added: Grant Covell, dean, School of Engineering, Oregon Agricul-
tural College; Davis E. Dewey, professor of economics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology ; E. J. McCaustland, dean, School of Engi-
neering, University of Missouri; L. C. Marshall, dean, School of
Commerce, University of Chicago; Stephen I. Miller, jr., College of
Business Administration, University, of Washington ; Walter Rau-
t,enstrauch, professor of mechanical engineering, Columbia Univer-
sity; J. C. Tracey, professor of civil engineering, Sheffield Scientific
'School, Yale University; and J. M. Watters, dean, School of Com-
merce, Georgia School of Technology.

The Commissioner of Education issued May 1, on behalf of the
ConTprence Condi ttee on Commercial Engineering, a call for a pub-
lic conference held at the New Willard Hotel,. in Washington,
June 28 and 24, on the subject of b-usiness training for engineers and
engineering training for students of business. Educational institu-
tions with faculties in engineering and economics or commerce
were invited to designate representatives to attend the conference.'
Similar invitations were sent to engineering societies, commercial
organizittions, and interested Government bureaus.

An alphabetical list of the names of delegates received in adva*nce
of the conference and of additional registrations at the time of the
conference is printed in this report as Appendix C. The following
members qf the committee were in attendance and aided the chair-
man in the conduct of the conference : Messrs. Covell, Follows (rep-
resenting President Hamerchlag), Hatfield, Hotchkiss, McCaustland,

Marstbn,,killer, O'Hara, Rautenstrauel, Tracy, Mott, Weller,
and Pratt.

aA list of universities and colleges, with colleges or schools of engineering is printed in
this report is Appendix B.
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The program' of the four sessions of the conference. witk names
of topics, chairmen, and speakers, was as follows:and

SESSION, 1 O'CLOCK MONNAY MORNING, JUNE 23..
Address of welcome: P. P. Claxton, United States (7oni tu.ssioner ui Education.
Major topic: Business training for the engineer.
Chairman: Frederick C. Monroe.' general Iillnagt'r Allort4nli Ite4I (cross.

Washington, I). C.
Speakers: Anson Marston, dean, Division of Engineering, Iowa State Col-

lege, Ames, Iowa; Spencer Miller, vice president American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, (yid vice president of Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co., New York
City.

SECOND SESSION, 2.30 O'('LOCK MA )Nl)AY AFTERNi ION, JUNE 23.

Major topic: Engineering training for commercial enterprises.
Chairman: Edward N. Hurley,' chairman United States Shipping

Washington, D. C.
Speakers:,Waltor Rautenstrauch, professor of mechanical engineering, .Co-

lumbin University, New York City; F.. F. Du Brill. president Tyro (lay Products
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

THIRD SESSION. 9.30 O'CLOCK TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 24.

Major topic: Significance of the war experience for engineering ed neat IA.
Chnirnu.n: Maj. Gem W. M. Black, Chief of Engineers, 17n1tei States Army.
Speakers : Maj. Gen. John F. o'Ryan,' commanding the Twetit y-Freventh

Division. United States Army. New York City; Dr. Charles It. Mann, chairman
_.of the Advisory Board. Cutnuuittet. on Education and Special Training, War

Department, Washington, D. C.
.t

FOI7RTII SESSION, 2 O'CL(NCK TUESDAY AF"rERNOON, JUNE 24.

Major Topic: Training of the engineer for overseas engineering projects.
Chairman : Angus Wilton McLean, director of the War Fitt nee Corporation,

^Washington, I). C.
Speakers: Fred Laviiks consulting engineer, American International Corpo-

ndlon, New York City : W. W. Nichols, chairman Committee On Education,
. American Manufacturers' Export Association and assistant to the president Of

Allis-Chalmers Mgnufacturing Co.. New York City; Dr. Jeremiah W. Jenks,
member Committee of Fifteen on Education Preparation for Foreign Service,
and research professor government and public administration, New rk Uni-
versity, New York City.

The chairmen of the four sessions wen aaisted respectively by the following com-
mittee members: Rautenstrauch, Hotchkiss. Tracy, and Miller. Miss Ntarthens,Whipple,
of the Bureau of Education, had charge of the registration,

Francis C. Pratt, TIM president and assistant to the president, General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., presided in plot Mr. Munroe.

' Jeremiah W. Jenks, research professor of government and public adminiatration, New
York University, presided in place of Mr. Hurley.

raper read by the chaigian of the conference committee.
&Paper read by C. II. Gardner, American International Corporation, New York City.



PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE

FIRST SESSION

Francis C. Pratt, presiding

WASHINGTON, D. C.,
June 23, 1919.

The conference was called to order in the Neis Willard Hotel at
10 o'clock a. in., by Dr. Glen Levin Swiggett., specialist in charge of
commercial education, Bureau of Education, and chairman of the
conference committee.

Mr. SWIGGETT. Before the conference is forinally opened, I ant
privileged, as the chairman of the conference committee, to make
one or two statements in regard to the conference, its conduct, pur-
pose, and character.1

This conference was called on behalf of a Conference Committee
on Commercial Engineering, appointed by the Commissioner of Edu-
cation. You will notice, attached to the-program of the conference,
a mimeographed list of the members of this conference committee.
One name by error was omitted, that of Dean L. C. Marshall, of the
School of Commerce of the University of Chicago.

On February 22 there was a meeting at the Steller Hotel; in St.
'Louis, of a small group of administrative professors in engineering
and commerce from near-by large institutions. These gentlemen,
meeting only for one session, were impressed with the need of for-
mulating some program which might encourage our colleges and
universities to train and graduate a larger number of engineers for
industry and commerceengineers who would have, in addition to
the fundamental engineering training, a larger amount of supple-
mentary training in business and commerce.

At this meeting they drew up four curricula suggestions, which
were later sent by the chairman to colleges and universities with

'faculties in engineering and economics or commerce. These in-r
ditutions were likewise asked to send to the chairman a statement
in respect to what tilt)? Were doing or contemplated doing in the
future for the training of what we might broadly call the buisness
enigneer. That material was assembled .and placed before an exec-
utive meeting of the conference committee at the New Willard Hotel
in Aashington,.D. c.; March 81 and April 1. After full dikussion_ .

a Nunes In full, with title' and addressee, of an speakers are printed in Appendix 0.
12
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and careful consideration of this material the committee adopted
certain curricula recommendations which were submitted for favor-
able consideration to the proper officials of colleges and universities.
The Bu lean of Education now has on record correspondence showing
that the committee's recommendations have had most gratifying
recognition.

The purpose of our conference to-day is to direct public attention
at this time to the positive need in our country for an increasing
supply of well-trained young engineers to enter upon business cartiers
with promotion in the direction of industrial and commercial man-
agement. In large-scale industrial production and commercial en-
terprise, the man of the future most helpful in eliminating waste
of machinery, materials, and men, overcoming the present shocking
percentage of loss in these three things, is the man whose training
represents a combination of the essentials of engineering and a
knowledge of the fundamentals of business practice.

There is some objection to the use of the term commercial engineer
for this new type of trained engineer. Our committee has discovered,
however, through two preliminary priVate conferences, that the
term is acceptable to many universities and colleges that have already
felt the demand from industry and commerce for better trained men
and are endeavoring in some way to meet it with the coming school
year.

Ladies and gentlemen, this conference Is to be very informal. The
conference committee of March 31 recommended that there be only
four major topics; that we should ask only two sneakers to present
papers under each of these topics; that there should be very free and
frank discussion from the floor. Our conference, therefore, will have
largely the character of a symposium, and will serve as a clearing
hOuse for the exchange of ideas leading to coiiimon thinking and com-
mon action in respect to the object and program of the conference.

We desire to have a complete registration. If there are any mem-
bers here present who have not yet registered, I trust they will do
so before leaving the hall this morning.

The major topic of the first session is before us. The gentlemen
to preside, a commercial engineer of the New England Telegraph
& Telephone Co., Mr. Frederick Munioe, general manager of the
American Red Cross, informed me by phone a- few minutes ago that
he had just been called to New York and would have to leave by the
first train. Mr. Francis C. Pratt, vice president and assistant to the
president of the General Electric Co., of Schenectady, a member of the
conference committee, has very kindly consented to preside (his morn-
ing in lieu of Mr. Munroe. The morning session is now in the hands
of Mr. Pratt.
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The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, Dr. Swiggett has outlined the events
which led up to this conference and the purposes of this conference
so clearly that I think no further remarks are required by me, and
I therefore have the pleasure of presenting, because introduction
is really not necessary, the Hon. P. P. Claxton, United States Com-
missioner of Education, who will give the address of welcome.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

By Hon. P. P. CLAXTON,
United States Commissioner of Education.

Mr. Chairman, I shall take only a few minutes of your time to
extend, a most hearty welcome to this conference, which has so much
meaning for a phase of education made necessary by a new era in the
industrial and commercial life of the United States. Fel- nearly a
hundred and fifty years of our national life we have, from both
oceans, turned our faces inland. We had a great task to do, and we
have worked at it with an energy, a persistence, and a success prob-
ably unequaled in the history of the world. We had a continent to
conquer and tame. We have felled our forests, fenced our fields,
broken our prairies,. built our highways, tunneled our mountains,
harnessed our water power, exploited our mines, established our great
industrial plants, built our cities. We have produced much, and have
sold a rely large part of the products of our fields and forests, our
mills and mines across the seas. We have bought much from other
countries. But we have bought and sold at our own ports. We have
developed little international commerce of our own. Little of our
exports and imports, and especially in recent years, has been carried
in our own ships and under our own flag. The enterprise of exchange
has not been under the direction of our merchants nor financed by.
our banks.

If the great World War had not come we would very soon have
begun'to change this program. In fact, the change had already
begun, however slowly. Our task of conquering the continent and
establishing our industries was already largely accomplisried. Our
accumulation of wealth was making it unnecessary for us to con-
tinue to borrow momey abroad. We had already begun to buy back our
certificates of indebtedness. We had begun to seek for our accumu-
lating capital investments in foreign trade and foreign industrial
enterprises. The, war has greatly accelerated the new tendency,
and has made possible in 5 years what mighty otherwise have
taken 25 years to bring about. A debtor nation in 1914 to the extent
of five or six billion dollars, we have .bought back these. certificates
of indebtedness and. now own, nationally and individually,- approx-
imately fifteen billion dollars of certificates of indebtedness of other
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countries. The balance has thus been changed in our favor to the
extent of approximately twenty billions of dollars. The creditor

' nations of 1914 are now pledged to us for large sums.
Throughout all the world the war will be followed by an era of

reconstruction and of new construction probably unequaled in the
history of the world. The loss of money and men in other industrial
countries will make it impossible for them to do their full share of
this work, and will leave a very large share of it to us. Therefore,
in the immediate future we in the United States *ill or should be
engaged in large enterprises of construction and reconstruction of
many kinds in the devastated countries of Europe, and in Russia
and China and elsewhere. With the freedom and the consequent
growth that will come with the world -wide democracy which is
about to take the place of the old repressive autocracies, our indus-
trial development and commerce will flourish as never before. In
this new development the people of the united States must do their
full part.

As a result of the great increase of our population and the still
greater increase in our agriculture and industries, the N:olu me of our
exports and imports will he much larger than before the war.
Foreign trade will have a new meaning for us. Our large mer-

chant marine will carry, under our own flag, our products to all
the ports of the world, and will bring to us the products of all the
ends of the earth. Our merchants will direct both enterprises, and
both will be financed by our own banks with their branches in all
important countries.

All this lays emphasis at this time on the importance of two
kinds of education and training:

First, business education for engineer Men w;ho go abroad to
undertake the direction of great engineering enterprises should have
knowledge of sound pnethods of doing business as well as of the tech -
nical things of engineering.

Second, engineering education for merchants. And this of two
kinds, first, that which results in some degree of technical knowl-
edge of civil, mining, chemical, electrical, hydraulic, and other forms
of engineering; second, that which may be called commercial engi-
neering in the large sense, and which relates to building of com-
mercial enterprises on such sound principles as will insure per-
manent success. Modern international commerce is and must be on
too large a scale to trust to methods of blind trial and error.

These phases of education should at once be promoted by the
engineering and commercial departments of our colleges and uni-
versities, assisted alsci by the departments of economics, science, lan-
guage, and literature. The men. who are to become the leaders in
these great enterprises will need a broad and fine general eduCation
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and culture, as well as the more definite training in the specific
.things of which I have just spoken.

In the lowest levels of industry and commerce and of life generally
there is.not much divisionxd labor. And for these there is not much
need of special training. In the, higher levels there is a very narrow
division of labor, and therefore greater need for special training than
for the broader education. In the very highest levels there is need
not only of technical training of the narrower sort, but also of that
broad education and the culture which enable one to comprehend the
broader problems of management and direction, and to appreciate
the 'values of those skills in whieh one may have little or no ability.
It is dangerous to put at the head of great enterprises men who are
narrowly trained in eir own particular specialty but who do not
have the breadth of visa and of sympathy necessary for coordinat-
ing the energies and effor of large numbers of men of special train-

' ing.
It is in regard to the training of men for the two higher levels,

and especially of the highest, in commerce and engineering that you
have met here to take counsel of each other.

Dr. Swiggett, and his committee have been very wise in limiting
the conference to four topics, and practically to two, as announced
in the heading of this program. The first of these two is business
training for engineers. This means in reality a higher type of engi-
neering training for engineers that they may be able to direct on
the basis of the true principles of engineering the great projects in
all of their complexity, as the technical engineer without this train-

ing would direct the technical work of each part of mining, build-
ing a railroad, harnessing a. water power, and constructing an in-
dustrial plant. The second is the other side of this programengi-
neering training for commercial enterpriseswhich should result
in something more than narrow technical knowledge of buying and
selling, and give to the merchant the broad outlook of the engineer
on his work and his enterprises.

Once more let me welcome you most heartily. It is. the function
of the Bureau of Education not to impose any policy on the schools
of the country or to demand any policy of them, but rather to take
the lead in directing their attention to the needs of education as they
develop, and to provide the opportunity whereby educators may be
better able to work out their problems. It is in this spirit and for
these ends that this conference has been called. In serving you
in this way at this time the bureau serves the country and the world
in a way until now impossible.

I wish for you a most pleasant and most successful' conference. I.
am very sorry that I can not be with you as much as I would like.
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Chairman PRATT. I am sure we all are very greatly indebted to
Dr. Claxton, and arc very much impressed by the inspiring picture
which he has drawn of the possibilities of enterprise and commerce
opened up before this country at the present time.

I am sure that we all are in sympathy, as we primarily are engi-
neers, in.this first subjeci, of the conference; and I need not add that,
taking a step forward, we shall be very much interested in the see -

owl subject. We know that engineers are trained in seeking the
-truth, for- nothing else but the truth prevails in engineering, and
therefore we feel inherently that, if commercial and financia) mat-
ters are taken hold of by men who have engineering training, noth-
ing but good can come from such procedure.

I have the pleasure now to introduce the first speaker on Topic
No. 1. Dean Marston, of the Division of Engineering, Iowa State
College. -

BUSINESS TRAINING FOR THE ENGINEER.

By AKRON MARSTON,
. Dean, Dieloion of Enginoceing, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.

.Returning last December to resume charge of an engineering col-
lege after an absence of a year and a half in the Army, the writer of
this paper found the times and the local conditions opportune for
radical improvements in engineering education. Conference with the
engineering alumni of the institution showed that they are eager for
such improvements but can make comparatively few clear-cut rvim-
namdations. On one point, however, they are definite and unanimous '
they desire that our engineering students be given some broad train-
ing in simple, fundamental business principles, so that they shall not
exhibitdinfantile- helplessness in their early efforts to carry engineer-
ing enterprises to successful conclusion.

The writer believes that the demand for business training for the
engineer is widespread throughout the engineering profession. In
putt, it is a more or less unconscious revolt against the conception so
widespread in the business world that the engineer is merely a very
highly skilled mechanic destined by fate and custom to serve only
as an employee of some profit seeker. In 1907 one of the first, pre-
cautionary measures taken by -capitalists when the financial storm
burst was to drop most of their engineers from the pay rolls. Within
a week the character of the letters reaching my desk changed from
appeals by corporations for more engineers at any price, however
high, to appeals by engineers for employment at any price, however

, low. Alumni who had just resigned permanent positions held for
_years 64, accept enticing new offers found those offers repudiated
while they were in transit to their new stations.

1896246-19-2
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Moreover, our railways for a generation before the war met each
new legislative restriction on rates by small economies, 'such as in
lead pencils and in engineers.

The new thought is, Why should not the enOneer be his own em-
- ployer in great industrial enterprises of an essentfally engineering

character? Why should he not be the organizer, the president, the
manager of great industrial corporations rather than a mere hired
expert?

Another cause for the present demand for business training for the
engineer is the widespread dissatisfaction among employers of en-
gineers with the product of our engineering schools. During the
last 50 years our engineering courses of study and methods of in-
struction have become standardized to such an extent that it is almost
as great a. sacrilege for any engineer* college to deviate from the
general bract ice as it was for the ancient Egyptian draftsman to vary
a line from the orthodox in representing Pharaoh. Of engitieerin'g
educators it may be said truly that we have looked upon our vrk
and we find that it is good, but we have no inquisition at our com-
mead to*put down the numerous later-day heretics who keep on point-
ing out defects in the results we secure.

The engineer err foyer needs, above alll men who arc qualified
for successful executive responsibilities under-
takings, and he is not satisfied with the product which our engineer-
ing colleges are sending out.

Even before the war, then, engineers and engineer employers were
demanding business training for the engineer. Since the close of the
war comes Uncle Sam, himself, to tell us that the imperative post-
war needs of the United States require great engineer leaders with
sound business training to develop our great mechanic arts industries
for economic and profitable production, transportation, sale and use,
at home and abroad. Patriotic duty to the counts.), now furnishes
an additional reason for the introduction of business training into
every engineering course of study as a fundamental part thereof.

BUSINESS TRAINING FOR THE ENGINEER SHOULD BE SUBORDINATE TO HIS
ENGINEERING TRAINING.

The writer would call attention, at this point, to the fact that the
subject,of this paper is "Business Training for th.e Engineer," not
a Engineering Training for the Business Mah." The two topics
should not be confused.

The schools of commerce are coming to call upon thi, colleges of
engineering for some informational training of commerce students
along engineering lines. This call should be met, but it is not be-
lieved that the great mechanic arts and trade needs of the country
can be met atAtll adiqusiely .by. superficial descriptive engineering
txainincof business.. mew to such extent only as to enable them to
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read with fairly intelligent understanding the reports of `hired
ngineer experts. What we need is great engineer leaders like Capt.

Eads, Hugh L. Cooper, Thomas A. Edison, Alexander Graham Bell,
and John Hays Haniniond, men who possess the highest engineering
qualifications combined with great business ability, 'and who can
conceive great mechanic 'arts enterprises, design their engineering
details, build their greatest constructions, organize and direct their
operations, and who also can interest capital and deliver a fair profit
to investors.

I take it that the principal object of all business training (speak-
,

ing baldly) is financial profit. Public utilities, for example, are suc-
cessful froM the business point. of view whene'er they-make money
for their stockholders! although they may poison a city with polluted
water, furnish unsatisfactory light and power, cause the traveling
public all sorts of inconvenience, or ruin industries by insufficient or
inequitable transportation facilities. Toleration of such shortcom-
ings, it is true, might be unwise, but this would be because they might
arouse antagonism, cause inaction of legal restrictions, decrease
patronage or otherwise operate to decrease profits.

In enginedring, on the other hand, profit, though essential, is only
one essential to be attained, and achievement in the successful utili-
zation of the principles of the science of *mechanics is the great object.
The engineer has been trained to give primary attention to the scien-
tific principles of design, to ingenuity in invention, to industrial
organization for construction. and production on the greatest scale
and tit the lowest cost. In planning business. training for the en-
gineer we should not attempt to lower the great ideals of his profes-
sion. We should add business training to the engineer'S equipment\
not substitute it for engineering qualification. We should qualify
the engineer to take into account, with diie weights in the solutions
of his probletus, the great questions of capital, labor, and profits as
wit as the scientific principles of engineering theory and experience.
The engineer's remuneration should no longer be left to be con-
sidered as a mere item on the cost side of the books of the enterprise.

WAYS AND 'FANS FOR BUSINESS TRAINING FOR THE ENGINEE4,

There are those who believe that the problem of how to provide
business training for the engineer can be solved best by creating a new
branch of engineering to be called " business engineering," provid-
ing four-year business-engineering courses alongside of the courses
in civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering: Some schools of com-
merce,' on the .other hand, offee-four-year business courses in which
a certain. amount of engineering training is included alongside of their
commerce courses.

Though not denying that they may serve useful purposes at some
'institutions, the writer does not believe that four-year combined
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courses of either type furnish any adequate solution of the general
problem of business training for the er.gineer. Manifestly only a
small fraction of th engineering students on the one hand and the
commerce students n the other can be expected to enroll in such
courses. We have o many special courses in engineering already.

. The press t t cy is toward broader rather than more specialized
engineering training.

The only really adeqUate method for providing the business train-
ing now needed by engineers is to put it into the regular four-year
courses (civil, mechanical, etc.) as required work to approximately
the same extent as chemistry or physics. The writer earbestly be-
lieves that this should be done. Many curricula already contain cer-

. twin work along businet'is lines, such as economic science,, business-
law as applied to contracts and specifications, shop management,
and industrial organization courses. Additional room ought to be
provided sufficient foo at least 10 sel-tester credit hours Of required
work.

The business subjects should be restricted to simplii fUndamental
business principles. Economic science, aecountanc2.,, business law,
corporation finance, industrial organization, and businessOychology
are examples. .

.

These subjects may be taught wholly in the school Of commerce
or partly in the college of gineering, according to local conditions.
If taught in the school of commerce, turning this instruction over to
subordinates should not be tolerated.

In addition to the amount of business tlining 444.0(1'4.0 into engi-
, 'leering courses as required work, elective groups of more advanced

work might well be introduced into the junior and senior 'years to pro-
vide opportunity for a selected number of students to spticialize some-
what along business lines.

BUSINESS SUBJECTS IN THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING COUEBE AT THE
IOWA STATE COLLEGE. !

An example of ai fair start on the plan just recommend'd is afforded
by the curriculum in mechanical engineering at the Io Wa State Col-
lege, Ames, Iowa, for 1019 -20, as follOws:

Required work.

Subjects. Year. 1 Quarter.
Quarter
credit
hours,

Reports and papers
Bpaillcation writing
Business correspondence
Enedneering economics
Bpezifications and contracts
Accounting

Total

3
3
3
4

4
4

1

2
3

2
8

3
2

17
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E14.4,t t. grOtt p WOO:.

gubjeCIS. Year. Quarter.
Quarter
crdllt
Sours.

Industrial engineering
3Industrial organization 4 2 3Industrial history

4 2 3no studies
4 2 2S. entitle management

psychology 4

4
3
a

2
3Factory pluming 4 S

Total
19

The civil and elcctrica I courses at. Ames do not vet Melnik so
large an amount Of business subjects, but we arc consWiering modify-
ing them Falai in fact our other engineering courses a*.wel 1 ) in
conformity with the saute general idea.

We.aro also proposing to enlarge the amount of required work
and to enrich the business courses introduced.

Not having a school of commerce, we plan to add an expert engi-
neering economist to our economic science faculty in the near future.

Chairman INATr. I think we will all agree that Dean Marston
has presented an extremely well-planned proposition on this sub-
ject, and that it indicates that a definite and practical advance
may be made. ...-- _

At this time it omits to me that it might, ho quite in order to
remark, although this is an 'obvious platitude, that the business-
trained engineer is not a new product. lie has been going on for

werations, in. fact, since engineering was reknized as an ap-

l'NPY:iiifldpsrcoibeanle)ely. filift dwtehasttotpt ltiongtehi

It 141 000fk

those who loom
lhismtoryup,

as
great industrial leaders were men who conformed to that descrip7.--
tion. My own business experience has been confined very largely -.,-,
to two concerns. In the first, with which I spent some 18 years, my
father was distinctly the chief engineer over a long period, and he
was the instigator of the enterprise and the administrative head.
He, perforce, had to acquire business training, but I do not think
that he or anyone else would question for a moment that, if in his
early years he had had the advantage of a systematic presentation.
of the principles which ,control business as well as engineering,
much'of his work would have been less laborious than it was. The
final results arrived at, perhaps, are not very different, but it cer-
tainly is in order to give effectively a young Man the broadest possi-

.

. ble perspective of the things which he will undertake in the future.
The enterprise with which I have now been associated for some

la years enjoys the distinction of having as its executive head one
06.'"who has been its chief engineer for a long term of yearsi. and. St
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whose earlier efforts were devoted primarily to engineering under-
takings.

So, from my nWn,e;perienCeof course, our own experiences are
always narrowthe engineer seems to be the logical man to enter
into administrative work. I am sure that in most industrial under-
takings, where that happy circumstance does arise, a very much
more consistent and constant progress is made than would other-
wise be likely.

My pleasure, now, is to introduce the next speaker on Topic No.
4, Mr. Spiker Miller, vice president., American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers, and vice president of the Lidgerwood Manufar-
turing Co., of New York City.

BUSINESS TRAINING FOR AN ENGINEER.

By SPENCER MILLER,
Vice President American Society or Mechanical Nnaincera, and Chief Engineer of Wpm.-

wood Manufacturing Co., New York Caw. °
a

The engineer is assuming an ever larger position in military, com-
mercial, and public life, and in spite of himself he its- at the very
Center of life. The more we realize this great truth the more se
ously will we contemplate our growing responsibiliti
conference steps may be taken that will enlarge the usefulness of
the engineer in the business world, we shall have fulfilled in aa.meas-
ure some of our responsibilities. The spirit of this conference' is
clearly one of service. We believe that business ethics, busines,
principles, business integrity, and business intelligence will be en-
hanced by a rrfbre determined entrance into the business world
the trained engineer. We also believe that engineers will develop
their engineering talents if trained in business manag lent and
salesmanship.

The United States of America is about to emba on an enter-
prise to distribute all sorts of American-made tools, implements.
and processes throughout the world; that the foreigner may obtain
from their use the same benefits that are obtained by American pur-
chasers. There can be no higher calling than that of the business
man of integrity who in the sale of his products really gives more
value than he receives. Thousands of tools, apparatus, and imple-
ments invented, developed, and manufactured by AmeriCan engi-

-nem and manufacturers, when put into use intelligently,Will returns
their full. cost dten in less than a year's time. It is therefore a
service that we render to the world by distributing these improved
appliances where they may simplify labor and add to the comforts
of life.

The natural emissary for the introduction of such American-made
machinerpand implements to the buyers of the world are engineers,
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and those whose engineering training enables theih to select thit
correct implement and the correct size of an-implement to best servo
flee purpose for which it was constructed. It is therefore with a.
high purpose that this conference is called.

The engineer-business man is with us to-day, the 'engineer-sales-
man is a product of the age. We live in an engineering world.
firs of engineering tools, implements, or processes demand that
they negotiate with engineers capable'of .explaining the apparatus
they wish to ,purchase. Manufactunars of engineering implements
employ evineers as designers, superintendents, and foremen, and
anxious to meet the demand for engineer-salesmen 'naturally review
their own

it a frA of engineers, selecting those offering the greatest
promise for sucAss in obtaining contracts. The general manager or
the sales ma,nage, whose function is to obtain contract; for machin-
ery, tools, or other engineering implements, finds himself confined to
his office. and qiThe naturally seeks the aid of his own engineerswhom
he can train to become salesmen. There are various methods by
which this training has been accomplished, one of which is somewhat
as follows: 1

. The business manager having found an engineer ambitious to be-
come a salesman, selects some plirticular in uiry at hand. He
p17:weeds to instruct the engineer as to the Atitffethod of approach
to the prospective buyer. In other words. he gives him a. lecture
on salesmanship, and .sends him forth to find out. his own route to
sm. ess. Whenever the engineer fails, he returns to the business
!nano r confers with him as to the reason' why be failed, and is
given ft hey trials. Thus" theory and practice of salesmanship
go hand-in-hand. This melhod has proved successful, possibly be-
cause of the quality of 'the business manager as a teacher in sales-
manship. The business manager is presumably 11-trained sales-
mtin himself. The instruction is yersonal ; me of the class is one
student. 'Under these circumstances, is it not evident that this
method of business training lias proven successful?

Here is another example:
A young engineer in a drafting room of a manufactiter of machiti-

ery expressed to the general divulger his wish to become a salesman.
The manager decided to give him, a trial. He gave him only one
lesson and sent him fiwth on an extended trip to learn himself through
experience how to make sales. This manager had Ad extended and
successful experience as a traveling salesman. This one lesson in

,,,salesmanship Coached largely on character. He'said :7 A salesman must primarily be honest with himself and honest with his
.

customers. To be successful you must believe in the value of what you are
offering for sale. Commercial traveling Is a test for the character of any
young, man, 'and it will either make him or ruin him. Do not drink. Keep
out of saloons; refuse to play cards with drummers In trains, hotels, or anr-
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where else. Drinking and gumbliag are usually the ruination of what might
otherwise be a successful business career. Go to your customers well dressed,,
never overdressed. Seek out the president of the company, If possible.: other-
wise some man high up in authority. When you enter his office be a gentleman
always. Carry a card of the company with your own name modestly printed in
the corner. You will meet many rebuffs, but do not be discouraged. When a
prospective customer tells you he does not contemplate buying machinery that
you sell, ask him if you may look through his plant. Tell him that you would
be Interested In seeing how he is equipped. If this permission is given, you
may be able to make a suggestion that should save hintsome money. Make
friends. Never forget to smile. Keep a daily journal. The rest you must
learn yourself. If you have the will to be a salesman, are fond of traveling,
and avoid the snares and temptations to which traveling men are subjected, ydu
are sure of success. Within three months this engineer succeeded in selling
enough to prove profitable to his employer and his salary was raised ac-
cordingly.

That young man succeeded both as a salesman, busine run, and
engineer, but his education as a business man was la e y acquired
in the Great University of Hard Knocks.

Many large manufacturing con6ernS of engineering apparatus
have training schools for salesmen, and it is confidently pr5dieted,
whate.yer our universities and engineering schools may do in the way
of introducing courses for business training, this method of com-
mercial education is likely to continue.

Our engineering schools to-day crowd into a four years' course
an amount of study well-nigh calculated to impair the health of the
young students, and any attempt introduce new courses, new
things to study in connection with the engineering training, should
not be taken up withopt a full and c plete consideration of all the
ele-ments of the problem; and tha understand, is the purpose of
this conference. Personally, vor a broader training of the engi-
neer in fundamentals, appl able to every branch of engineering,
seeking to train him to think and study, and eventually to become
his own teacher. Among the \fundamentals I would inc rile gen-
eral economics, preferably reserving courses in business training and
salesmanship for engineers in a post-graduate course.

Speaking of the engineer's.training in fundamentals, an exten ed
study and practice of free hand drawing is most essential ho

ability to make a sketch either in the drafting room or in the pres-
ence of a prospective customer is of incalculable value. Pictures have
the same meaning to men speaking different-languages. The sales-
man who can make a good sketch always wins attention. This
ability is a valuable aid to 'American engineer salesmen dealing nth
foreigners.

I regard physical training as a fundamentalteaching students
how to'- conserve their health, encouraging among them healthful
sports and recreation/ giving them lectures on the care of t)e body,
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impressing on their minds that physical strength is at the very
foundation of mental activity. I would discourage much of the com-
petition for scholastic honors, which often re,;ults in the destruction
of the fiber of the young studentl's body.

I ant disposed to regard psychology as a fundamental study iti the
regular trilining of engineers.

When we stop to reflect on the training of engineers. business men,
or in fact any one, we know that character stands forth as per-
haps three-quarters of the whole. Upright character is the very
foundation- of success. The character of the students can undoubt-
edly be developed by a well-considered course. of study., combined
perhaps with student government. Could not this be best brought
about in connection with enlarged courses in English, English litera-
ture and psychology ? For example, could any student in a course in
English, studying Emerson's essays on "Self Control." "Self Reli-
mice," and " Friendship," fail to obtain impressions that
would not again and again recur to the mind and thus stimul7ite
manly conduct ?

A course in English should include the vri ing of essays, public
speaking, preparaa6ni, of specifications, desert Lions of machinery
and processes, aid even letter writing. All these e essentials in the
life work of any engineer..

Many engineers to-day are doing good work known only 'to them-
selves and a few that may happen to have been at work with them.
Why? Simply because such engineers can not compose a readable
report, to anis ounce to others the results of their investigations.
Many an engfieer has profited through the preparation of a paper
on some engineering subject which he has read before one' of our
nation engineering societies.

The e gineer- salesman is 'the naturalterunner of the engineer-.,
manage or engineer-business man, and is to-day a necessity for the
intelli t sale of engineering appliances.

A " chool of Commerce for Engineers,' would indeed be a wel-
come ddition to our numerous educational institutions. A course
in commerce for engineers would alike be welcome, and is inevitable,
because such will be tbe 14ical response to'a persistent demand.

There are golden opportunities le graduate engineetrs well
grounded in engineering fundamentals and with welhestablished
characters to enter into the. fiejd of business. Engineer salesman-
ship leads to permanent employment. The engineer-salesman who
is successful is more likely to step up to a managerial position than
one who restricts himself to pure engineering and design. The
engineer-salesmari will travel; and through travel the mind is edu-
cates and the vision enlarged. Furthermore, the engineer-salesman
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is usually found in the.very firing line of progress. He is in touch
with the latest developments and demands for further improvements,
and will therefore be better able to exercise his talent as an engineer
in designing or assisting in the design of new tools, implements, and
apparatus to meet the everlincreasing demand for more and better
machinery.

The engineer-salesman in*few years develops a clientele which
becomes a part of his stock-in-trade. Manufacturers hesitate to
allow engineer-salesmen to-leimi because they realize that their res-
ignation is likely to cut the connecting link between the company
and a numbe of important customers.

With such an array of. talented educators and engineers present
at this conference, it will not fail to be an important factor in the
deveropment of schools and courses in cAnnierce for engineers, and
manufacturers will welcome their early adveixt,

Chairman Plum Gentlemen, I think we are exceedingly fortunate
in having had what seems to be two phases of one subject presented
to us with extraordinary breadth and clarity this morning.

We might, perhaps, say that Dean Marston had approached this
most interesting subject from the undergraduate's point of view

d that Mr. Spencer Miller had presented it from the postgraduate's
sta dpoint. Both are indispensable.

re are but two exceptions which I want to take to Mr. Miller',
He implied that I had stated that he was not an educator.

ms to me he is very much of an educator.
ter exception is that he paints such a glowing picture of
ilities of what we term, for lack of a better name, a corn-
aineer, that there is danger of his enticing away from

ng and research engineering too large a number of men

T
addr
butit

The o
the posh
ni cial e
pur desi
who ought to continue in those lines.

The conference will now be open for the discussion of these papers
or y other phases of the subject, and our time is limited.

r. Swiggett has made a few suggestions to which I wish to call
att ntion. The first is that a record is being made of the proceedings

. of this conference:; which will be published; the second is that for
this reason each speaker is urged to speak slowly and distinctly,
giving first his name, then his position or title, and his address; and
the third is that those who present. papers which have been prepared
in advance and printed will confer a favor if they will kindly leave
copies of such papers with us here.

I did not intend to call-upon anyone-in particular to discuss this
subject. I want everyone here to feel at liberty to participate in
this discussion to the full limit of our time. Obviously, if we are to
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get all that there is out of this conference the subjects must be de-
bated. There must be an earnest effort to bring up every side of
this question, so that those who are interested in this project may
become acquainted with the diversity of. views and.of experiences of
those present, and thereby be helped to rightly form their judgMent.

I would, however, like to call upon Prof. Follows, of the Carnegie
Institute, for a discussion of this subject. I think, perhaps, that
the Carnegie Institute is.the one educational institution in the land
which has established a course in commercial engineering, or, at least,
that it has gone farther than any other in this direction. This
course has been the result of a great deal of study on the part of
Prof. Follows, and I believe 'he has very definite ideas on the ques-
tion of what can and should be done.. .

We shmild be very happy, Prof. Follows, to*ear from you.
Mr. Fottows. Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen, Mr. Pratt

says we should be as definite as possible in'our suggestions. I am
afraid you will think me too definite. Lam inclined to be revolu-
tionary. I have become revolutionary during flue past eight years
in an effort to develop a course, a definite course, in commercial en-
gineering in 'vhat we call "Carnegie Tech." (The Carnegie In-
stitute of Technology is too 'latch of a tongue twister; so I shall say
"Tech.") In 190S, we were giving a course in what we called
"production engineering," and during the past 10 years we have
been developing. This year, at the present time, we have 72 students
who will graduate as time goes on in what we call, definitely, com-
mercial engineering. We do not say "commercial engineering so-
called ." We do not make any apologies for calling it "commercial
engineering" because we believewe have just as much right to the
word "engineering" in connection with great commercial projects,
as Commissioner Claxton suggested, its any mechanical, civil, or elec-
trical engineer. We -are revolutionary in this way, perhaps, that
we do believe that it is better to educate and train a real coin.
mercial engineer than it is to educate and train, first o all, a me-
chanical engineer, and then make him into something/ different-
make him later into a commercial-mechanical or commercial-civil
or commercial-electrical engineer, or anything else. We experi-
mented for several years with what the students called the "hyphen-
ated engineer," and, perhaps, like the, hyphenated American, it is
not the best type, the best possible type. We think we ought to go
the whole distance, and come out flat-footed and say we trait' men
to manage men, to manage and engineer great projects, to take up
the problems of "' commercial engineering" as in engineering man-
agement, production, accounting, salesmanship, and foreign trade.

The idea that a mttn can be made into a good salesman by a con-
versation, however delightful or inspirtig it maybe, and then put

.444111,11,111,...
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on the road; the idea that that is Ole best way to make a salesman
is, I think, just as far from the truth as the idea that you may take
a man find give him a talk about machine design and then say,
" Now, go into the drafting room, and during the next 10 years
your experience will make you into a successful machine designer."

There are fundamentals of salesmanship; there are fundamentals
of selling and of advertising, just as there are fundamentals of
scientific management and employment, safety engineering and
economic production, accounting, auditing, and factory costing.
These and kindred subjects occupy four years of the student's life
fully. We, have adopted 'our present plan after,several years of
testing; we have sent out a goodly number of what we might call
" test " commercials, " trial" commercials, men who have gone out
with part of our training. nut all of it, because we have only been
liling all of it during the past 2 years. But we make this claim,
that to be a good engineer, that is, a good commercial engineer, these
men must have a technical background ; and we call the technical
background subjects " engineering practice." In a sort of way we
give them technical training. We give informational courses,
deseriptional courses. But they are fundamental, not superficial.
They are so fundamental that if a man should choose he ma:- take
up any one of those lines and, in tim be a success.e.,

Only last year we graduated a yo) ng fellow in commercial en-
gineering who went immediately into war service in radios work. I
have a letter from him in my pocket, which I will not bother to read
to you, but he-became what they call a master signal electrician in
the radio department. I heard only yesterday from the head of one
of the bureaus here, that he was one of the most brilliant radio men
in Washingtonand his training was in commercial engineering.
He came to see me about six weeks ago and said, " Prof. Follows, if
you really have the fundamentals you can easily make 'good; I knew
the fundamentals of electrical work."

Onlylist week we had calls from representatives of the Standard
Oil Co., the National Supply Co., Doherty & Co., and other engineer-
ing project people, who are ready to take all the commercial en-
gineers that we can possibly graduate. The National Supply man
said," You are five years ahead of the times. You are doing what we
have been hoping would bit done; you are cutting out design work
and research work and training men to be real commercial engineers."

During the past 8 or 10 years our -" commercials" have been
going into large plants involving large projects, and making good
in the manerrent of Men, in welfare work, safety work, employ-

, ment management, advertising, and salesmanship; also in shop
accounting.- Some of these men have-been successful in a very. big
way. 'One came to visit Tech only last Christmas, and said:.." I only
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graduated from Tech in 1910, and my salary to-day is $18,000. I
am the head of the biggest organization of its kind in the country,
and I know that my success is the direct result of my t, 'ining at
Tech in the science of management and production."

I hail, a talk with the general manager of one of the big tee!
plants in Pittsburgh only two years ago; he looked over the nu-
mercia) course, the chart of which is on the easel there.' [Indicat-
ing.] I went through the whole course with him. He said, " You
are on the right track, absolutely." Ile himself was trained as
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mechanical engineer and is now general manager of one of the large
steel plants. Ile said:

My training in mechanical engineering made It very difficult for me to
Income a real manager of men. Once train a man in design and research work
and you have made It Impossible, almost, for him to become a great organizer
or manager, because he knows too much about the material details; his point
of view Is not that ()to true manager and executive; he is In touch with
materials rather than with men.

But we at Tech are drawing a deSnite line. On one side of that
line we give courses in the material technical work. On the other
side we give courses in the more human technical wkrk, which deals
with management, salesmanship, safety, and so on, we feel that
we are on the right track. So we are revolutionary, because no other

nagranlitt 1 to IS reproduced from the speaker's chart map.
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Concise Contents.

1. Mathematics: Algebra review; trigonometry ; spherical trigonometry ; the ry of equa
lions. vectors ; analytical geometry ; calculus.

2. Physics : Mechanics, etc. ; electricity and magnetism ; beat ; light.
3. English : Themes and public speaking, Wised on the current-Issues course.
-4. Drawing: As it "language- with alphabet, vocabulary, modified words, and tom-

positions. in bolo perspective and orthographicall the problem method. --.As
the " vehicle ' in the " illustrated specification." -

5. Chemistry: Historical development ; fundamental laws and conceptions; nonmetaille,e-

elements; electrolytic dissociation and chemical equilibrium; batteries imporittii
industrial processes.

0. litochasAlts: Statics of particle and of rigid body ; stresses in frames; center of
gravity; moment of inertia; friction ; dynamics: work; energy; impact ; stresses

In beams, etc. Problems using handbooks.
7, hygiene and physical training: Lectures and exercise.
8. Psychology : Nervous system; sensation ; perception : memory ; imagination : Judg-

ment ; reasoning; emotion ; will, etc.
0. Economics: By problem method. Production: distribution; consumption value; sur-

vey of money, credit, banking; economic significance in governmental sdministrati
lion in industry and business.

10. Statistics: Tabulation; plotting frequency surfaces ; central tendency ; median ; mode;
mean; scatter diagrams; empirical equations ; regression equation; correlation
coefficient multiple Wrrelation, etc. ; coefficient ; graphical _representation probs-

.
bility.
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school is doing this, so far as we know. No other school is at thej
present time, I believe, giving a degree of bachelor of scienc'e in com-1
mei-id engineering. ,
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Concise Contents

1 I. Shop lusty.) . Euginoering trades; sho.p-practice outlaw; oigaalzation and manage-
meat of shops; standardization; materials; work and tools.

12. Shop practice: Pattern shop; foundry; forge; michIne shop.
13. Materials: Methods of testing proprtie2 and rime', of materials--steel, cast-Iron,

cement, cement mortats, concrete, timber, etc..
1.1. Mettsuretnents: 'thermodynamic and hydraulic; elastic and inelastic flow.

Mechanical laboratory : Calibration of scales, anemometers, tachometers; Indicator
springs pressure gauges. water meters, planlmeters; efficiencies.

16, Prime movers : Thermod:, 'mulles of heat engines; boilers, engines, turbines, power.
plant equipment. Whole treatment essentially practical.

17. Machinery 41ements: liistory, design, construction, and application of the more Im-
portant elements of machines. as fasteners, bearings, shifting, bolting, gearing,
cams, and automatic devices.

is. Electrical applications: Power plant aid substation equipment ; power distribution
Industrial applications: comparative costs.

If I may step down front the platform just a moment, I will speak
about this char. I hope some of you will come and look at it after-
wards, because it is a very interesting and instructive chart, the
result of experience and hard knocks and a- great deal of resistance.
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I know that many of you are connected with educational establish-
ments, and if there is anything more difficult to fight than the oppo-
sition of an orthodox faculty I have yet to find it. The orthodox
faculty is'conservativeopposed to changes. If there is a (:ours:e in
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Concise Contents.

19. Industrial corporations: Formation and powers of corporations; special acts re
manufacturing corporations; stockholder rights and liabilities; mergers; consolida-

tions; stocks and bonds; taxes; labor and employer liabilities.
20.,Works management : Cooperation; administration; tree-plant chart; charting in

general; elementary formalities; routine apparatus; five essentials; incentives;
expense classification And distrPutIon; depreciation, appreciation, maintenance,
repair; costs; work and time studies; bonus plans; handling men; organization
for personal efficiency; personnel and employment bureau work.

21. Safety engineering: history, growth, and scope; organisation for accidebt preven-
tion; habits; mechanical safeguarding; hygiene; betterments; occupational dis-

eases, etc.
22. Manufacturing processes: Chemical: Industrial chemistry, patents, and tariff ; his-

tory of industries; dyestuffs, synthetic drugs, rubber, varnish, artificial plastics,

etc. Metallurgical: Relation of mining to general industry ; occurrence of ores;
types of mining processes; extraction; iron and steel manufacturing; working of
metals; alloys. Mechanical: Evolution of typical machines used for direct pro-

duction.
23. Economic production: Management, equipment, personnel, and production studies In

from 8 to 12 Pittsburgh plants from the receiving of the order to the
shipping of the product.

mathematics, that is the course in mathematics; it should, not bo

changed. It. is according to the laws of the Medes and Persians.
But if it never changes, it wills never improve; and, we ought, I
think, to work always toward improvement, and to the development
of special courses of instruction for special needs.

We have what we call "fundawentals." Mr. Miller has said that
the main fundamentals' for the commercial engineer are hygiene
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25. Commercial English: The exact method lu the preparntion of written specillcations;
correspondence forms; letter writing, etc.

20:* Languages: French: Begintres course; reading of technical Journals. gpanish:
Beginner's course, with emphasis on commercial forms.

'Accounting : Bookkeeping, debits and credits, opening and closing entries, statements,
income and balance sheets; proprietorship necounts, interest, depreciation; ntnor-
tization, balance shcels, audits.

2S. FactOry costs: Production factors to relation to costs; apportioning In direct ex-
pense; , ontrol accounts; relation of ..'oats to financial hooks.

29. Commercial. law: Contracts and negotiable Instruments, bailments, bankruptcy, fran-
chises, partnerships, corporations, conveyancing, sales and insurance; legal forms;
workmen's comptaisatIhn act all applied, where possible, to engineering problems.

30. Banking and insurance.
31. Transportation: Railroad industry historically; organization and management ; cora-

petetive agreements; 'inter-railway relations; freight handling and routing; theory
of rates'and fares; tote making in practice; accounts and statistic's; private
versus tiovernment control. .

32. Advertising and salesmanship: Psychology applied to; analysis and clnaslacatIon;
statistics of ; plans of campaign, etc. ; salesmanship; the "art " of selling ; market-

,,lag methods.
3I. Foreign trade.
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and -physical training. Well we give all students 5 hours.a week
of hygiene .and physical training. -

The fundamentals of commercial' engineering proper are psy-
chology, economics (9 hours a week), and statisticsbased, of course,
on mathematics. Tliee are the usual educational chemistry and
drawing, which latter,. by the way, is hugely free hand, taught dis-
tinctly as a shape language. We teach these young men to make
good perspective sketehes by absolutely funthunental methods.. They
are taught to coinpa-e in lines, to express themselves by means of
the pencil. Sonic of them are skillful, some are clumsy, but, at any
rate, they can all make themselves 'understood; and, as Mr. Miller
has suggested, it does not matter whether the man ytti are "sketch-
ing to" is a Chinaman, as Dutchman, or an Irishman. It makes no
difference, the perspective sketch can be read. A

Then we have what we call, our engineering practicea sort of
technical elinic, or technical background --shop history, shop prac-
tice-, machine shop and --foundry, a knowledge of measurements, test-
ing of materials, mechanical laboratory, a strong course in power
plants and prime movers,. machinery. analysisa-sort of Inachineq
clinicpassing through the history of .machinery, the development
of machines and a very detailed treatment of the essentials of ma-
chine design, so thatithe salesman or the purchasing agent will know
what machinery is and what makes it more or less efficient, and more
or less expensive.

Then electrical applications. This course has been developed dur-
ing the past four years, and our electrical engineer, Prof. Work,
tells me that the development of this course has given him a new
lease on life. Instead of the old orthodox course in electrical en-
gineering he has developed a course which puts the student in touch
with the functioning and applying of electrical apparatus. This is
distinctly a descriptional 'and problem course, ,with laboratory ex-
perience.

Then we come to the really distinctiVe part of the commercial en-
gineer's training, which covers industrial corporations--employ-
ment management and personneland safety engineering. We
now have a real course in safety. engineering and welfare .work.
thanks largely to the help received from the National Safety Coun-
cil, from the rkmen's Compensation Service Bureau, -and from
" mint pr ent safety men," such as Mr. De Blois, of the Du Pont
Powder Co.; Mr. S. J. Williams, chief engineer of the National
Safety Council; and Mr. Robert W. Campbell, of the United States
Steel Corporation. .

iikroughout one year lectures are given on manufacturing proc-
eases by men who are masters. in their line. We do not believe that
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information of this kind can be given from books by school-training
iastructom.

Then a course in economic production, which means a study, an
observational study, of the ethods of. production in a great variety
of plants in and around Pit ugh. This extends through the senior
year.

we go into what we ca 1 the commercial or marketing sub-
jects, and there we begin with commercial English, a special course

W in the writing of business letters, and also oral English, add the
proper use of the speaking voice. I only wish I had had training
of that kind in the use of my voice. I do not know how to use it.

Under languages, French and Spanish. Then there is a full
4ourse7-nearly two yearsin accounting, auditing, and factory costs.
A course in conunercial law, two- thirds of the year; banking and in-
surance, two-thirds of the year; a strong course .in transportation
which deals with transportation from the moving Of material inside
the plant to the delivery of the material at the plant abroad, hoisting
and conveying, shop trucking, auto trucking by railroad, on board
ship, across the ocean, to the foreign port, and then on to the factory
abroad.

Advertising and salesmanship: This includes applied psychology.
Psychologists agree that there is no richer field for applying the
fundamental principles of psychology than in advertising and sales-
manship.

Finally, we have a course in foreign trade. This is beinggiven
by a specialist-who is doing very_gotcl service at the University of
Pittsburg,iirand is sharing his time just now wits us at Tech.

So we have a program which is aim a standard program. Let
me add this: This year, of the 220 freshmen at Tech.,who have elected
engineering courses, 35 have elected commercial engineering, as large
a number as elected either mechanical, electrical, qr civil engineering.
The commercial course is becoming very popular, certainly not be-
cause it is an easy course, but because of the great opportunities it-
offers to the graduate. We are assured by many of the big corpora-
;ions, not only around Pittsburgh, but 'elsewhere, of their need of
these men. Some have told us that they are ready every year to take
all the men wa graduate and distribute them through their various
interests either in this country or abroad.

I thank you very much.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, it', seems to me that this phase of the

subject belongs more to the afternoon's topic,- but since it has come
up, I want to ask whether the commercial course at Carnegie Tech
is an essential part of the course in mechanical engineering?

Mr. Fou.ows. Do you mean how-much commercial engineering the
inechaniCals get?
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Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; in business training.
Mr. FoLLows. We give the " mechanicals " a commercial back-

ground. We feel that the !commercial background is just as neces-
sary for the mechanical or electrical or other technical engineer as
the technical background is for the commercial engineer. So it is
only a matter of gixing that commercial background, which we do
through economics, political science and safety and welfare, works
management and economic production. They are in some cases
lighter courses than those given to the commercials, but they are
being included in practically all the technical courses now. They are
all given a part .of the commercial work as a background.

Mr. TAYLOR. Can you reduce the amount to semester hours?
Mr. Follows. We have just adopted a new unit of one clock hour

of work, whether it is laboratory work, recitation, lecture work, or
home work, but I can not give you the actual number of hours. It
is approximately as recommended by Dr. Swiggett and the Com-

Engineering.Conference of the 1st of April last.
Mr. TAYLOR. In other words, you are using the clock hour. the

actual clock hour?
Mr. Fouows. Yes, sir.
Mr. Bto. Mr. Chairman, it is evident that there is a great field

for the kind of education that the Carnegie Institute is teaching, but
I think we must agree that if a large majority of our technical schools
give that kind of an education, the progress in real engineering along
scientific lines would be handicapped. It is true that a great many
engineers try to become commercial engineers, parts of the ,com-
mercial organization, 'and eventually reach high positions; but we
Must hope, and I believe it is necessarily true, that a great many.

-engineers love engineering sufficiently so that they will not be tempted
off the main road.. I am sure that it is desirable to have a great deal
of economics and like subjects in an engineering course, and was
shocked to find that 50 per cent of the technical colleges did not even
give an elementary course iii eConoisics. That is certainly wrong
and can not be justified. I think, howeveiniTat ir'Wettid be de-
cidedly unfortunate if we convey the impression here that it isli6ek -
ble and des fable that every institution give a course in economics
involving, say, 12 hours. Some institutions could adventa-
geously do it, but I6infiajority of institutions have not the teachers
nor the justification to do it.

I am familiar with the conditions at Union College and shall,
therefore, refer.0 that. ,

In the ,engineertng courses of Union College we have a three
semeeterdhour course ,n economics and a three semester-hour course
in business law. In .addition we have---I don't remember the exact

, numberfour or five elective courses along lines of economics open
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to men who have taken these elementary courses. As it turns out,
the majority of students enjoy these courses in economics very much
indeed, but only about half the class elect to take economics in the
senior year, because we happen to be fortunate enough at Knion Col-
lege to have one real character builder, a man that every student feels
he must have studied underDean Riptonprofessor of history.
His elective courses in history divert the students from electives in
economics.

To conclude, we all agree about the importance of economics.
There is no question about itit is extremely important, and we
should do all we can to introduce it extensively in our engineering
curriculum. But the important thing, after all, is to make the beqt
use of our men, our faculty. If our best man is a professor of his-
tory, the student should take and takes many courses in history.
Similarly, if we have a strong. man in economics, our students will,
elect not three or four but 12 hours of economics.

Mr. Iltou Es. I am here to-day more for the sake of obtaining in-
formation than for anything that I can impart to this assemblage.

The Harvard engineering school is being reorganized. Five years
ago we made an agreement with the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology and we moved our civil, mechanical, electrical, and sanitary
engineering and our mining and metallurgical staff and all our equip-
ment to the institute. Then, in .1917, the supreme judicial court of
Massachusetts decided we could not stay there, and we are now mov-
ing back, which gives us a chance to reorganize.

We find the process difficult, chiefly because wecto not know what
subjects to leave out of our programs. 'Four academic years and one
full summer's work are required of all students fbr the bachelor's de-
gree. In addition to the school shopwork of the sophomore year, in
the case of mechanical and electrical engineers, we plan to put them
for 11 weeks during the secoid or third summer into industrial plants.
One of our great problems is how to manage this summer's work. We
do not. want to put them into a shop and turn them Nose all summer
long on a 'lathe or planer in just one place, and we arc trying to find
out from people who have experience how to handle this instruction
in ord hat the students may get a knowledge of men and of busi-
ness ganization as well as technical training. ".The civil, mining,
and nitary engineers will have an equivalent amount of work in
iury mg and in mines or in suitable industries.

We have planned for the seniors that a fifth of the students' time
be denpd to accounting and business law and Management.. Those
courseewill be given to our students by 'professors in the Harvard
Graduate School of Business Administration. We do not think it is
enough, but so far it seems to be about all we can give. We feel that
the engineering students must have, first of all, a thorough course in
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engineering. This work, with the summer work, will take about one-
tenth of the students' four years. There is little specialization during
the four years, but the fifth year may be wholly devoted to some spe-
cial field.

We hope that such of our students as wish to combine engineering
and busings administration will go to our school of busyness admin-
istration after they have completed the engineering course. It is a
wonderful organization. In addition to its large awl skilled staff
of permanent men, a large group of successful men come in from
business and give instruction in their own life work. Such a com-
bination will take time, but if one is to have both he must give suffi-
cient time.

I have followed closely the courses in engineering administration
given in some places, and I do not approve of the courses as they
are rally given, because four years is 'not long enough, in my
op ion, to cover the combined Nvork. They are not courses in bu' si-
n such as Prof. Follows has explained, but they are a sort of a
makeshift, a smattering of engineering and business.

I would like to raise a definite question before I close and that is,
how to make a connection between the schools and the shops which
will give Students the training which is required. We do not see
our way clear to adopt two weeks in and two weeks out, butwe do
want to make a first-class summer's work.

May I also indorse what one of the previous speakers expressed
I do not think that the English as it is taught in the best schools is
as good as we ought to have for our engineering students. We
ought to have all sorts of training in expression. We should not
turn over our students to dilettantes whosehterest is chiefly literary
and who criticize chiefly from the standpoint of elegance. What we
need for our students is live teachers of English who will stay with
them day in and day out, throughout their college career. Every
article that is written should be scrutinized by teachers who are

. expert in this matter of English. Occasionally the older teachers
,of engineering may be depended upon to do this; but in general
everything a. student produces,. written or spoken, throughout his
fou'r-year course ought to be criticized from the standpoint of ex-
pression by some one whose business it is to do so. I do not believe
a student can be taught to write English in three hours a week for
one or two years, or even three years of his course. Teach him all
the time:

Chairman hurr. I would like, if Dean Turneaure, of the College'
of Engineering of the University of Wisconsin, is present to have
him give us a few words.



Mr. TURNKAURE. Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen, our fac-
ulty is approaching this suifjoct from a standpoint about as follows:

things that can be taught in college, not alone in engineering, but
As every one knows, who is a teacher, there is a vast number of
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in business, law, and almost every other branch. The problem is,
what does it pay to teach in college for a period of about four years?
We know we can not turn out finished engineers. We can turn out
men who, presumably, at the end of four years, are capable of.be-
coming engineers. We can give them the fundamentals. ,We can
give them some of the A B C's of engineering so that they will not
feel perfectly green when they go into a particular branch of work.

It seems to me we can do the same sort of thing along the line of
business and commerce. 1;each year a larger proportion of grad-
uates is going into business closely related to engineering, and the
demand is upon us to fit those young men in such a way that when
they go out into practice they can fill a subordinate position in those
lines more effectively than they can at the present time.

In many cases young engineers would find excellent openings in
the business side of engineering, but, being alMost wholly ignorant
of the A B C's of business, they hesitate to tackle that phase of the
profession.

It is our idea thiirengineering students should be given at least-tifi
A B-C's of business practice in the same sense that they are taught the
A B C's ofqvil, mechanical, and electrical engineering. Our alumni,
many of whom are in business practice closely related to engineering,
have'urged upon is the desirability of introducing into the courses a
comparatively small amount of business practice. I think most of
us Will agree that fundamental courses in economics are essential to
engineers; but I believe that some applied work in business practice
should also be introduc to a limited extent, primarily for the pur-
pose of opening the ( r n ider for engineering graduates in the field
of business engit ring. Beyond this point we have not gone very
far. Perhaps e will not go very far. We look upon this general
subject about as we look upon such u, branch as telephone engineer-
ing. We do not think it would he worth while or economical to teach
a large amount of telephone .engineering in four years. Business-
practice is a specialized branch, and a large amount of time can not
be afforded such specialized branches in four years.

Chairman Plum Will Mr. Howard B. Shaw, in charge of the
Doherty Training Schools, gi".4ts a few words? I am sure his view-
point on this topic of interest.

Mr. Slum. I hive not prepared any definite discussion. I came
rather for information,lsbecause I have been out of touch for six
years and havnot kept up with what the engiiiering schools have
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been doing excel come in touch with them by getting gradu--
ides from them.

I have 'charge of the Doherty Training Schools. We have in the
last 14 years employed about 400 engineering graduates and at-
tempted to work them 'Au the utility business, We find, gener-
ally. that their training in engineering, strictly technical work, is
sufficient wherever we get them, with the possible exception that
chemistry is not welded into engineeringcourses the way physics is.
Chemistry, generally. except in chemical engineering courses, is given
as one subject in the freshman year, and the remainder of the
course the students proceed to forget about it: Some of our work de-
pends largely on chemistry, such.,as gas engineering; and in recent
years we have gotten into the oil business; and chemistry is neces-
sary in some phases of the oil business or for engineering connected
with the oil business. 6

In general, we have fonnd the students kritsw 1. tle of organization
work. In general% we find difficulty in interes ng graduates in the
oil business when w6 get them from the schools. After ey'lliave
been with us two or three months, it is hard for us to keep them
from going into the oil business, whether they have been trained as
eloctrical, mining, mechanical, or civil engineers.

Recently we made a study of a few engineering schools where we
could determine classification of graduates as to employment, and
we found that approximately 75 per cent of engineering graduates
were employed with organizationli a larger proportion with organ-
izations which were operating as compared with manufacturing
that is,,organizations like utilities, railroads, etc.

We think that some attention ought to be given by engineering
schools and engineering educators to the question of where their
graduates go after they get through with them and what they will
be called on to do.

I venture to say that-over 90 per cent of the engineering gradu-
ates would be benefited if they had some of the principles of bui-
ness as well as economics while they are in school. Most of our
work consists in teaching thorn or giving them, rather, the oppor-
tunity to learn the means and methods of organization.

Mr., MARSHALL. I hope it may be pertinent if I refer for just a
few minutes to something that I have done in North Carolina in,
the last three years along educational lines connected with business
in the school there. ./

Our work, so to speak, was in a local field, After:getting under-
ground sewerage, filtered water, and proper sanitary conditions, we
built k public achoqi. They had nothing Ake it in the State. We
tried to mark a new line in the method of training children there

. to take the full courses. We tried to train the body so as to make
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the mind better. We taught-domestic science and manual training.
We would call in the chemists and engineers for an hour or so. We
would also invite a fellow engineer, engaged in some practical busi-
ness, and who lived there, to talk to the whole class. The chemists
and engineers were not a permanent part of the faculty, but they
gave the students something that made them more practical when
they graduated. It will be granted, I think, that they will-make
better engineers or chemists or whatever they intend to be from the
introduction of this practical work into the public school .system,
and it is worth going far to see the actual results accomplished.

Chairman PRATT. That is an exceedingly interesting illustration
that hasjust been called to our notice.

There are, however, foilr sessions to this conference, an I want
to bring the discussion of this first session back as closely to the
topic as I can. The topic is " Business training for the engineer,"
whether or not the e gmeer as an engineer should receive a greater
degree of busines raining than has been the custom in the past..
It is not that we e gping to make business men out of engineers
primarily,' but it that the engineer, in prosecuting engineering
science and practice in the broadest possible manner, should be in
position to deal with business problems as they arise and to direct
them.

I should like very much to hear from Prof. Jenks, of the New
York University, if he is present this morning. .'

Mr. J ENKS. I had not thought of speaking at all this morning.
I have only a word to say along the lines suggested by, the chair-
man at this moment.

I had supposed that the purpose of the conference was not to
train business men who do certain engineering work, but was to
see hoW engineers might get some capacity and experience and
ability by handling business problems that come to them inci-
dentally in their work as engi,neers.

I have only a suggestion or two \to makes because I understand
that we arc discussing this question from the point of vigw of
teaching in an institution, and that suggestion is regarding the
teacher and the way in which the teacher shall himself approach
the problem.

May I comment, for example, on one or two things thatlhave
already been said with reference to the teaching of English? I
am in most hearty accord with the speaker who suggested that if
our engineers are going to express themselves properly they must.
have a good deal of English practice all through their course. I
believe it is possible in our engineering schools to make the courses
in English much more .practical than they are now. For instance,
if we entitle the course in English "business English," as is the
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case in some institutions, it will focus the attention of the teacher
himself upon the fact that he is not primarily to interest his students
in Jan Austen or in Fielding and in the niceties of English literary
criticism, but that he is to teach them primarily to write a straight-
forward business letter, a sales letter, a letter that will have to do
with practice in connection with business.

The same thing would be trFe also with reference to any course
we might have. Take, for instance, public speaking.' In almost all
of vim institutions now there is an opportunity for the engineering
students to have at any rate a short course in public speaking.
That does not mean that the men must be made polished orators.
It does mean that a man should be taught so to express himself that
he can be concise and come directly to the point in a five-minute
talk. In many of our inStitutions that kind of work is now done
in a departthent of public speaking.

Let me take just one other illustration as to the practical end of
the work. I may perhaps speak from my own experience here,
because I have be teacher for man} years. I remember that in
one of my gradu g clicises some years ago there happened to
come up a problem in connection with the Philippine currency situa-
tion which at that Linn) was in a troublous, parlous state. Some
special problem was troubling the Government in Washington.
attention had been called to the question, and I thought it would be
very useful to put that problem before the class. I said, "Here is
a problem," and I explained to them what the situation was in the
Philippine Islands. "What would you recommend the Government
to do? That is your next lesson assignment. I wish you to submit
a rather detailed report. Moreover, if you say anything that is good
for anything, I will make it a recommendation to the Government.
It may be that some of you may so develop your statesmanlike ideas
as to help the Government, because this is a troublesome problem."
I had some very interesting suggestions a few days later. The most
interesting thing, however, was that probably the best man I had
in the class, a man who had been appointed on account of the brit-
liancy of his scholarship in other institutions, said to me a week or
two later:

I studied economics as an andergadaate for three years. I taught economivs:
for two years. I came into your elass a few weeks ago, and the first time It
ever occurred to me that economics had anything, to do with practical everyday
living was when you put that problem up to the clam

Economics it the science of business. I think the teachers can help
the situation very much, not only along any one of these lines, but
along all of the .different lines. I think that so far as possible. we
should give courses in business management, business organization,
salesmanship, and all of those topics, but first of all, we should
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prove our own mental attitude as teachers, realizing that we are fit-
ting those men for life.

Chairman PuATr. I happen to. know that at Yale University they
have just consummated a rather radical plan of reorganization, both
in the administrative and educational activities of the university, and
the scientific department has been very definitely influenced by theseareorganization plans.

I notice that we have with us this morning Prof. Tracy, head of
the civil engineering department and also chairman of tae engineer-
ing committee of the scientific department of Yale. The subject of
the amount of economics which can be introduced into, the engineer-
ing courses, including civil, meehanical, electrical, and mining engi-
neering courses and other scientific courses, as carried on at New
Haven, has had a 'great deal of attention. As the_curricula which
have. now, I believe, been established for the forthcoming years have
been made the subject of a very real study from this point of view,
I would be very glad if Prof. Tracy would say something to us in
that connection.

Mr. TRACY. Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, it is true, as the chair-
man has stated, that we have just been through the throes of reor-
ganization in the transition from a three-year to a four-year course.
Ottr committee on engineering has been wrestling for some months
with this problem. We started by asking ourselves the question,
`what is the kind of work that an engineer really does'?"

We felt that there were really three kinds of workdesigning, con-
struction, and operation. We said to ourselves that the last two of
these really require some business training. Then we asked ourselves,
"how can we introduce the elementS of business training into a curri-
culum that is already overcrowded?" We thought we could do it in
two ways, by the addition of certain elementary courses in business
and by the broadening of some of the technical courses already given.

To gaiti time for the addition of elementary courses i usineAFf,,
we examined rather closely some of our highly specialized co rSCS;
in engineerinr, Ind we found that we could reduce some of th
especially such as those in bridge drafting, railroad curves, a d
other specialized courses, and thus gain a littlo time for the intr
duction of courses in economics, in accountingtaken in a broat
sensein business and finance. We felt also that the professors of
engineering could bring into the courses which they were already
teaching something of the business conceptions which the student
should have to carry on work pertaining to construction, operation,
and other business phases of engineering work.

Then came the problem of getting teachers for business courses.
We can, of course, get from our other departments most of these
teachers, but in addition we shall follow out the plan which we have
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already in operation in our technical courses, that is, the plan of
74 calling in experts from -outside; but when we call. these experts in we

do not ask them to come and merely lecture to the students; we ask
them to give conference courses. These are courses which are worked
out by the men outside of the school in Cooperation with the men
on the faculty. When these outside men come they sit down with
the students and, instead of giving lectuies, they talk with them in-
formally and discuss these subjects for two hours or more, giving the
students the benefit of their experienCe.

These are some of the suggestions which perhaps we can offer
from our own eipefienee, but I speak of them rather reluctantly, be-
cause they seem rather inadequate and because wr ourselves are puz-
zled as to just how to proceed. We are simply feeling our way in
the development of these courses. We feel, moreover, touch .as Prof.
Hughes does, that if a student desires to specialize in a business
training, he should take at least one year of graduate study in a busi-
ness administration course.

Chairman Pam. Would Dean McCaustland, of the Faculty of
Engineering, University of Missouri, say a few words to us?

Mr. MCCAUSTLAND. I ant very glad to be called at the end of this
discussion and -will try to get back to the major topic, business train-
ing for the engineer.

It is rather striking that from four institutions we have practically
the same report. I refer to the speakers from the State College of
Iowa, from Wisconsin, from Yale, and from Harvard. After all,
our old courses in engineering, our old curricula, while they need re-
vision, are not, after all, entirely fossilized, but may be modified and'
brought down to date. However, like all good things; change comes
slowly.

The presentation of the work at the Carnegie Institute is a little
aside from the main question, as it appears to me, because that estab-
liShes a specific curriculum in commercial engineering. I have no
opinion on that curriculum at the present time, but in the matter of
the subject of business training for the engineer it seems to me our
best method is to build on what we already. have. The last sizker,
froln Yale, touched upon the difficulty that every institution meets
when it attempts to get. something new in the curriculum; that is,
"Is there room for it ?" In the old days When we found that we .
wanted to put something new in the curriculum, we just put it in. If
it was something new we believed it was something worth while,and
we put it ip until we got so overcrowded that we had to stop. We.
now meet the situation differeutly. We have almost come to the .

point where we are ready to remove some special engineering courses
and put in more fundamentals. I am not ready to go to the extent of
the speaker, Mr. Miller, who says that the fundamentals of engineer-
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ing are English, good character, and physical training. Those are
good and necessary, but they do not cover the whole ground. We
have got to get some science in the course, and by cooperation with
the scientific departments, with xnathematicj, with business and me-
chanics which are treated on a scientific basis we are able to make
room for some other work.

I was interested in a remark that
more

Shaw made on the floor
here to-day as to. the need for more chemistry. I agree with him,
but it is a very difficult thing to deterrhine just what are the essen-
tials of engineering training. We will all agree on a certain amount
of mathematics, di:awing, and so forth, but when we get beyond these
we appear a little hazy as to what am the fundamentals in engineer-
ing. But I do see mnarked tendency on the part'of fkachers of engi-
neering to be more ready to give up some of the highly specialized
courses for which they are responsible and-thus make way for' more
elementary work. Sometimes the same result is reached by a com-
bination of courses, as, for instance, iW the field of structural engi-
neering. Instead of having a course in higher structure) relating to
bridges and a course in masonry structures and a course in concrete
structures and a course n mill buildings, and various other courses,.
of the same bort, they get together, boil it down and give a single
course in structures. I was interested to note in the last issue of the
bulletin thatsomeone mentioned this method as a, desirable modi-
fication: It is already accomplished in some schools.

Therefore, it seems to me that the procedure for the members of
an engineering faculty is this:. Carefully scrutinize all courses in the
curricula and keep them restricted to essentials; train the students
in English, in drawing, in the sciences, in economics, and if there
is any room left, put in some of the special engineering courses. It
does not appear to me to be at all impossible to follow very definitely
}.he program of dividing a curriculum into a preparation for design-
ing, for construction, and for operation. As Mr. Miller pointed out,
students should go on after some practice with what may be called
postgraduate work. This may be highly specialized and technical.

Mr. HkuusoN. There is one point in regard to this matter which
it seems to me that educators and practical engineers are apt to over-
look. The point to which I refer is the training of the young men
who come to our colleges in "polished manners and fine sense." Nor,
as ..tet. as I know, is there anything done in our colleges to aid in
training young engineers to meet other men or to so mold and
adjust the personality of these young men that they will go out with
a knowledge of diplomatic approach, -politeness, and courtesy.. Yet
these are very important factors in transacting business and are as
readily taught as physics, economics, or algebra.
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The speaker worked for 10 years beyond the confines of the United
States and the one thing that impressed him possibly More than
anything else was the courtesy with which foreign engifmers attack
the problems with Which they deal. There is absolutely no rough-
neskno unnecessary aggressiveness, no tendency -to make a .show of
force. On the other hand, the American engineer is quite apt to
start into a prOposition in a good deal the same fashion that a sec-
tion foreman drives into an unruly gangplenty of use of the pick
handle and no thought of sore heads if only results can he obtained.
This directness is greatly to the misfortune of American engineers
in their efforts to engage in business affairs, but it is to be traced
not to any deficiencies in personal character or temperament, but to
the fact that American colleges of engineering have quite generally
permitted their student bodies to develop a concept of engineering
which, while these men are in college, expresses itself in high' top
boots, rough wool shirts and rugged manners, and in later years in
a brusqueness which is hardly an asset to any man who desires to
succeed in a business career.

I feel that something should be done in our colleges to teach young
men at least the elementary rules of politeness, courtesy, and a
gracious manner. Some will object that such learning should be self-
acquired, but it is the speaker's belief that there is no field of knowl-
edge which can not be better and more quickly grasped under the
guidance of good instructors than it can by self-training. Indeed,
our whole educational system is based on this assumption, particu-
larly as applied to the training.of4the young. I, therefore, see no
reason for objecting to a statement that no matter how courteous a
man's intentions may be, good training under good instructors will
always serve to make the expression of that courtesy more .effective
and its possession more of an asset.

Mr. RANDOLPH. For some 25 years I have been teaching business
engineering to engineers and have tried various and sundry methods.
The difficulty which has bothered me most was that there were some
men, quite a number in fact, into whose head it was almost impossible
to get an economic or business idea. Several whoM I worked over
very carefully and took special pains to make it clear to them have
not yet, after 10 or 15 years in the world, grasped the fundamental
business principles; they seemed to be wholly unable to look at things
that way. Others found it easy. In one case a young man seemed
to have .a much clearer grasp of the subjects than I did, and from
him I learned a good deal. I found he -.vnq a book akent, making his
living by selling books in the summer. A large number of the gradu-
ates told me that their success was due almost ex4sively to what
they got out of their business engineering cOunit'
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One specific instance was typical of quite a number of others.
One young man could barely pass his,exainations on other sub-.
jects; in fact, I am not yet sure that he really graduated, although
he got his diploma. When he came to me for advice I outlined the
business proposition and advised him to go in with a contractor. I
understand-he is now worth several hundred thousand dollars, which
he has made in this line. of business.

One man made his class near the top and the other barely scratched
through. The first man is barely making a living, while the other
man is well off and manager of a large plant.

Just what is the fundamental difference in these cases I am un-
able to say. At present everything points to the difference in
mental ake-up. A man suited for business is one who does not
readily grasp new things but does the same thing over and over as a
duplicating machine. A man suitable for engineering one who
normally does a thing in a new way and does not follow beaten
trails. My own view is that there is a fundamental difference here
which must be recognized in our educational schemes, and the
failure to recognize this is to-day producing untold misery and the
loss of Millions of money.

The writer has attempted to differentiate his men in this way and
has made it a rule for years not to recommend a man for executive
or business positioAs whose grade is over 95 and seldom to recom-
mend him when his grade is over 90. The ordinary academic pro-
cesses are utterly unable to differentiate between these two types
of men. I succeeded in my class work in differentiating in may own
mind and could classify them quite accurately, but was wholly un-
able to differentiate them on the records of the institution.

There is another thought which I think should be considered very
carefully: Business is defined as air occupation which concerns
itself with the details of trade; economics us the art of production,
preserving, and distribution of wealth. Is the purpose of this meet-
ing for business training or training..in.eConomics? .

My own experience i,n handling these subjects in the classroom
unquestionably points to the fact that the fundamentals of business
training, such as bookkeeping, etc., can be taught in the classroom in
a relatively short time It would be impracticable of course to teach
all the detail processes, principles, and methods of all the different.
trades or industries. Economics can best be taught in the class-
mom and should form an integral part of the subjects of instruction.
Our engineering institutions are now contenting themselves with
teaching the structural side only, whereas, the economic side is al-
ways of more impOrtanee to the gradutO and is usually much more
difficult to teach.
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As an illustration of the last point made, we may take the design
of a cylinder head for a steam engine. The structural methods are
ielatively simple and can be easily taught, but a different class
of cylinder head 'would be designed for a man-of-war where every
pound must be put in guns and armor; a freighter where every
pound must be put in cargo; a locomotive where we wish weight for
freight c4ervice and boiler capacity for passenger service, or a sta-
tionary engine where the weight hask little value other than the cost
of the cast iron, or an aeroplane where every possible consideration
must be given to the saving of weight. The saving of a pound of
metal in each one of these cases hu a different value and the design
must be guided accordingly. This is but an illustration of one of the
many methods in which economics can be taught, and the writer
has in many cases handled his entire subject. from the economic
standpoint, making the structural merely a side issue. In his own
practice he has found that economics was always.a primary consid-

/eration and the structural, secondary in a large degree.
It is questioeable if a large number of our engineering teachersv

are not so unfamiliar with engineering practice as to make them in-
competent to teach economics as above defined.

Mr. SNOW. I do not know whether engineering subjets should be
added to the curricula of schobls of commerce. 'At the moment it is
rather hard to see how any engineering courses save those of the
most general. and descriptive nature could be thus added with much
net profit. But this part o the problem is left for those most corn-
potent to consider it.

I do feel strongly that some basic commercial subjects should be
added to the curricula of engittering schools. Engineers are the

.greatest direct spenders in the world; and asidefrom 'timeliness. and,
the broadening influence of such studies, from a technical viewpoint
it seems desirable that engineering students should learn more about
commercial matters than they do. The value of such addition to
the engineering curriculum is admitted. The question arises as to,
ways and means.

The present suggestions are not the only ones we have recently
received. Othel''s have come to us, from other sources. Most of these,
suggestions are good, but all are impossible; and as a matter of fact
an. underlying problem at this formative moment is noteso much
what to add to the engineering curriculum, as what to remove
from it.

Let us consider the situation from three standpoints, i. e., the
curriculum, the teaching staff, and time.

Curricalwm.---1 think that engineering colleges% as a whole are
about to separate quite completely from colleges of liberal arts, of
which most of them are the offspring, and that the average en-

>A
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gineering faculty-411 soon be as free to express itself as faculties
of law and medicine are now. But as yet we are too near the time
when our curricula were designed and guided by liberal arts colleges
to think independently. Even those engineering colleges which
stand most alone show the influence of the liberal- arts college which
prevailed when they were organized. We are told that our en-
gineering curriculum produces narrow men at the very time when
we are depending upOn the so-called culture subjects of the liberal
arts college to give breadth. It seems hard to convey the thought
that some subjects not now taught may have as great a broadening
influence as some which are.

The consensus of opinion scents to continue to favor four-year
courses, so that if we are to take advantage of any of the sugges-
tions which appeal to us so greatly, we must remove some existing
subjects entirely, or else cut down othrs at the top which have been
carried too far, or both. This seems'obvious; yet when we endeavor
to carry it into effect we meet with trouble. I believe that the time
is not distant when 7iftLion- will have a meaning in engineering
faculties which it now has in the Army. Then, the engineering
curriculum will be more in the nature of a chemical combination,
and less the mechanical mixture which it now is. In the college of

tether

each subject stands comparatively alone. It is a question
ether much which we have failed to accomplish hasnot been due to
the fact that we have followed the college of arts in this matter
unduly.

Teachimg staff .We all admit that 'the way a subject is taught
may be as important as the subject itself. We are all trying to se-
cure something more than teachers. We, are looking for adjustable,
broad-gauge, friendly,- sympathetic, and human6 teachers, men who
are character builders as well as intellect, molders, and we are glad
that we succeed in finding as many of these men as we do. '

Time.-2-Some believe' that the average engineering student may
be injured by carrying his "book work" beyond a certain point.
We can not yet know-whether the future engineering course will
be completed in fonr yearS-va...ia five. It seems, certain that it will
not go much beyond five years, but even this longer term would be
insufficient for all of the results -we would like to secure. We have
been asked to add to our subject matter, and at the same time have
a, feeling that out' men are now too old when they are graduated.

The definite suggestion is offered that while we are doing so
mach to increase our efficiency at the top, we may be omitting some
duty at the bottom. And the question arises as to whether we will
reasonably meet our duty to our studentg without looking further
irtothepreparation these students receive before they come to Us.
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Why should the studies wq are making, the improvement we hope
fof. be limited to the term for which we are more directly respon-
sible? How many of us are satisfied with the time economy which
prevails in and the general results obtained by the courses intended
to prepare men for' that part of their training for which we are
responsible? I realize what it means tcr suggest carrying our in-
vestigation down into the preparatory schools, yet I venture to
make it. If the efficiency which will 44ortly prevail in typical
American engineering colleges could be made to extend down through
the preparatory schools, how many of our problems would be solved!

Chairman Pharr. Our time is coming pretty. near to an end ; in
fact, we have gone by our hour.

Before,closing there is just one thing I would like to hear from
Dean McCaustland, if he will be good enough to give expression to
it. I think the dean has made a very excellent presentation of the
problem which is confronting every engineering faculty. No one
who has the love of engineering and its best interests at heart is
prepared for one moment to sacrifice what might be termed pure
engineering for commercial ends, nor is it necessary to do so. Every-
one; however, recognizes that among the'large number of young men.
who go through our educational institutions from year to year there
is a great diversity of character and of .purpose, and that the course
which is going to develop one type of man with one purpose cer-
tainly will not develop another type of man with another pur-
pose. Probably the deans of our engineering schools at large would
consider themselves unworthy of their vocations and responsible
positions if they did not hold the idea that they are there to teach
engineering in its highest fo

Accepting that, perhaps, as a fair premise, we then agree that the
engineer would function more thoroughly and effectively if he could,
in his course of training, get a better appreciation of economics and .

of their relations to the business .and undertakings with which he
is to be associated.

The propositio' has been made at an earlier conference that.,
working toward such ends, it would be desirable, if practicable, to

.,..19.devote 12 to 48 semeste hours to the subjects of general economics,
cost accounting, busin -organization, business law, etc. I presume
there is practically i course in the land to-day that does not devote
a certain number o ours to those subjects, to one or all of then,.

At the last conf refice it appeared that, as far as we were then
advised, there was only one college which approached that schedule,
although there may be others. The dean- of the Pennsylvania State
College, I believeshowed that 1i did then have 12 semester hours
devoted to those subjects, and felt that he had gone pretty well to-
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ward the practicable limit without sacrificing things which he re-
garded as fundamental to engineering.

Have you, Dean McCaustland, tried to make a quantitative analysis
of this project? Have you thought of it in teems of semester hours?.
rn other words, do you believe it is possible to devote from 12 to
18 semester hours to those subjects without making an unwise sacri-
fice of other subjects?

Mr. MCCAUBTLA ND. Our faculty has been considering the ques-
tion for some time before this matter was brought up by the Bureau
of Education, and at our last meeting it was decided that we would
find very little difficulty in raising it from 12 to 15 hours in the
curriculum.

Chairman PRATT. That ,is very interesting amj, I th' very
coil raging.

Gentlemen, we have three other sessions and I think we shopld
not.attempt to go too far in this session. Unless someone desires to
say something more I will declare the conference to recess until'2.30
o'clock this afternoon.



AFTERNOON SESSION.

Prof. J. W. Jenks, of New York University, presiding.

Chairman JENas. The time for calling the meeting to order
has already passed. 1)r. Swiggett has received afnotice from the
chairman of this afternoon, Mr. Hurley, that, owing to public
business, it will be impossible for him to be present with us and to

%)reside. In consequence, Dr. Swiggett has honored me by asking me
to call the names of those who are to speak this afternoon..

It is perhaps well, also, for us to keep in mind before the first
addresses are made that the topic of the afternoon has a somewhat
different viewpoint from thd topic-of the morning; so that as the
various listeners are preparing to criticize severely the speakers of
the afternoon, they might well note that.

This morning the topic was "Business training for the engineer."
We were supposed to be looking at the question from the view-
point of the engineer and the advisability of getting a certain amount
of-business training for him as an engineer.

The topic for this afternoon, you will note, is "gngineering train-
ing for commercial enterprises," and the point of view is that of
the business man. We should, then, look at it from that view-
point and see how well equipped a person with engineering training
would be to undertake an important commercial enterprise. That,
I am informed by the maker of the program, is the essential
ference between the two topics.

The first speaker this afternoon is Mr. Walter Rautenstrauch,
professor of mechanical engineering, Columbia University.

ENGINEERING TRAINING FOR COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES r

By WALTER RAUTENSTRAUCH,
Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Columbia University.

As our chairman has very %clearly brought out, there ark two sub-
jects beffore us to-daythe business training deSirable for men who
are to enter the engineering professions, and the kind of engineering
instruction which should be giveti to those who contemplate entering

4Etlicommereiai enterprises, such as manufacturing or public serviee.
I think there are two distinct fields contemplated by these sub-

jects, and if I may I would like to bring out some points which occur
to me in reference to the first topic which was discussed this morning.

52
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I feel that there is 'a distinct need and there will continue to be a
distinct need for professional engineersmechanical, electrical, civil
and sanitary. I think it is a 'mistake to train these men for man-
agerial positions. I think a mistake is likely to be,made in some
institutions in forgetting that there is always a demand for the dis-
tinctly professional type of mechanical and electrical engineer. The
successful practice of any branch of engineering demands, however,
a certain viewpoint which may be termed the business viewpoint or
commercial viewpoint, and therefoK the student should be taught
the practice of his profession with a view to the economic significance
of the things Nvtlich he does. It would seem, therefore, that any
business training for engineers requires not additions to the curri-
culum, but, as one speaker brought out very clearly this morning,
it requires the teaching of economics in every engineering subject; in
other words, it requires the econoin,ics or business or commercial point
of view.

When a commercial enterprise is reorganized in order to .put it
on a more substantial business footing, that reorganization very
rarely consists in any addition to the existing organization, but
rather consists in an entire regrouping, in the creation of a different
point of view, in the occupation of new ground; and so it occurs to
ine that if there is any revision in engineering instruction desired,
that revision must take that form.

We can not live to turn out men who understand the commercial
point of view in engineering practice by giving them certain course's
in business practice, but rather the economic theories underlying
engineering procedure must be taught in the courses themselves.

By way of illustration, take the subject of pattern reeking which
is taught to our students in mechanical and electrical engineering.
We very often find that that instruction consists in teaching the stu-
dent how to acquire a certain amount of technique in manipulating
tools to make wooden or metal patterns. How much more valuable
it would be, and how much kore to the point, if it were taught
that patterns are made in a M.iety of ways and the way in which
patterns are designed and constructed depends upon conditions of
use in manufacture and themaximum return which can be gotten out
of the investment in the pattern and equipment.

The same situation obtains in the problem of bridge design.
Many of the courses of instruction in bridge design and structures
are very excellent so far as technique is concerned, and the students
learn a great deal. What the engineer has to do is to determine
what type of structure should be erected in this particular place or
in that particular place withminimum investment and nn 'mum up-
keep charges. That is the engineer's problem; and it seep to me
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that when you introduce that kind of viewpoint in the course of
bridge designing we are giving the kind of business training which
an engineer §hould have.

The same thing arises in the subject of machine design. A great.
many good courses in machine design are being given, but not always
from the viewpoint of the economic adaptability of the machine to
produce goods. A machine is built to sell, and it is purely a com-
mercial enterprise, and its success does not deper so much on
the question of stress analysis as to whether or not it s an-economical
proposition for one to have. It seems to me that w en that point of
view is introduced in our courses of instruction we will be making
rapid strides toward getting the kind of business training which an
engineer should have.

There are several obstacles in the way of a universal introduction
of this sort of instruction in all of our engineering schools, and one
of the chief of these difficulties is the man power difficulty. I have
not very much sympathy with paper work. As I was telling Prof.
Jenks this morning, one of the instructions that I like to give a Mall
who has something to do for we is to go ahead and do it and not
give me a report about it. I don't like reports; I don't want
reports. I want the thing done. We are so much inclined, I think,
each one of usit is quite a common feelingto think that the
definition of a problem is its solution. I think we are all more or
less constituted that way.

One of the big problems is man power, trget the right kind of
men. I do not care whether you give eight hours to economics or
three hours to economics e two hours to banking; if you get the
right kind of power behind the courses of instruction and the right
point of view and the men who can impress the student with the
proper point of view and develop the character of the man, you are
making all proper strides toward the development of good engineers.

The problem can not be solved very rapidly because of the eco-
nomic pressure of our educational institutions. I was talking with
h gentleman not very long ago with regard to the results being
attained in one of our Government departments which is supposed
to carry out a certain amount of research work, and we both agreed
that the results coining .from this department were not as satisfactory
as they should be; and after discussing the various phases of the
problem someone I think very aptly put his fingett on it. He said,
"They are paying $1,800 for the men. who are doing that work end
they are getting $1,800 results."

There, I think, gentlemen, is one of our chief problems. Ware
hoping to engage men at $2,500 and $8,000 a year, *haps more
and perhaps less, to present these broad viewpoints, to do these
things,_ to train our men to a proper conception of \engineering
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practice, when the commercial houses will pay them $10,000, $15,000,
and $0,000 a year. Until we get to the point where we can pay
these salaries we are not going to get the men.

Unfortunately, engineering schools are laboirinewith a difficulty
which the medical and law schools do not seem to encounter. An
engineer has to sell his proposition. It is a selling game. You go
() a physician, and the physician writes you a prescription. You do
not ask him questions. You may inquire in a general sort of way, but,
with absolute confidence in what he has written, you go to a drug
store and get your pres6iption filled and take the medicine. You
go to a lawyer in very much the same spittand follow his advice. .

The engineer has entirely different prob to solve. He has to
meet a board of directors and explain to them all the fine points in-
volved in his idea, in his report, and he has to convince them that
what he has is an economical proposition and one which they
should invest. That is the peculiar thing about the engineering
profession as a practice; and from the educational point of view
it has the same peculiarities.

Our second topic, the one which we are considering this afternoon,
is concerned with engineering training for the business executive.

We have had commercial colleges for a numberoof .years; in fact,
I think since 1875 the commercial college has been an institution
recognized us capable of training men for commercial enterprises.
Engineers have been trained for professional practice for quite a
period of years. Now we begin to realize that there is a great middle
ground to be occupied, that ground' which encompasses both engi-
neering problems and commercial problems. We are beginning to
realize that those in control of commercial enterprises, particularly
the productive enterprises, manufacturing, must have a knowledge
of the things they purpose to control. Quite a simplb matter when
you think of it, but it has taken us a long time to get around to it.
We would not put a man in charge of a hospital unless he knew
something about medicine and sanitation; yet we very often find
that the men in charge of our large productive institutions, our
manufacturing institutions, have come up from the sales organiza-
tion because they have been prominently identified with that phtise
of the business which stands out very clearly as the money-making
side. A man having been successful in organization of sales is very

;,often made the head of a manufacturing institution, and quite
successfully so. But even though he has made a suCcess, that nec-
essarily does not deny the fact, that he'would be a very much better
Manager, that he would be very much better fitted to control the
institution if he knew the technical side of the business.

So I would take it that the managerial talent which is demanded
in our commercial enterprises is,that managerial talent which is



able to appreciate the technical processes upon which the industry is 411111
founded. The Manager must deal successfully with those in im-
mediate
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mediate charge of the processes; be acquainted with the commercial
and economic side of business affairs,sso that he is able to understand
a balanc' and income sheet and be able to understand the significance
of certain items the,re as to the general conduct of the business. I
would say. also, that he should be very well informed on social and
labor problems, because, as we know to-day, that is one of our
big problems. It seems to me that any course of instruction that
is designed to train men for managerial positions must occupy this
ground. must encouipasg this group of subjects;

Moreover, there is that factor, that aspect of the -problem which-
somehow is very difficult to formulate in any regular course of
instruction. It can not be defined except perhaps on the ba'sis of
character. But there is that thing which enables a man to get. others
to work together. That, by far, is the biggest factor in management.
A man may not be well informed on technical problems or economic
and conunercial problems, but his success may be quite large be-
cause of the fact that he can inspire-the confidence of others and
get them to work with him' . That san not- be taught very well ex-
cept as men may come in 'contact. with real souls and spirits in the"
university and get from them not by formal instruction, but simply
by contact and living with them and being with them, that thing
which will develop within themselves that' spirit and attitude toward
mankind. And that, it seems to me, is one of our big factors.

This seems to be a sort of experience meeting. Several this
morning have referied to what has been done in different institutions,
and so, while I had not contemplated calling attention to this, it oc-
curred to me that perhaps it might be valuable to refer to what is
contemplated at Columbia University in the training of men for
managerial positions.

Columbia University some years ago established. its engineering
School on a graduate basis. Three years of college training are re-

).---"t):1 tired for entrants to the engineering school, and the course of in-
struction. in the engineering school is of three years' duration, so that
a man graduating from the high school will require six years for
graduation from the engineering school.

It is a mistake to set this up as an ideal. It would be abSolutely
foolish for every university in the country to come to a six-year
basis. I would not advocate it for one moment, but I believe there is
need for that sort of thing. I think perhaps one or two institutions
can establish a six-year course and can do sosquite successfully, but
the great demand is going to be for the four-year course, without
doubt.
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After having had three years in the college, in which the funda-
mental Wes of economics and physical geography are dealt with,
so that t man knows the sources of raw materials, a course in the
engineering hool which we purpose to give them under the super-
vision of a de meat of manufacturing, will deal.with these kinds
of problems. T ere will be two Sears of instruction in accounting.
I might remark by the way that I should be very pleased to have
this course incorporated in the minutes, so that each of you, if you
care to, may study it in detail. But I will give some of Rim now.

A two years' course in accounting will instruct a man in the
technique of accounting, and in it he will learn what kinds of
things are essential to account for and how the accounts should be
drawn up. I ant more interested in that. Accountants are quite
numerous. There are quite a number of people who can deal with
a simple account by keeping records on cards; but the man to find
is the man who can determine what kinds of things are worth while
accounting for.

Perhaps that might be well illustrated by the story of a young man
who was engaged by a hotel corporation to draw up a system of
accounts. After some days of effort he presented his report to the
manager. The manager looks it over carefully, and the president
of the company remarked that he was much pleased because the
accounts went into great detail. but lie said. "There is one very im-
portant account that I do not see; we can not run our business
without that." The man was very crestfallen. " You have not ac-
counted," the president said, " for the beefsteaks per mouthful per
guest "which is just about as valuable in the hotel business as it
would be to you and me.

The tech&cal foundation upon which this,work is based has this
principal feature. I believe that no course intending to train men,
particularly for the manufacturing industries: can succeed except
that it is well founded technically. I do not believe a man has any
business in manufacturing institutions unless be is therouOly
grounded in the fundamentals of the technique upon which the manu-
facturing is based. I think it is a mistake to proceed from any other
standpoint.

So we have courses of instruction in machine design that proceed
not wholly from the standpoint of stress analyses, but also from the
standpoint of economical manufacturing of the machine. Unless
the machine is designed properly, unless a series of machines is de-
signed properly, the manufacturer can not conduct his busineSs
economically. So that machine design taught from that point of
view is the kind of machine design, it seems to me, that should be
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given to the man who purposes to go into this kind of work. In fact,
I think it should be given to all classes of engineering students.

I find that it is one of my big problems in the commercial enter-
prises with which I have been connected to start in the designing
room. The cost of manufacture is high because the design has nut
been properly conceived.

We teach the subjects of metallurgy and engineering probleia
from the standpoint of thermodynamics. I do not mean the thermo
dynamics of a steam-engine cycle or gas-engine cycle, and all that
sort of thing, but I mean the problems of heat, the problems of
thermodynamics which arise in the carrying out of an industrial
process. We are devoting a considerable portion of our time to en-
gineering problems.

The other groups of subjects which stand out quite prominently
in this curriculum are the labor problems and problems of employ-
ment and management. Quite fortunately we have at Columbia a
group of men in the school of business who have given considerable
attention to these problems and we are able to draw on them for
instruction in this school without very much expense. That is one
advantage which a university has over a strictly technical school.
The problems of factory management, that is, what is ordinarily
called works Management. are dealt ,with, as is also factory con-
struction and equipment.

Then we purpose to devote a considerable portion of the time to
a group of subjects which all together may be termed manufactur-
ing processes. It is intended to take up such problems, if the stu-
dent is going to go into the metal-working industries, us the design
of dies and fixtures and those equipments which bear such intimate
relation to the economics of production.

I think our engineering schools are rather lax in that particular
phase of engineering work; so that by these means, by the teaching
of this particular group, of snbjecti; technical, social, and commer-
cial, we purpOse to train men who can enter successfully the manu-
facturing industries.

I should be very pleased.to have criticisms from any of you on
is outline and would be very glad to have your correspondence at

any time you care to favor me with it.
In closing I want to emphasize a point I brought out at the begin-

ning. I do not believe our interests should .center in hours of in-.
struction in this subject or that subject, but our interest should
center more in the proper aspects of the problem, the point from
which these problems should be attacked, first; and, second, the kind
'of men who should teach that I think if we have those two prob-
lems solved, all these other details will take care of themselves. .
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(The proposed courses which Mr. 1ai1iitrauch requested to
have incorporated in the record are as fol iws:)

MANUFACTURING A ND INDUSTRIAL ENGI NEERING.

Mised on a three-year college course.

1,1118T YEAR.

Winter sessoll: Hours.
Bus. 80. Economic History of United Stales. .____ 2-0 .

Bus. 25. Principles of accounting . 2-0
itus. 209. Principles and methods of statistics_ 1-6
Bus. 51. Principles of money and banking_____ _____ 2-0
Ch. E. 161. Engineering and fuel chemistry__ 0-6
Ch. E. 181. Industrial chemistry 3-0
Met. 133. Metallurgy of iron and steel_______.. . _ 2-0
Phys. 149. Physical laboratory __ 0-1
Mech. 103. Statics and dynamics 3-0

Total 15-15

Spring session:
Tins. 90. Economic History of United States__ 2-0
Bus. 24. Principles of accounting_ 2-0
Bus. 210. Principles and methods of statistics____ 1-6
I3us. 154. Banking and foreign exchange ______
M. E. 102. Power 4-0
U. E. 104. Machine elements 4-0
Met. 156. Metallography 0-3

Total 15-15

Summer session : Manufacturing.EIght weeks' service as apprentice in a
M'ell-organized factory. Directed study and report.

SECOND YEMI.

Winter session
Bus. 25. Advanced accounting 2-0
Bus. 71. Business law 3-0
Be. 105. Labor prOblems

Z:31-.43)C. E. 153. Strength of materials
U. E. 120. Engineering thermodynamics__ 2-0
U. E. 161. Mechanical laboratory 0-3
K. B. 101. Principles of electrical engineering

171. Machine design 0-6
Machine tools _ _ _ 0-3

Total 17-15
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SECOND vsAscontinued.
Spring session:

Bus. 26. Advanced accounting
Bus. 72. Business law

Hours.

2-0
3-0

Bus. 46. Corporation finance_ 2-0
M. F 121. Engineering thermodynamics 0_4)

M. E. 162. Mechanical laboratory 3-0
M. E.124. Machine analysis_ 4-0
M. E.172. Machine design 0-0
E. E.118. D. C. laboratory 0-3

Machine tools 0-3

Total 13-15

Summer session: Manufacturing.Eight weeks' directed study and analysis
of productive ; methods In a wellorganIzed factory.

THIRD YEAR.
Winter session :

Mech. Eng. 15a. Factory management
Factory constmetiOn and equipment 2-3

Mech. Eng. 167. Manufacturing processes 0-0
Employment management 2-0
Analysis of selected Industry 2-6

Specifications and preparation of prodirtive methods 1-6

Total 15-15

Spring session :
Mech. Eng. 160. Factory management 2-0
Mech. Eng. 168. Factory construction and equipment 2-3
Manufacturing processes 6-0
Employment. management 2-0
Analysis of selected industry o_43

Specifications and preparations of productive methods 1-6

Total 15-15

Chairman iTENKs. I recall a little conversation that I had anlim-
ber of years ago with a business manager which brought out in a
most striking way the relative importance of men who were trained
in the human side of managing business 'and the technical man, a
point which I think ought to be brought out. in the discussion very
fully. This man that I am speaking of was not a polished man;
he was not even a. high-school graduate, but he did understand
human nature, and he was a very successful manager of a large
business. One day I happened to be speaking with hilt, about train-
ing for business,. and he said, "The essential thing, of course, is
to know men. It is very easy to hire a chemical engineer. I can
get a man for three or fonr thousand dollars any time I want who
will solve any technical problem whatever; but to get a man who
knows men, who knows what a day's work is and how to get that
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day's work out of men and still keep them good naturedthere is
the problem." He said, "I am hunting for that -man all the time
and I have'not found just the man I rant, yet."

And he went on and gave me various illustrations.
I was very much interested in what was just said about the

human side of business problems,-and I trust that the technical side
will be brought out a little bit later even more strongly. .

The next speaker of the afternoon is Mr. E. F. Du Brul, president
of the Pyro Clay Products Co., of Cincinnati.

Mr. DuBittn... I am very much interested- in the various phases
that have been brought up in this conference hecause'I have had
personal contact with all of them. I can _appreciate the teacher's
phase, particularly that of a teacher in a college of commerce, be-
causeJ conduct a cArse on industrial organization in a college of
commerce. It is just a sketchy, general course that bears rather
strongly on the engineering side of commerce. So that the teacher's
point of view I can appreciate thoroughly.

.

I can also appreciate the manufacturer's point of view, because
that is the way I make my living. .

I can appreciate the student's point of view from having had an
education that was more alotig commercial lines than along en-
gineering lines, although both of the industries that I am -manag-
ing are engineering industries. One is a chemical industry, .a fire-
brick business, and the other a mechanical industry, manufacturing,
specialized machines. ....

I. have been in very close contact with the technical school, be.
cause for six years I was a member of the board of directors of the
'University of Cincinnati and chairman of the engineering college
committee. 'During that time the cooperative course was installed
there by Dean Schneider, and I -am very proud of the fact that I
had a good deal to do, from The inside of the board of directors,
with getting chat course installed.

.

I took a course in law under a very good lawyer, who, later, 13,p-
came chief justice of the Indiana supreme court. He told us as
students of law that there was one .kind of law that we absolutely
had to have )t our fingers' ends, when we came to practiee, nd that
was the law of evidence, because that was needed from i
minute in a trial. The next, in impoftance, was the la plead-,,

nute to

ings. He therefore drilled us on those two subjects Ter/thoroughly.
But hs to all the rest of the great mass of law, he said, ".,tio man
can remember it all, but you have to know, in a general way, what,
it is, but one particular thing you have to know about it is, where
to find it when you ni,ed it." So with engineering"knowledge for
commercial men.
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ENGINEERING TRAINING FOR COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISES.

By E. P.
President, Pyro Choy Products Co_ Cincinnati

t

Modern development of business implies increasing use of me-
chanical and engineering equipment in every line. Whether it be a
shoe factory, a cigar factory, a cannery, textile mill, cement works,
or what. not, the layout and operation of the plant are important
elements in its success. Lines of business that, years ago, were not
considered as " coming " in the engineering field are now important
inclusions, for production engineering is as wide as production itself.

Many It business has been promoted, capital raised, and a plant
built, only to fail oi success because the plant ,was not properly
constructed. Only recently there was notice of a large cement plant...
in South America whose operation was delayed for months because
of improper design and erection. It is astonishing how much of this
sort of loss is prevalent all over the world, loss that would be pre-
vented if commercial men knew enough engineering to call a good
engineer into consultation at the very beginning of their project.

The keener competition becomes in any line of business, the more
need of engineering knowledge applied to commercial enterprises.
This fact is so self-evident that it, is almost inconceivable that new
enterprises should be started without first using the services of engi-
neers; yet it is done frequently.

The technical journals in any line of business all carry profess-
sional cards of engineers skilled in that particular line. The textile
journals carry the cards of mill engineers; iron trade journids'the
.cards of steel works and blast furnace engineers, and so on almost
-without end. Yet, in spite of the availability of this sort of service,
new concerns spring up without availing themselves of the engineer-
ing service, but based Merely on the say-so of either a commercial, or,
perhaps, a " practical " man in the industry, and as a consequence
many of these plants are foredoomed to failure.

It is another self-evident fact that commercial training is as neces-
sary for engineers as engineering training is for commercial men.
If the engineer is to render his bast service, he.must be able to advise
his client as to the proper amount of capital required to conduct a
business of a certain. volume in his particular line and also as to the
cost of production in the plant he is designing. Mistakes are not
all on the part of the commercial men in starting commercial enter-
prises. Often engineers, called into consultation, divot have proper
appreciation of 'commercial questions.' I have seen them under-
take projects with available capital only ifficient to build the physi-.
cal plant and equip it but later find ihemselves short of workiv capi-
tal. The most common cause of business failure is lack of working
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capital, as all credit. men know. Merchants and manufacturers get
themselves tied up with no ready funds at hand or in reserve. Some
financial stringency comes along and they can not weather the storm.
Their fixed assets can not be turned into cash to pay their current
bills. As a consequence, they go into the hands of a receiver, and the
fixed assets are sold at a sacrifice, to the 'loss of all concerned.

Engineering training is deficient if it does not include enough
financial training to enable the engineer to see when he needs good
financial advice, and, conversely, commercial training is deficient un-
less it includes enough of the fundamentals of engineering to enablo
the commercial man to recognize a situation that demands engineer-
ing advice. .

. .

Courses in both engineering and commerce as heretofore offered in
the schools have been greatly deficient in this respect. Some may say
that there is ko time to cover engineering subjects in connection with
the requirements of a commercial course. May it not be perhaps
the course is too detailed, and unduly neglects collateral subjects that
are important to the future graduate? We may not .be prepared at
this time W point out how far various courses should go in substi-
tuting some subjects at the expense of others heretofore deemed int-
portant. I should say, for example, that if one were to train a shoe-
factory engineer, one might well only barely sketch out the theory
of thermodynamics. A thorough,knowledge of theimodynamies is
essential to the designer of a steam engine, but a profound known
edge of that subject would be of little direct value to a shoe-factory
engineer. A prospective shoe-factory engineer might better employ

eilirtliiinpart of the time that in the ordinary engin g course is devoted
to thermodynamics to acquiritikat least some owledge, if only!:
a sketchy outline, of the fundamental principles underlying the
financing of an enterprise. Conversely, a college course In commerce.
when analyzed, may be found to include highly technical subjects
that might have as little application in the commercial side of a shoe
factory as thermodynamics has to the production of shoes.' Such
subjects, when found, might well be Prather sketchily handled, and
the time saved thereby be devoted to giving the prospective shoe-
factory executive at least a sketchy-knoWledge of the problems of shoe
production. .

Engineering schools, in the course of tithe, found the field of
engineering to be so broad that it balled for diverse courses in the
schools. An engineer is no longer expected to be expert in all lines
of engineering. The old-time civil engineering has been divided, and
one now finds railroad engineers, bridge engineers, sanitary 'engineers,
water supply engineers, hydraulic engineers, mining engineersall
outgrowths of the original profession of civil engineering. In the

e
. , /
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same way, the mechanical branch has been divided; one finds the
power engineer, the production engineer, heating and ventilating
engineer, refrigeration engineer, auto-motive engineer, ptc. So it has
gone with electrical engineering, where the telephone engineer does
not undertake to design a generator for a Niagara Falls power station.

Must not the commercial schools surely find that instead of at-
tempting to train a man for executive work in any kind of business,
they must be content with the training of executives for the ma-
chinery industry, or for textile industries, or for the chemical, paper,
shoe, tobacco, or some 'other definite group, just as the engineers
have done?

Many a good research accountant. thinks it a simple matter to lay
out a cost system. I have seen one such that cost the client $7,000
but was not in practice worth 7 cents. cost keeping is not .purely
an accounting matter, nor are cost methods universal to every in-
dustry. eXttpt in fundamentals only. A man to be best qualified
to lay out a practical cost-keeping system in a given line of industry
or even for a given establishMent, must be familiar with the produc-
tion features of that industry, and perhaps of the very establishment
itself. He .need not be a mechanic, nor a production engineer in
that particular line, but he must have sonic general knowledge of
the production problems of that line in older to lay out most in-
telligently a cost-keeping system for .that line. In like manner, a
salesman ought also to have some knowledge of the-processes of pro-
duction of his goods to be Most efficient in his selling capacity.

For some time past economists have been forecasting the growth
of a new profession, that of consulting economist. The germs of
this new profession are already evident in the service of public
accountants and so-called busihess doctors.

The covsulting economist will piobably develop along parallel in-
dustrial lines with the consulting engineer. He will have fundamental
knowledge of general economics, .will know the general principles
of finance and their application, but he will specialize for the same
reason that a consulting engineer must be a spechtlist to be of value.
Perhaps thday will soon come when consulting engineers' offices
will include consulting economists with some engineering training,

r, consulting economists' offices will include consulting
engineers with some commercial training.

Does not the best executive in any line of business combine these
two functions? Up to now he has come up either as a production
man or as a commercial man. If originally a production man, he
has acquired by himself the commercial knowledge that makes him
a successful executive, and if he started as a commercial man, he has
acquired,, in perhaps-an illogical and haphazard manner, ennugh
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knowledge of engineering to know when he needs an engineer and
to know how to pick out the right man for his work.

After all, does not the training of tile officers of the United States
Naval Academy reflect in a manner what we should definitely strive
for in commerce? The general foundation is given the cadets in all
branches of engineering, and operation, so that when the cadets
finally specialize. those alio become fighting and navigation officers
know what the engineering officers are talking about when ship
construction and operation are discussed, and vice versa.

When we do have some engineering training for commercial men
and some commercial training for engineers, both will better recog-
nize their own limitations.

It. gives me great. pleasure to call the attention of this conference
to a definite movement along this line. Many of those present know
of the cooperative course in engineering that has been so successfully
operated..by the University of Cincinnatifor a number of years past.
This is a five-year course, and in general may be described as a
half-time coursethat is, the students work in pairs and spend
alternate periods of two weeks, one student in the shop and the
other at the university. At the end of two weeks they change; the
one at the university replaces his partner in thq shop and the one
who was in the shop takes his turn in the university.

Recently it was decided by the board of trustees of the university
to combine the college of commerce with the engineering college.
Dean Schneider and the faculty are now studying the very question
of giving some production training to the students of commerce.
They are now working out a program that, while not definitely
formulated, yet as far as general outlines go will provide that the
commercial student spend the first two years of his five-year course in
doing about the same sort of work that a cooperative engineering
student has been doing during his first two years. In other words,
ha will receive shop experience of some sort that in after life will
enable him to understand what the-productioti men are talking shout.
At the university he will receive general instruction in fundamental
sciences, so that later in life he will know something of science as
applied to industry.

Personally, I'have no doubt that the engineej'ing contact given to
the commercial students 'will have a reaction on the engineering
courses; and that ways and means will be devised to give the en-
gineering students more. contact with the conunercial side of in-
dustry. .

. ,

We are very pro.udt in Cincinnati, of the fact chat. our university,
under the leadeikip of Dean Schneifler, was the first to recognize
the possibility If giving 'both practical experience and theoretical

138624°-19-7--6
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training to a young engineer -. We are now proud that our university
will be the first to do the same thing for the commercial student.
Not only that, but it will be the first to give any 'engineering training
to its students in commerce. I have no doubt that later on it will
also be the first to give commercial training to its engineering stu-
dents, in addition to the practical shop training they are now
getting.,

(Dr: Jenks yielded the chair to Mr. W. E. Hotchkiss, director of business
education of the University of Minnesota.)

Chairman Hcrrcuttiss. I have the honor to be directing a business
school at the University of Minnesota, or rather a division of business
education. Our business school does not go into okeration until
July 1st of this year. It was created last week.

I am deeply interested in the subject as announced. I have been
very much interested in hearing the discussion this afternoon. It
raised in my mind a question which seems to me rather fundamental.
Are we gong to approach this matter of orienting the engineer on
the business side of his problem and the man commercially trained
on the engineering side from the standpoint of information or from
the standpoint of discipline?

It is a matter of great importance to us, who are responsible for
courses of study, how far we can go in orientation of an informational
sort in the different things which a man may have occasion to use
when he goes out into business.

This leads to another question, and that is whether or not our idea
in giving engineering instruction to men who are training them-
selves for business ought to be to give each particular man some
foundation in the particular specialty he is looking toward or whether
to see that every man goes deeply enough into some particular
phase of engineering work so that he may get the engineering point
of view. In other words, if he gets the point of view will he not be
able to use what he has obtained, whatever his specialty? Has not
our study in the last 5 or 10 years brought us to a pretty complete
realization of the fact that our approach to the questions.of business
administration has to be from the standpoint of likeness rather than
from the standpoint of the difference?

A grocery store, a telephone company, a railroad, a department
store, and a manufacturing plant are very different lines of business
ehterprises. Likewise with different kinds of manufacturing plants.
Superficially, the differences are very much more apparent than the".
likenesses; but when you come to study them more closely from the
standpoint of fundamental principles of business organization and
management they are not so different as they appear. They all
have to.buy goods, they all must keep accounts. They must employ
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labor. They all have occasion to sec that the industrial relations
in their plants are maintained uppn some fundamental basis of in-
dustrial good will. So with the whole gamut of the things we
include under business organization and management.. Is it not
true that when we get down to the real fundamentals, likenesses are
very much more important than differences? , Finally, if that be true,
is not our real task to get our student of business to realize what
the engineer's problem is, and how he hasto recognize it? Is not
the orientation we are after something which can not be achieved
as a matter of information in a great variety of engineering prob-
lems? Is it not, in a word, a question of learning to appreciate
and evaluate scientific method as applied in the engineering pro-
fession? I am not an engineer, and I am speaking purposely in
the form of interrogation, but this is a question with which directors
of business courses have to struggle.

I see my good friend Prof. Flather sitting back there. I have
not discussed the subject with him or with the engineering faculty,
but I hope the two schools will be able to work out some sort of
cooperation. Every one who has any responsibility for business
training in universities, where there is a possibility of cooperating
with engineers, has to think very bard upon this gestion, what
should be the basis of cooperation..

Naturally, if a man has in mind to go into the manufacture of a
particular article, he will be inclined, and rightly, to follow a few
basic courses in engineering, with something that he thinks will be
of particular value in the line of business which he expects to enter.
But the question arises in my mind whether that work will be en-
tirely lost if he decides to go into sornethin else. Here is a point
that we in America have to think of parti arly. A great many
men have had to adjust themselves to a very fferent sort of career
from what they expected, and American busines1 men and engineers
have shown real greatness in this regard. Our engineers have been
conspicuously adaptable.

This adaptability is a national asset which should be preserved.
When a man goes deeply into a subject from the standpoint of
fundamentals, he develops a method and approach which is by no
means lost when he has occasion to go deeply into something else.
Furthermore, the veiy adaptability developed in applying his train-
ing in his new field is itself an asset.

If information is what the student has been stressing, it is largely
lost when the man makes a shift. An entirely different sort of in
formation will be needed in the new. field.

Featuring likenesses 4nstead°,of differences appears to me funda-
mental, likewise emphasis on discipline and thought processes rather
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than information. However, 1 am not trying to answer questions
but to raise them.

I hope there will be a large partieipatioh in the discussion. The
subject is now thrown open. We have something like an hour for
the general discussion, and I will ask you, each one, as you arise, to
please give your naine,and where you come from, in order that we
may keep the record straight.

Mr. BUTLER. I want to express my gratitude to Prof. liauten-
strauch for expressing so clearly and convincingly my own view of
the proper solution of this problem which I believe concerns us all
so strongly.

Many of us are deans of engineering and we are extremely anxious
that our own institution shall take a leading- position in any new
movement that may be on foot. We do not want to lag behind, and
I am very much afraid that some mistakes are going to be made
by some of us unless we do give proper consideration to all phases
of this subject.

When I first knew that this conference was to be held, or shortly
thereafter, I had an opportunity, to talk with a gentleman in my
State who occupies a position of great authority. He is an admin-
istrator, an executive and organizer, the peer of any in the country, .

a man who deals not in hundreds of thousands or tens of thousands,'
but millions, and is a technical graduate. I asked him what he
thought of the whole proposition of teaching the induStrial ap-
plications of engineering and what he thought the engineering
sch6ols ought to do to meet the problem that seemed to be pre-
sented. He said a number of things that I want to pass on now
to you. In the first place he pointed out that in his own experience
he felt safe in saying that he needed 50 professional technical en-
gineers to every one executive and that it would be folly for all
of the engineering schools in the country to turn their attention en-
irely to training executivesthat by so doing they might fail to
eet, the need for the technical men.

ured hint I did not think that was the intention; but let. us
be caInful that we do not so modify our courses that we do not,
giv the men projtsp-technical training. -

I id further, " What do you think, of a four-year course in in-
dustri 1 engineering for the high-school graduate who wants to
become an executive?" He said, "I do not believe that there is
any hi -school graduate that knows, when he leaves high school,
that he 16nts to become an executive. I do:not think he is in a
position to choose then."

As a matter. of fact., we all know that mighty few of them are
in a position to choose whether they will go into that line or not.
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He said also:
I think You ought to have five-year courses, or, better, six-year courses, It

it (in be done satisfactorily. You may make good engineers out of them and
give them industrial training in six years, but not in four years.

Then he went on and talked more about the subject, and, inci-
dentally, pointed out something I am sure most of us will agree to,
that is, if we try to put in 12, 15, or 18 hours of industrial or eco-
nomic work in our engineering courses, there are going to be a lot
of mistakes made. Why? There are a number of reasons. In the
first. place, I believe most of you will agree that the majority of
the engineering students do not want those courses. They are
foolish; we will admit it, but they do not want them. They do
not want English courses. More foolish are they, and they will
realize it after ten years, perhaps. They do not want social courses.
Again they are foolish, and perhaps they will realize that But
the fact remains that the students do not want the humanitarian
courses. We, have got to drag in this work incidentally if it is
going to do our students good.

.
There are a few schools in this country so fortunate as ta. have

teachers of English who can make their English courses popular
with the students. I wish there were enough teachers of that kind
to go around among all the engineering institutions. There are a
few who make _economics so pleasant that students prefer that
course to something else. In a great majority of these courses
which the students certainly need and must have they do not do so
much work nor so good work as in the courses in which they are
interested,'and '4f we havirtoo many of such courses it is going to
mean a lowering of the standard of our work.

Also I think, in mapy cases, that if we put in 10, 12, 15, or 18
hours of industrial engineering work in our'courses and klbel them
plainly " industri engineering" we' all realize wls have got to take
something out. some courses it may not be so difficult. There
are many elective ubjects, and you can put. in a certain amount of
work simply by el minating some of the elective courses. In many
others there are practically no elective courses.

My own experience with mining engineering has shown me that
the course is so broad, so comprehensive, that you can not put
in 12 hours without taking something important out. I do not

think that in most cases we are actually going to take it out, but
we are going to combine with other courses and we are going to cut
down the amount of work in other courses, and that means that we
are not going to give as broad training in those other courses. Any
such change affects the fundamentals, because we can only give
fundamentals in the mining engineering .course. We are all urg-
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ing a greater breadth sf training in fundamental courses; but if
we are going to put this course in we are going to introduce just
the opposite effect, less breadth and training in our fundamentals.

In many cases the courses as taught under the subject of eco-
nomics or industrial training or anything of that kind are going to
be separated from the engineering subjects.

The illustration was given to-day about dome young man who

did not realize until the problem came up to him that there was any
real application to his study of economics. If you give your course
in one department as economics, in many cases the young man is
going to gather the idea_ that it has no direct application to his
engineering work. That will not be true in every case, because
some of us are fortunate enough to have teachers of those subjects
that will show to the men the aplication as they go along; but
there are not enough of those teachers to go around. We have got
to show them that there is a direct connection between their tech-
nical subjects and ;:heir industrial subjects, and that is not going to
be done if those subjects are taught in separate departments, in
ninny cases, at least.

I do not want you to get the idea that I ant talking against hu-
manitarian subjects in engineering courses. I ant convinced that
one of the greatest handicaps under which engineers start is the
lack of these subjects. I believe that the reason why European
engineers are much more highly regarded in their own countries,
why they occupy positions of gi liter authority, why their advice
is sought by great government commissions, and so forth, is be-
cause they are cultured gentlemen first and engineers second; I am
afraid in this country too many of our engineers are engineers first
and not much second.

You can not make men like that in four years, and they are not
doing A in Europe. We have decided in this country to makp our
college course in engineering four years in length. You can not.
do everything in four years. We have decided to make technical
engineers in four years, and we are doing it. We are turning out
first-class technical engineers, but you can not do much more than
that. If you try to train industria executives and engineers, too, in
four mr., you are going to get a mighty poor product in both liQes.
But "Illican do what Prof. Rautenstrauch suggested, and that is
what we are trying to do. We can give an economic meaning, an
industrial meaning, to the technical subjects, and I believe that is the
best way to handle the proposition in a four-year course. You can
consult with your faculties and insist that your faculties handle the
work in this way, and, if they do not do it, you can get others who
will, but you can easily go too far along this line in a four-year
course.
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Some of the students may find that at We end of their four-
year course they are interested in the industrial phases of the sub-
ject, tin(' th n you can provide for them graduate courses along those
lines. I b ye that is the best solution of the problem.

Chairman OTCIIKISS. Is Mr. McRae, of the Missouri School of
Mines, in the room?

Mr. McRAE. Yes.
Chairman HoTcniuss. Have you not something to contribute to

the st'' ject?
IV.. Mc RAE. I came to this !meting for information. What I have
say will refer to the topic under discussion this morning. We

have been gradually introducing ectkomics in Our curricila. Our
professor of mining gives economics of mining and mine manage-
ment, also.a course in mining law and engineering contracts. Our
professor of metallurgy gives a course in metallurgy plant which
includes some economics. Chemical economics is given by our pro-
fessor of chemistry to chemical-engineering students. Our gradu-
ates have urged us to give a course in accounting, so that the men
will at least know how to keep cost accounts and make out monthly
statements and annual reports. We have introduced a course called
economics of engineering in our freshman curriculum, which will
deal with the history of industrial development. have been
considering the advisability of establishing a separate department of
economics and introducing courses in economics in the junior and
senior years to replace the work given in the several departments as
outlined above. The desirability of making this change is a prob-
lem that we are still debating, and it is information along this line
that I am seeking from this meeting.

Mr. IIIMES. The subject of the morning. conference seems to be
much the same-as the one under consideration this evening. The
difference in statement is the result of viewing the same thing from
different angles. As engineers the question is what commercial
studies shall the engineering students take. As commercial teachek
the question is what courses in engineering are advisable for the
commercial students.

The discussions have scented disconnected because the subject is
complex. The Commissioner of Education dwelt upon foreign trade'
and our duties in working out world problems. Another speaker
dwelt upon the need expressed by his graduates for certain train-
ing in accounts, commercial law, and economics. A. third finds that
students who have the engineering typo of mind and training do not
readily learn the commercial and economic subjects. A practical
business man, who manufactures brick and tile, has just addressed
us and has pointed out the deficiencies of our graduates as measured
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by the needs of his business. It would be an excellent thing if our
teaCters could more frequently meet these successful business men
and discuss with them the problems of educating the nation's youth.
So the subject seems to develop into a maze of complexities, hilt if
we keep the problem in mind these various views will tend to sim-
plicity. The problem is to train a group of young people for liv-
ing and for earning a living. Even after a student has decided to
study civil engineering there is such a variety of positions for him
to occupy after graduation that the course in engineering must be
general. When the pupil enters college he does not know that his
first work after graduation will be in a brick and tile plant. His
employment there is typical of our way of choosing a vocation.
Most of us delay the choice until necessity forces us to take the first
job we can get. Having thus accepted a job, the job gradually
throws its tentacles about us and draws us away from the balance
of theeworld and we wake up some day to find that we never de-
cided to be anything, but that we arc what we are through an acci-
dental combination of circumstances.

As teacher, therefore, I ask, "How could I have trained the boy
for your brickyard when he didn't know until after graduation
that he was,going to work for you?" I use the brick business merely
to typify our practice. This is my point. You can not do effective
teaching without a clear objective, and the vital point in that
objective in the case under consideration is the choice of a pro-
fession or vocation. The initiative, the power, the interest, and
the alertness generated by a definite aim in life are incomparably
superior to the exhibitions by the average student who is "going
through college." A study of human industry indicates that most
young people are equally fitted or adapted to a wide range of call-
ings. It is so important that the pupil choose early some life work
that I could almost toss a coin to decide what it should be. With-
in certain wide limits the important thing for the boy is not what
particular field shall be his life's vork, but that he should decide on
one, exclude the others, and henceforth see the world from the
height to which he h'as climbed in his selected field.

This course would not lead to narrowness, as some have said here
to-day. Let me illustrate: As a boy I lived in a small town that had
a wonderful store. You could buy anything in it from pills and
toothbrushes to plows and wagons. It was a general store, a wide
store, so to speak. Later, I visited ..a large city, and in it I found a drug
store. It sold medicines and kindred articles. At first I was in-

- dined to think it was narrow, but on investigation I chatiged my
opinion. It was a larger building than my general store. Its stock
of goods cost much more money. It served more people and each
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net of service was of a distinctly superior type. It was a very broad .

store.
The first great thing, therefore, in the training of our young people

to useful citizenship is to develop a definite purpose in the mind of
each. When this is done, there will be little difference of opinionon
the content of the courses of study. .

The training in how to live has been touched upon. A speaker
said this morning that we should train broadminded, grqat-souled
men, who sympathize with the efforts of mankind to live happily.
Our papers and magazines are emphasizing commerce. There is a
feverish anxiety to win our proper share in the world's markets in
the readjustment now taking place, and there is little doubt that
what we term our proper share others will call an unfairly large
portion. Se there is a real danger that we may lose sight of the real
purpose in this striving after trade and commerce. We must teach
how to live as well as how to earn a living. Our aim must be to de-
velop the highest type of men and women.

Mr. Parr. The gentleman expresses some diffidence about in-
eluding the ladies in his remarks, because he addressed himself par-
ticularly to engineers. I thought he might be interested to know
that in the company which I have the honor to he associated with,
the General. Electric Co., there arc a few women college graduates
who are participating in our engineering work and in the work of
our research laboratory, which calls for a high'degree of skill on the

*art of these young ladies.
Mr. HI M& I am glad indeed that I made the remark in order

that I might elicit the information that the. gentlethan gives..
'Chairman Horeuxiss. Is Dean Walker, of Kansas, here?
Mr. WALKER. Yes, sir.
Chairmen HOTCHKISS. have you not something to offer on the

topic?
Mr. WALKER. I feel more like speaking on the topic of this morn-

ing, because I wanted at that time espeCially to bring in a point
which other speakers did not bring in, but I gave up 'the privilege
of making a speech. The point is that which was emphasized this
'afternoon by Prof. Rautenstrauch on the impeitance of teaching.

InThany institutions we are not situated so that we have commerce
specialists. That means that we can give in those institutions a
course in the fundamentals of economics1 of course, and in account-
ing, but we will have to fall back on ourselves in the faculty of the
school of engineering to give the other touches and the applications.

I say we have to fall back on ourselves; but I am not sure but what
it is the best situation that could exist, and I believe that in the .de.
velopment of character and of personality in our students we need to
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depend, not-on putting them into specialist courses, but that we nee,l
to place reliance on our own teaching. The right luau teaching a
subjectI do not care what it is, whether it is the most technical en-
gineering subject or some branch of science, or whether it is eco-
nomics or sociologythe true teacher; the right man, will develop
in the student those qualities which we all appreciate. And so
believe that the problem for us, mainly, is to get teachei-s, ho get the
men who have the right view point to handle the work in all branches,
if we are to develop the men who are needed

Now, Mr. Chairman, with reference to the topic of this afternoon,
it seems to me that it is a double topic; in other words,, instead. of
having twotopics, one under the heading given this morning and one
this afternoon, we really have three. What I have in mind is, first,
the one supposedly discussed this morning, of the engineer who is
to remain in the practice of engineering as it is defined from the
technical viewpoint ; secondly, we have the man who is trained 'pri-
marily in the commercial side and who needs to understand some-
thing olYngineering. That, it seems to me, is the man to be con-
sidered in the topic of this afternoon. But between the two there is
another manthe man who is primarily an engineer but whose work
will he such as to demand from him not only a knowledge of tech-
nique, but the ability to adapt himself to the needs of the business
side of Productigia work.

We have recommended to us from the conference which met on
March 31 that in all engineering curricula there should be 12 to 18
hours of work in commerce. That was to fit the need of the first type
of man. Then there is the further recommendation that there should
be additional optional courses on the business oside made. It seems t
me that that is the training for the middle-ground mnn.

I believe that is an important branch. - I believe, in other words,
that we can give a man so much of the fundamentals and the prac-
tical applications of engineering thatlie will be capable of carrying
the work of theengineei and adapting himself to the requiranients
of the engineer in technical Work, and at the same time possess the
necessary qualifications for the business side, so that be will become,
with proper experience, an effective manager.

With reference to the University of Kansas, I am going to say,
very frankly, that we are going slowly with regard to placing in the
list of required work as much as the 12 or 18 hours recommended. As.
it stands at the present time, in the mechanical engineering course we,
are including 0 hours out of 138\ In some of the other courses it is
only 6. We are going slowly, I say, becatge,we e a ifossible source
Of danger.

Suppose every institution in thq United Sta, turning out. en-
gineers shotdd immediately makes radical change; because, barring
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some of these institutions which have such specialized courses as,
those at Columbia University, and possibly one or two others, it will
be more or less of a radical change to go imindOiately to that basis.
We do not know for sure that that will be the wisest.thing, and we
are inclined to be conservative in Kansas. Perhaps that does not fit
in With the popular' impression that people have of Kansas, but.
nevertheless, that is our attitude at the present time. At the same
time we are tremendously interested' in the question of the training of
men for the highest type of work, and we expect gradually to get to
the point where we will know how far we need to go in order to
turn out the best man.

We, are making plans, also, to -proide a training for. this middle
ground where, with less of-the obligatory courses in engineering, We
will include more of the business courses, based largely on the courses
in economics. In this respect, probably, we are not so conservative;
but, as one of the speakers recently has said, if we can get a man to
decide what he is going to do, he will study toward that end with
effect .and I do not know why it is not just as easy for a man to deCide
that he will take a course which will carry all the fundamentals of
engineering, with 20 or 30 hours of economics, as it is for him to
decide that he will take a straight enginbering course, whether it be
civil, electrical, mechanical, or what not.

So it seems to me that a course 'which might be styled " Industrial-
engineering," carrying 20 to 30 hours of the business course, is not
at all unreasonable, and such a course can be made to fit into our
i.cheme of education.

Finally, I believe, us I said at the beginning, that to train the
men who are needed in industry, we need and must have men who
Pre fitted by nature to be teachers, and who are willing and ready
to give that broad training that iiaecessary in order that their
students may relate their thinking to the reali*blems of pro-
duction.

Mr. LANGSDORF.ap Mr. Chairman, the remarks that I wish to make
relate more directly to the subject of this morning than to that of
this afternoon; and if the editor will kindly transfer .what 1 have
to say to the record of this morning's proceedings, perhaps no one
will be the wiser.

It is hardly -necessary in an audience of this kind to call attention
to the classical definition of engineering, but it might be well' to
repeat it for the sake of comparison with another definition which.
I happened to run acrOs4 recently in one of the technical journals.

The classical definition is that " engineering is the art of. direct-
ing the forces of nature for the use and convenience of mankind.".

The. revised d finition which I saw reads somewhat, as follows:
"An eingineer is ti man who, by scientific design and by .efficiently

.
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directing human effort, utilizes the forces and materials oft, nature
for the benefit of mankind."

The difference lies in the addition of the element of the human.,
relationship, and it seems to me that it is the recognitiqn of this
human factor which is primarily responsible for this meeting, and
for the discussion which we have had.

Engineers -and engineering educators have come to realize that
a course of study which deals primarily and solely with abstract
principles is not sufficient to prepare men to take their part in the
world's work as it is carried on at the present time: One of the.
blessings tof the. Students' Army Training Corps is that given

Ma great any of us an opportunity to take advantage of the changes
in the currienlitn which bewne necessary last fall, and to introduce
cn a perauent-basis some a the ideas which. have long been under
discusSion.

In the institution with which I happen to be connected, we have
taken adrantage of the situation and have been engaged during the
greater part of this year in a study of changes in the curriculum
with a view to :introducing them into the schedule of the coining
academic year.

After considerable study we found that it was possible to in-
chide in our junior and in our senior years, in each of th courses
in civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering, a three-ho elective
course running through each of those years, in additio to a re-
quired three-hour course in economics running through the senior

year. This will make it possible, in case a student is articularly
fitted for such work, to take a total of 18 hours of work n economics
and related subjects, such as business administration/and cost ac-
.counting, which are offered in our school of comerqe and finance.

But I wish to point out that we have not made t ese courses re-
quired, nor do we propose to make them required, fo ell engineering
students. They are to be elective on the-same basi as a number of
other courses which have been listed. tt is our opinion that not
every engineering student is fitted for an executive ppsition or even
to be trained for an executive position...Executives require a cer
tain amount of personality and tact as well as knowledge, in order
to be successful; and personality and tact are God-given qualities
that are very rarely developed in any four-year .course that I have
ever seen. Therefore, we feel that it is best to select the student
Material for such courses with the greatest care, adMitting to them
only those who in our judgment are suited to work of this character.

There is one other remark I would like to mike; we hear a great
deal about the necessity of instructing our students in the broad
fundamentals,. and at the same time we are told by business men,
that we should not waste too much, time on such- subjects ahther-
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modynamics. Perhaps thermodynamics might be taught in the way
that the business men would like it by defining it as the science of
heat, and that " heat is a mode of motion." That definition is broad,
but it is not deep: If I understand the meaning of the word " funda-
menCal " it is, that it is something which goes to the bottom, and
therefore it ought to be deep. Therefore, I have an inherent dis-
like for the term "broad fundamental." I would much rather hear
it spoken of as "deep fundamental." ,

Mr. Herr. Education is a broad field
the

discussion and it seems
to me that many of ours good friends in the outside world talk upon
side issues and do not have a center from which to think. University
men Are impressed with the Tact that the,university must retain an
academic atmosphere.. It is the home where ideals may grow. Pro-
fessors, who are too much in the street, are usually diminishing their
sphere of greatest usefulness. Another fact of which professors
are conscious is that the ultimate unit is the student and his psy-
chology. Courses of instruction must be built upon the material
comin to the university.

Ta , for instance, our middle western institutions. We have a
youn an coming from a small country town, with limited social
experience and mentally immature. We must .first of all train him
in some methodical habits of calculating, to some neatness in rec-
ords, and to some precise use of English in the presentation of his
reports. Our aim is to trainliim to the habit of assembling facts
and making his decisions upon these facts rather than upon int-

' pressions and sketchy notions. We try le....far as we can also to
create some standard of taste with reference to the things that edu-
cated men are interested in, literature, music, and the drama. Since
all motion is relative, it appears that we do make a great deal of
progress during four yors in shaping this raw product into a very
useful citizen.

We are now asked to do something more, to extend our curricula
to cover definite courses in business training and to adopt new
methods of teaching fundamental subjects. It appears to me that
by making better use of the students' time we can find'room in the
curricula for some of this proposed training. Some of the possi-
bilities in improving instruction may be 4ggested.

In the first place,' we may some day h4e to determine the fitness
of the individual student for the partic4lar course in which he is
registered In a7 group of 100 students &re are perhaps .15 or 20
who have the mentality suitable for the work of an executive. Per -
haps one-third of the 100 are not fitted for engineering work. By
use of analogy, in material to be worked upon, some of it may be
wood, some of it cast iron, some of it high alloy steel. The mate-
rial shout(' be ,separated and an Allfpropriate educations: tool used
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for each material. I think it might be said with justice that at pres-
ent there is but little attention-paid to sorting out and designing
educational tools_to suit the material. I hope that our friends, the
psychologists, will be able to help us.

I am also impressed by dike fact that many students fail to keep up
in their work and to receive the engineering training of the junior
and senior years because the work of their freshman and. sophomore
years is not associated with reality. I think that we should have in
the freshman and perhaps in the sophomore year a series of what
we might call vestibule courses, wheie a student would come into the
real atmosphere of a s4kple engineering problem and hang upon the .

framework of that "lein some of the realities of engineering.
Thus the men who like to keep.their feet on the ground will become
motivated. These are often the men who will develop into good
business men, good constructors and wits> become exhausted in the
highly verified atmosphere of mathematics and physics of the fresb-
man and sophomore years. I think that our conception of arrengi-

. neer in college is too greatly taken up with the consideration of the
designers, a man whose mind naturally takes to abstractions and who ,
&Slivery well in the so-called disciplinary work of the freshman and
sophomore years.

It appears to me also that in teaching all of the courses, including
mathematics and physics, the work should be p?esented in cy,nnec- t
.tion with 'rho background of some real situation. A student should
make decisions in connection with his work just as he does in his
experience after' he gets out of college. Ire should no_ t merely per-
form the operiltions of calculating avid drawing.

We must realize thatthe professors of engineering are in a large
organization containing teachers of mathematicsuof physics, and of,
chemistry, and that a curriculum is the product of the thoughts of
all of these. It is, ,therAfore, very difficujt, for one or two indi-
viduals to depart from the beaten path to Accomplish new ends.. The
conunon methnd of teaching is to cdme froM the abstract to the real,
from principles to practice, and so the reality' pis postponed until .,

quite late in the course. - I think that we would improve our instruc-
tion very greatly it.the abstract As reached through the real wher-
ever pOssible, but this requires e softening down of the sharp linestll
between the separate departments of matlutttaties, physics, and prac-
tical mechanics of the, freslirhan year and the early, starting of me-
chinks and a new orientation of the professors concerned.

Mr. GIADING. I am attending with, oneiderable plei6tire the con-,
... femme on '" Business Training for Engineers and Engineering

Training for Students of Business,' as the 'Personal representative of.
the' National Fire trotiction AssOciationr and am deriving many
benefits frbut this conference from sextral points of view. ....

)
. ....4.
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On the other ha , this cooperation should lead more directly to
the selection of at 1 ast one or more men in the faculties of our insti-
tutions of earnin who have the necessary business tact and ex-
perience, co bined with engineering knowledge anMt raining, to di-
rect the young, to become business leaders, as well as engineers.
To properly do s, it should be recognized that sufficient induce-
ment must be offered to secure those men for the institutions. In
doing this, it should not be understood that each and every one in
the faculties must. necessarily possess such breadth of character and
diplomacy as this requires, nor is it to be unOrstood that all such
institutions should follow in the same rut ofrocedure. In fact,
encouragement $mould be provided for the production of specialists
out of our educational institutions sothat different enterprises may
find what they seek.

The neccessity of these plans becomes obvious if it be agreed that
our institutions should turn out real embryos of engineering training
to the end that such degrees as, for instance, electrical engineers,
mechanical engineers, fire-protection engineers, business engineers,
etc., mean just what they imply, and should not be regarded in any
sarcastic attitude by the business interests: The latter are apt to
consider a college education as a burden, rather than a red asset for,
the future aspiration' and promotion of -enterprises. Indeed, tot.
many of our young graduates deserve this consideration,t sometimes
on the one hand because they have not made a proper choice of pro-
fessioft, but often because the course of instruction does not make
them- what was expected or intended.

Mr. RANDALL. I feel that we ought not to go away without further
statement of the viewpoint of the industrial man. at does not make
much difference in industry whether men in most cases are trained
technically or not, provided they can approach the subject from an
engineering standpoint. Whitt are the Materials and how shall they
be put togethter to accomplish the purpk desired?
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co . on for thescollege to separate itself in its train-
y practical applications that it is no wonder the
regarded the abilities of the college graduate with

follow-up of such an excellent conferdnce for real
een the business man and the engineering educa-
should result in inestimable advantage for the ad-
foreign, as well as domestic commerce.

the encouragement, as well as the practical and
the business men, should indicate to our educa-
int is .needed for business life in the way of
engineers to fill the requirements of positions
rtance and leading to the business management
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Yoh to-day, as engineers, have a very fair sample of problems that
are coming to us every day. You are planning to build a bridge
from the mass of individual young people and to fashion them into
a more or less large structure of industry. Some will be at the bottom
and some at the top.

Our Government has recently gone through a period where the
point was constantly made, " Oh, if we could only have chosen the
right man and if we could have had the right man in the right place."
The problem is not in your hands. You havethe raw materials. You
are engineers. Study it.

This war, for the first time, has brought to our minds- the necessity
of discriminating among people. How absurd to treat two men as
equal material. It is not so. They will not stand the test. It is
refreshing to see that Columbia, and, I suppose, other institutions,
are making efforts at testing men. The old idea that a man may be
born to the trade is all shot to pieces. The old idea that a man can
buy a place no longer holds. If you could teach those young people
to try to find the truth, to find an objective, to be sure of their facts
and then put them together, it, will be very easy. If he is a chemist ,

he will find that the organization of an industry is a matter of
chemistry very largely, and one bad bit of material put in may spoil
the rest.

Accounting is a matter of physics, because it is a study of bal-
ancing. Impress on them that the model of all industry is to bd
found in that masterpiece of nature, the human body, where millions
of cells work together and do business together. And in some way
or other, people select individuals for the, particular purpok for
which they are needed. If you can act a little on that suggestion it
will show what a grand study you have and what a grand oppor-

lanity. We do need technical men. The danger from technical men
so often that being put into an industry they are perfectly im-

perviousp impressions except those that they have already obtained.
They must be free. They must be able to take what they have and
add to it from the outside. They must be able ID change. I do not
know what. the definition of an engineer is, but it always seems to
me that an engineer is the man who does the things that are essential
to accomplish, the things which are essential. It is all engineering.
Life is made up of engineering, and it is unfortunate that in our
country in our training NO. have been trained toward the lines of
the debating schooleach man clamoring to shop that he is right.
The engineer must seek the truth; he must find the best way to put
it together; and when he does he can accomplish it. -His success lies
in creating cooperation. It lies\in putting things together.

Chairman Ho'rcrnuss. We hie just a few momentaismaihing.
It is nearly 5 o'clock.- We want to adjourn at 5 o'clock,'
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Mr. RAYMOND. I was very glad to hear what Mr. Randall had to
say. It seems to me that the engineering schools are on trial. There
has at least been an inference that they are not doing what they
ought to do toward keeping up with the demand of the times.

I, for one, would like to defend them. I think we have been keep-
ing up with the times. We have an organization established in 1893
known as the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education.
It has a committee out on this subject. Its purpose is to study exactly
the matters that we are studying here to-day.

It does not make any difference whether we have three hours or
six hours or nine hours of any particular subject of economics or
business. Our purpose is to teach the young men to analyze; and I
submit that if we teach young men to analyze problems that come
to them so that they will be able to determine correctly the effect
of any certain cause and conversely the cause of any certain effect
that they may observe, they will be able to succeed whether they
are in administrative positions or in what you have been pleased to .

call the technical side of the profession.
One of the gentlemen said this morning that training on the

technical side of the profession unfits men for executive positions.
I think he even went so far, if I remember correctly, as to say that
it would be imp4ssible for them to overcome that training and be-
conic successful administrators. I suspect we forget that the presi-
dents of the so-called greatest railroad of America for many years
have come up from the engineering department, and most of them
have been graduates of engineering schools of the olden time. It
does not seem to me that that argues for any deficiency in engineering
training.

We all noticed the extreme grace and force with which Mr. Miller
presented his argument this morning. I wonder if we realized that
lie_was an engineer trained in an engineering school, and that he is
occupying an executive position of irsponsibility. He did make
one statement that I would like to niention because I should not
like to have this body get away with the impression that he left.
The statement was also indorsed by some one else from the floor,
that the brilliant man in school is not a success. in the world. We
have lots of exceptions, of course, toorove the rule. Men who have
been at the liottom of thR classes often do well and become success-
ful in commercial affairs. But some graduate students have done
some god(' things in their research work, and one of the good things
that one of them did at one timealwas, to investigate this particular
matter. Ho found that the statistics show that the successful men
ijkcollege are the successful men in the world. I think we ought to
remember that.
. 133424°-19-;--6
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I think everyone who heard him will recognize the fact that Prof.
Follows will make a success of any course that he undertakes to pro-
mote. But I think he transferred the residence of some of us to
Missouri when he said that a young man was a success in radio work
because he had taken a. course in commercial engineering.

Finally, I say that the best we can do in our engineering school*
is to- train young men to analyze the problems before them and
give them certain tools to work with in analyzing certain of those
problems.

Mr. CARPENTER. It would seem unwise to omit front the recorded
proceedings of this conference all mention of instructiim by corre-
spondence, a method by which many successful men in the business
and commercial world obtained much of the knowledge on which
their success is,based. Members of this conference, who are eager
to bring about the desirable end for which it was called, will be inter-
ested particularly in the possibility of rounding out or broadening a
college or university education by correspondence instruction, either
along engineering or commercial lines as the need may be.

The greatest good that most students obtain from a college or uni-
versity course is the ability to-locate and make good use of inform:L.-.
tion already on record. Comparatively few of them become investi-
gators or research workers in the sense that they place on record
facts or observations not previously recorded in sonic form. Many
of us may work over recorded facts and present them in some new_

form, perhaps more easily grasped by other students. but not many
of us are originators.

If we have learned how to study and then find that we lack cer-
tain information needed for success along the line of our work, one
of the ways by which that information can be gained most readily
and with least interference with regular duties is by correspondence
instruction.. Courses of study are available along many different
lines of endeavor, ekch course planned ana arranged by some one
who has demonstrated his or her ability, and with each course is
given instruction service which makes it espcially fitted to indi-
vidual needs.

These statements may be illustrated by two cases which came to my
personal attention recently. A man wrote substantially as follows:

I am a college graduate, but my course did not Include anything along engi-
neering lines. I have had considerable business experience, but now I wish to
have a steam plant installed, and I know nothing about steam engineering. I
would like to know enough to discuss it intelligently.

Another wrote:
I graduated from the University of two years alto, RIO

although I specliiliSed on chemistry, .1 must review it and go further into sum'
details in onlot.to handle the job T am now,up against.

411
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Both these men asked for help and are now being helped. They
will loose no time from their duties,. will not be compelled to change
their place of residence nor be put to any other inconvenience, but
they will gain all the technical information needed to handle their
work successfully. If they had been educated along engineering lines
and had asked for instruction in commercial subjects their needs
could have been met equally well. Approximately 8 per cent of our
students are college or university men and women.

It may be of interest to refer briefly to a course recently compiled
entitled " Business Management." It aims to give a good insight into
the three principal parts of every businessproduction, distribution,
and finance.

Chairman Horcitkiss. Unless there is something further, we will
adjourn until tomorrow at 9.30 o'clock a. m.

9



THIRD SESSION.

Maj. Gen. W. M. Black, Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army, presiding.

4

Chairman BLACK. Gentlemen, the subject for to-day is The
Significance of the War Experience for Engineering Education."

The first paper this morning is by Maj. Gen. John F. ('Ryan,
commanding the 27th Division, United States Army, 3Iunicipal
Building,- New York City.

Gen. O'Ryan is unable to be here this morning, I am sorry to say.
I do not know whether iou are familiar itrten. O'Ryan's career.
but a few years before the war he was in command of a light
battery in New York, and he made for himself a name for efficiency.
The light artillery in the former National. Guard service was in
general about as poor an organization as could. well be found any-
where.- The records of the service show that at the outbreak of
the war a very large proportion indeed of all of the light artillery
material we had in the Army was in the hands of the National Guard.
The National Guard organizations of the light artillery proved to
be the least efficient that we had in the service. That is a strong
statement, but it is so, and I have the documentary proof to show it.

Gen. O'Ryan, a few years before the war began, was appointed to
the command of the militia of the State of New York. Fortunately,
New York was so fixed financially and so far enlightened as to
her commanding general his full time and pay. Gen. O'Ryan klieg
did exactly the right thing. He recognized the fact that hip military
education had been limited, that the opportunities for military edit.-
cation in the National Guard are extremely limited, so that he him-
self, of his own motion, first of all went to Fort Leavenworth and
took the course there and then later completed the course at the Army
War College so as to do all that 114i.could to fit himself for the im-
portant duties of a general of one

h4 could
branches of the service, be-

cause the National Guard was then one of the substantial parts of
the military forces of the United States.

The wisdom of Gen. O'Rlan's course was shown when the war
broke out. All this occurred before there was even any thought
of the United States going early into war, and it only shows that
Gen. O'Ryan had foresight and judgment enough to know what
was the right thing to do.

84
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When the war broke out glib consequence was that Gen. O'Ryan,
I think, alone of the high officers of the National GuardI may,
making a mistake in this, but se far as I knowwas the only An
who had done all he could to prepare himself for the important
duties that he would have in title of war; and his career on the
other side shows the advantage that he and the United States
obtained from his foresight and energy in this respect; so that I was
very glad indeed to learn that he had a paperon this important subject
to present to you this morning, but I regret very much that neither
lie nor his aide can be here, and therefore I am going to ask Prof.
Swiggett to please read the paper to you.

Mr. Swiontrr. I would like to say that I regret most profoundly
that Gen. O'Ryan's paper is not to be read by one closely associated
with hin'i. Gen. O'Ryan made every effort humanly possible to
attend this conference, and, further, to have Col. Crimmins attend.
the conference and read the paper for him, but we have just had
a wire from Col. Crimmins regretting, likewise, the impossibility
of his being here.

Expecting Col. Crimmins to attend the conference. I did pot,
therefore, ask in advance some one present to read this paper, and
you will 'kindly bear with me if I fail at some particular point in
giving proper emphasis.

The .paper is called "Lessons of the War in Relation to the
Future Training of Engineers," and is as follows:

LESSONS OF THE WAR IN RELATION TO THE FUTURE TRAINING
OF ENGINEERS.

By MAJ. ecr.N. JOHN F. O'RyAN,
Comnoncling 27th lArtMon,-1.1. N. Army, Ncw York City.

In this paper no attempt is made to discuss the s or cMcter
of technical training essential in the education of e whose life
work is to be in the field of e ineering. As in other 'fields of effort,
so in the engineering field, here are certain qualities, nontechnical
in character, which are e,sse tial for accomplishment a-nd success.
These may be stated to be ho or, loyalty, zeal, thoroughness, atten-
tion to detail, promptness, acct cy, tact, initiative, resourcefulness,
and .physical fitness. Tfiese essential qualities constitute what may
be termed professional character. The interesting and pertinent
query is to what extent and in.how scientific a manner are these
.admitted essentials studied, estimated, stimulated, and developed in
the institutions which graduate professional men:

The importance of professional character in relation to efficiency
and accomplishment emphasized itself to me,during the war, par-
tiuliKY in battle. When, during the .kogress of a battle, there

co' 4
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was here and there local nonsuccess when the unit concerned should
have secured success, we found that seldom was the result due to
lack of technical knowledge. adequate and thorough technical,
training had fulfilled its mission; the technical knowledge and skill
were there. The shortcomings were almost always to be found in
the domain of profeslional character. Either the local leader was
late, or failed to supervise essential details, or lacked thoroughness
of preparation, or did not understand his mission, or lacked imagi-
nation, initiative or resourcefulness, or vacillated in his effort, or
lost heart in execution, or demonstrated in sonic other way a failure
in some essential of professional character. Is not this also the
experience of men who command in big industrial effort? I think
their testimony will support an affirmative view.

think it May be said that, of all the possessions of the profes-
sional man, professional character. is fund;,mental and of prime im-
portance, for without it technical knowledge and skill arc mere
camouflage, at best but assets of circumscribed value to. be employed
in limited tasks, under the dictation of those qualified by character
as well as by technique, to lead and direct.

If this appreciation of professional character in relation to tech-
nique is correct, then a reference to the curriculum and methods of
training of professional schools and col'eges will perhaps indicate
an inadequacy of attention and effort in relation to character de-
velopment as compared with the technicalsside. True enough, there
are occasional homilies on virtue, admonitions- concerning lateness

formhtions, and reminders that student days are the formative
-period of- habit, but I think it will be admitted that there is no care-
fully prepared standard of professional character which must ulti-
mately be met, no methods of estimating the approximatioh of the

eindividual student to that standard, no course of training to guide,
stimulate, and develop progress in character building.

Compare with the vague' and uncoordinated effort in relation to
character development the scientific methods employed in the de-
velopment of the technical side of education and the neglect of the
former stands out like an indictment. On the technical side we
find the field divided into the theoretical and the practical side, each
with its separate courses and expert instructors, and with its chap-
ters and stagesof effort prescribed and supervised.

In the colleges and' professional schools the tendency is toiestablish
the standards of the student body by forming it huthe first instance,
so far as possible, of the class who, by inheritance and early environ-
ment, possess dependable character, an appreciation of its worth, and
RR almost automatic responsiveness to the call for self development.'
It is said that in the old days of apprenticeships, the employer con-

AIR
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sidereCit a part of his obligation to school his ward in relation to
character. That hand in hand with the development of his technical
skill there was development of character, the employer pointing out
not only the moral aspects of business effort, but its practical prob-
lems and the correct courses of -action to be adopted from time to
time, illustrating his points by the incidents of the daily experience.
Certain it is that under the old apprenticeship system there existed
a large class of.skilled mechanics and contractors of noteworthy de-
pendability and character, men who almost automatically entered
upon their undertakings with an organized and developed sense of
responsibility; Bow often have we heard the older men in indus-
trial life harken back to their days of apprenticeship and commend
the careful ,training in relatimi to character given by some sterling
man who was himself the pr+duct of the same system. In those
times also many of the colleges had their religious side, which con-
stituted in some measure an effort toward character developmea.
These practices and influences do not appear to exist in the present
day to the extent that they did la generation liwo ago.

With an appreciation OKI uederstanding o the shortcomings of
the existing systems of profesSicknal training in colleges'and technical
schools, we come to the subject of the remedy. This is difficult to
describe. The field, though not new, is undeveloped. Those con-
cerned intimately with religion, will tend to see in sectarianism the
needed solution. I believe that the men who attend colleges and
technical schools go there ,primarily for acadepic_ or proftssiool
training as the case may be, and that if character development is
as we believe it to be, an essential part of professional training, they
would prefer its inclusion in the curriculum on the basis of nonsec-
tarian moral law, developed and applied by tours* in psychology,
leadership, responsibility, physical training; etc.

All that this paper has attempted to do is to indicate the need
among professional men of a high standard of professional character
as that is outlined herein, and the further need for a comprehensive
study of the subject by those in charge of the colleges and technical
'schools of the country with a view to including in the .curriculum
of such institutions a scientifically conceived and organized program
of training for theevelopment of professional character.

The principles au4 details of training in relation to such effort will
vary to some extent in different claSses of professional schools. The
field is a wide one but worthy of skillful ii.nd zealous effort. In the
engineering field the psychological as well as the practical side will
probably play an important role in determining the methods of train-
ing to be pursued.
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Chairman BLACK. I will now. ask Dr. Mann, who needs no intro-
duction to you, to present his paper. As you know, gentlemen, there
has been a great deal of dissatisfaction with the results in the
engineering training in our colleges. Dr. Mann's report of last year
gives the most iportant piece of constructive criticism on engineer-
inging education at has ever been given to the United States; and I
know, coming from such an authority, that what he will have to say
to-day will be well wprthy of attention.

EFFECT OF THE WAR ON EDUCATION.

By CHARLES R. MANN,

Chairman of the .4drisor-p Board, War Plans Dirision, War Department,
Washington.

.
Mr. Cjiairmam Ladies, and Gentlemen, I wish to preface my re-

marks oa the effect of the war on engineering education by calling at-
tention to the fact that the war has as yet had very little effect on
education, We have all been aroused to much enthusiasm, and we
have had our emotibns deeply stirred,'but very feed new conceptions
and very little of the new point of view ha0 percolated into actual
practice. Therefore, we must recognize at the start that it has been

-thus far largely a matter of wistful wishing. It isfor the future to
reveal what the results will be by showing how we interpret the ex-
perience and how we reduce our findings to practice.

Several years ago, before the war, the members.of the National
Engineering Society were asked what were the determining factors.

'' of suctess in the engineering profession. With a surprising degree
of unanimity some 7,000 of them agreed that personal qualities. such'
as character, discipline, common setIse, and initiative, have greater
weight in shaping a career than have knowledge of the science and
technique of engineering. g.

Repots coming. from France indicate a similar conclusion. The
story is thai 4), battle resolves itself into a-riumber.of combats be-
tween small grolips:of. men. Seine of these combats are successful
and others unsuccessful, and the general 'result is determined by the
relationp between the successful combats and the unsuccessful. It
has. been the practice to investigate every case of unsuccessful com-
bat order to 'discover the causes of the failame. The results of
these investigations are that failure is practically never due to lack
of technical knoWledge of military science, but is generally (hie co.
personal weaknesses of character. A commanding officer is late
in executing an order, or he is not .resOurcefui in meetliqg new.concli-
tiOnS, or he is timid and delays when positive action is required. The
general tonclusion.is that .the most Common cause of defeat is weak-
ness.Of persOhal character. The most successful military training.,
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therefore, is the one that develops to the hi hest degree. what may be
termed soldierly character.

Starting then from the main thesis that the development of per-
sonal character is the fundamental purpose of education, a thesis
which is as old as the hills, what has the war contributed to the
solution of the educational problem ? Before. analyzing the experi-
ence it is desirable to note that the war has not yet had any marked
effect on educational practice, because the sehbols bade not yet. had
time either to reason out the lessons or to apply them. Whether
there will be a large effect or not depends upon what is done in
the immediate future: If the schoolmen see the vital points that
now stand out so clearly, and if they. interpret them intelligently
and apply the results to education, much. will be accomplished.
The result is a matter of the future. Impressions and hopes are all
we have at present..

A first hint at what hppears to be the main lesson of the war was
given the other day by a college professor who had just returned
From France after more than a year of intensive experience in Army
activities, part of which was training. He said that he had taught
college students for 20 years, but had never discovered hoe.l rapidly
a man would learn provided only he was eager to do so. Never
again would he attempt to teach unilling students. He had come
to realize the full force of Mr. Dooley's remark that "you can lead a
man to a university, but you can not make him think."

The schools have recognized the educational importance of the
emotions in an abstract and theoretical way for many years. There
has been a large literature constructed about the ideas of motivation
and transferable training. Many a battle has been fought over the
question whether it is right to spare the rotl and spoil the child,
and whether Latin grammar is not an rs'ential experience for every
boy because it is dry, hard, and disagreeable. The war, however.

*.,lias clothed these theories concerning the dominance of the emotions
and the necessity, for motivation with a garment of reality which
makes themisfit for presentation to the public gaze and for introduc-
tion into school systems.

This first glimpse of the fact thtit emotion is the driving power in
every learning process does not reveal how to proceed in ordetaito
secure like results in times of peace. A war situation fortunately
does not exist every day, and the problem is to discover the condi-
tions that tend to produce the- emotional state in which energy is
released, so that /earning and character building become a rapid.
process .. .

One of the most striking developments in training methcids'of the
war was made in the field of physical culture. -The old. setting -up
exercises consisted largely of.calisthenics, in which whole regiments
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went through regular motions together. After a few hours' prac-
tice these became more or less automatic, and while they developed
vigcfrous muscular systems, they did not occupy the :minds or tend
to coordinate physical motion with mental activity. Men quickly
got bored with them and regarded them as a drudgery that must .

be tolerated for the :sake of physical strength. The men so drilled
were robust and able to endure u strenuous campaign, but when
something unexpected happened they did not adjust themselves
quickly to the changed conditions. Their physical strength was of
little value when it was Uncoordinated with alert mental action and
speedy adaptation to a new and unexpected situation.

To meet this difficulty the Old routine setting-up exercises have
been largely superseded by what are known as quickening exercises,
or O'Grady games, which require close mentalattention and quick
mental reaction to new anti rapidly changing situations along, with
vigorous physical exercises. They keep the men on the alert entl
appeal to their instincts for competition for achieyement and for
sport. They appeal to one's pride to make good, and inspire to ut-
most effort because the result is objective and can not be distorted.

While analogies are dangerous, it yet seems a safe inference that
the underlying conception of the quickening exercises may to ad-
vantage be applied to the intellectual activities of the school. The
old forms of routine class &rill ,may develop robust minds able to
stand a steady campaign of customary labor. .Do they produce in-
tellects which are resourceful in the face of unusual conditions? Do
they keep the students ". on their toes" strivingbeagerly to make
good and win the game? If not, they are probably not making their ,
best contelizItion to the development of soldierly character.

Valuable as are the quickening exercises and the O'Grady games,
they may be ineffectual if the men do not enter them with the right
spirit: If the program is not changed frequently and enlivened
with new elements, a soldier may' easily react with indefiniteness and
control his motions with a coldly intellectual attitude, which destroys
the results in the way of physical recuperation and coordination. To
prevent tItis the_teacher must develop what is known as' a good

morale. is now. 4epsrallu agreed that if the morale. is fine the-
required results fello%Y.- ..r.

Although morale is an illusive thing to define, everyone has a
reasonably definite conception of what is meant by the. morale of a
classroom. The war has done much to clarify our notions of the
character and fundamental impOrtapce of good morale. At the
beginning of the.war the Germans seemed, to grasp its importance
more fully than did their opponents, as inchcated by their extraorcV
nary performances in attempting to undermine the morale of the
Allies. The first Italian campaign is said to, have been won by this

4
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process. No doubt they counted upon keeping the tinned States out
of war by toiler means. They have been past masters in develop-
ingnorale of thein peculiar brand, and this has compelled the other
nations to study the matter and devise methods of creating a morale
suited to their characters and philosophies.

It. is now fairly clear that morale is an expression of the spirit and
inner nature of individuals and groups of individuals.' While it is
illusive, it k not so illusive as character. It can be-sensed, rated,
and judged, and therefore is a more tangible means of grasping the
dynamic elements of an emotional situation. Observation of morale
enables an officer to siz0p the character and moral tone of his men.
Appreciation of moraT'e enables 'a teacher in like manner to judge
of the emotional reaction of his class. It is morale that the athletic
coach seeks above all things to develop in every team.

In order to analyze the experiences of the war so us to apply them
to the activities of peace, it seems evident that the largest returns
will conic from a study of the problem from the point of view of
morale. It Is not possible here to do this in detail, bus a few of the
more striking lines of study may be mentioned as lines of investigaT
t ion that will surely prove fruitful in preserving through education
the fine national morale that has developed diiring the war.

As a primary policy a nation at war is obliged to recognize that .'
every individual is an asset capable of useful service in sonic par-
ticular line of work o direct benefit to the country. In order hi
make the most efficient us of all is resources, itOis necessary to make
strenuous exertions to discover what each individual is best qualified
to 'do and to train each to use his abilities in the most effective
manner. Aiiplied to education this fundamental' attitude produces
two results that are of importance in the develofiment of Morale.
The teacher's point of view shifts from a critical one, with attention
focused on discovering whether the individual measures up to the
academic standards fixed by school authorities to one of friendly, not
to say eager, interest to discover What each individual really can do
well. The student's spirit also changes from one of discouragement
and doubt of his ability ever to make gopd to one of interest and
desire for achievement. Both of these results are of large im-
portanee in releasing energy for both the teacher and the student.
They also have an immediate.bearing on the enhancement of morale.

Hence a first practical suggestion for training the national man.
power for team play is that the schools study and adapt to their
own use the methOds of classification, rating, and testing' dividual
abilities that were developed, by the Army. These me hods, as
worked out by theAmmittee on classification of persona and the
psychological dePaitment of the Surgeon General's Office, enabled
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the Army to utilize effectively more than 98 per cent of the physi-
cally fit men who entered the service. Similar methods adapted I

to school work would supply a sort of national vocation guidance
that would enable young people to select their occupations more in
accordance with their abilities. They would also enable the Nation
to discover its geniuses and to provide for their lideiptate further`
training.

A reasonably efficient .system of classification, rating. and testing
in school would also prose a powerful incentive to more thorough
work. It is well recognized that competition which is settled on the
basis of objective results is one of the most powerful means of
inspiring men to maximum effort of releasing creative energy and
of enhancing morale.

A second important feature of the war training that can be trans-
feefg. readily to school practice is the direct drive made for the
development of moral characteci,Stics and virtues. Intelligent mill;
tau training through its evolutions, its courtesies, its ceremonies,Its
emphasis on service, and its discipline, makq an emotional appeal
to the student which accounts in a measure for the zest of the Army
work. The insistence upon responsibility and consideration for one
another all tend directly to developing soldierly character and
morale.

The schools on the other hand place their great emphasis on
.mental discipline and regard moral qualities eas by-products of
intellectual activity. Both forms are essential for complete de\Ilop-
ment, and therefore it seems probable that a combination of the best
elements of military and academic training is far more effective
than either alone.

The country has a proper fear of whatfit calls militarism, and
no one, least of all the Army itsellf, desires.to develop anything an
looks militaristic. On the other hand, all must agree that our brief
military experience has revealed a physicial, mental, and moral
stamina in which the Nation has survrisedieveryone, particularly the

wGermans. This outbreak of willingness to work together for the com-
mon gopd proves that the sturdy virtues are a genuine part of our
national character, although they were but latent before the crisis
came. It would be magnificent for the future industrialdevelop-

lnent of the Nation in the coming years 6f peace if this cooperative
spirit could be as definitely fostered and as freely expressed in civil
life at it is in military operations.

Hence the tical suggestion for development of team'
play and a ational civic morale is that the best elements of military
training be combined with ordinary schOo- ling. The most effective
way of doing this at present is through summetmps and through
the methods provided by the Reserve Offieers4 Training Corps.
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If the responsibility for team play and civic morale among the
entire people is left wholly to the present school system, the devel-
opment will be a long and tedious process. The process may be
stimulated by national campaigns similiar to those of the Food Act-
ministration and the United War Workers. It was the selective-
service law, however, that completely released the spirit of national
service which resulted in universal cooperation. 'This experience
suggests that possibly the q ickest way of stimulating the growth'
of the team-play spirit and o directing it toward peace time would
be through a universal ser e w that would require all young men
and women to train themselves t ome form of useful skill beneficial
to the Nation in case of an emer y. If such a requirement were
made, and if it were applied in the same thoroughgoing, democratic
manner as was the selective-service law, it is reasonable to expect that
its?effect as a moral stimulus upon the Nation would be no less pro-
found that in was during the war.

Chairman BLACK. Gentlemen, you have heard Dr. Mann's thought-
ful address, and I know that he too has given us a number of texts
f6r discussion.

Before opening the di.seussion in general the chairman i's going to
take adVantage of the privilege that is his, and saya few words on
these lines.

The great lesson that the war must. have taught to all of our people
is the value and the effectiveness of coordinated action. In our
country we have been over-individualistic; each man has been allowed
to go ahead as he pleased. Each function of the Government has
been more or less allowed to go as it. pleased, to develop as it pleased.
There has been too little coordination. The result has not been the
best. Individualism is necessary. It is the great privilege of our
country that every Man has opportunity. Therefofe it is wise and
best that those opportunities should be developed. This can be car-ried too far. You all know that at the beginning of our country's
life, when the population was greatly scattered, individual liberty
could be carried to an extreme. There were scarcely any restrictions
whatever. A man could as he .pleased, because he did not come
in contact. with his fellow man. Then, gradually, as the population..
increased tech man's rights were diminished because they trespassed
a trifle on the rights of others; and if you analyze conditions in oitr
large cities, you will find that individual liberty of action is neces-
sarily greatly restricted because of other people's rights, and we have'
to get, in a measure, coordinated action.

This goes through the entire body of life. All of our activities
must be coordinated because of their effect, the friction, on other
activities.



It represents the maximum that humanity can do. To get a good
effect. then, this army must tut as a great machine composed of
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The Army is the best illustration possible of coordinated action.

many, many parts, and each part must do its own work at the proper
time and without interfering with any other part.

That cooperation and coordination is attained by organization
and discipline. Organization is nothing in the world except the
broad conception of a field of work, the division of that work into
certain definite parts which are distinct, and the assignment of each
of those parts to a certain agency. Within its sphere of action that
agency must be entirely independent, must have initiative to do all
that is required within that sphere, and it must not go out of that.
sphere.

That, then, requires a certain self mastery which is termed dis-
cipline. Discipline, is not something imposed from without. True
discipline is something that a man imposes on himself so as to sub-
ordinate his body. his mind, his actions, to duty, whatever that duty
may be; and the truly disciplined man is the man who first looks for
that duty, then performs that duty, despite its effect on himself.

That is essential in an army. It is equally essential, or should be
so cdnsidered, in all civil work, wherever great work is to be per-
formed.

As Dr. Mann said, that self-mastery. that spirit of willingness, is
made much more easy by what is termed morale. It seems to me
that' not enough effort has been made to develop morale. The pri-
mary object, undoubtedly, of our institutions of learning is to fit
the young men for their future life, for their future ,work, and
doubtless the very large majority of young meg come to our schools
With that object.. But it is in a measure 104 sight of. There is
very little advantage taken of that fact, by showing how, in order
to fit themselves, certain things must be done and how done best,
and the cultivation of 'that morale that would lead men willingly
to thi this wbrk. It has been in a measure neglected. It can be
carried out, and carried out to the widest extent.

I hetird .an address given a short time ago; it was during Vie
war, during the training period., and it was by an experienced of-
ficer. In speaking of this matter he called attention to the little,
question of the salute, how it should be rendered. To a man who
does not know anything about it a salute looks, in its worst sense,
like a confession of servility. Absolutely it is different, absolutely
different. If a soldier, in coming in and being compelled, as we
call it in the service, to render honors, considers that rendering of
honors a servile task, he has -entirely a wrong idea. Ho starts out
entirely wrong, an ?the first thing that is necessary to do in raising

. .
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the morale among our men is to give them proper conceptions of
that.

The salute and the other honors rendered are nothing more than
the courtesy that should prevail in civil life but which does not.
It is enforced in the Army. It is just as right in civil life that thp
young man should rise when his elder comes into the room, just
as he does for a lady; that in passing his elder on the street he
'should give the first salutation. It is equally incumbent on the elder
to acknowledge that salutation. It is a mutual obligation. That
is true in the service. But as tf}is officer put it, there is a great
deal more in the salute than that. Ile said that when you salute
an officer, do not do it as a perfunctory matter, as a matter that you
are compelled to do, but look hint in the eye, raise hand to head
and feel, and let him feel, "Here I am, wearing the uniform, proud
to wear the uniform, ready for service. What will you have me to
do ? "' And the officer, in returning the salute, says, "I am glad to
see you, glad to have your help as a.conirade. Theixfore, I recognize
you as a comrade, as a man participating in the work."

That was simply a little illustration. in morale. That can be
carried all the way through the work. Morale can be brought up
by a simple appeal to reason: and I am sure that by that the work
of the colleges will be,greatly bettered.

Now, that sense of dutyhow can it be developed? That sense
that when something is to be done it is to be done despite any-
thing. It is a duty, and, therefore, sacred.

At West Point one of the means taken for that was one that you,
as educators, may probably smile at a little bit. In the instruction
that was given in the class a certain lesson was assigned that had
to he learned. When the cadets were called up to recite they were
first requirsei to demonstrate that they had learned that ilesson.
Original thought Was not wanted, not asked for. The lesson was
given. It was there for them to learn, and.the first ti\ing they had to
demonstrate was that they had performed that duty..

That can be carried to extremes; of course, but the fund'amental
idea is good. Here is something to be done; have you done it?
That can be carried all the way through college life. It means
much that when the chapel bell rings or ceases to ring the students
shall be there; just as much that when the hour for the lecture comes
the students shall be there, as it does that they s 11 know what they
are supposed to Oe taught or what they are sup d to learn.

The first thing, I think, that is necessa to tinculcate in the
young inane is that sense of duty. sk either imposed or
voluntarily assumed is something that must be done, and done with
one's might. I do not believe that in the schools this is as much
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insisted on as'it should be. Slipshod methods are bound to ruin that
idea. It must go through the teaching body, just as much as through
the student body.

One of the lessons we learned in the war was the great undesir-
ability of overspecialization. An officer who went out in command of
a light railway regiment organized for the purpose of building and
operating light railways, sent over to France for that purpose and
at the front for that purpose;said-towe yesterday, At the front I
had tio use for a specialist." He did not mean that specialization
is not very valuable, not that special knowledge is not of very great
advantage and must be used; but what lie meant was this, that in ad-
dition to being a specialist, a man must be prepared to do whatever
comes up in the engineering line. I have yet to find a specialty
which is such a specialty that the man who rises to the top of his
profession in that specialty does not have to be an all-round engi-
neer in addition. We know that for subordinate positions we can use
a man who knows only one thing, and he is a very valuable man, but
he is strictly subordinate and must be so all his life, for lie knows
only that one thing. Ile never can rise to the sop, because he over-
specialized. I do not care where it is, when you get up to the top there
is something ,broader than that specialization, and therefore it seems
to me that before a young man is allowed to specialize he should have
a thorough grounding in and broad outlook over all fields of engi-
neering, so that he will know hoW to coordinate the different parts,
know the relation that his specialty bears to the other parts, and,
ultimately, after he has arisen so high that his own specialty alone
can not be exercised, he can go on on the broad lines of engineering.
This he must do if ever he rises.

That means, then, thnt specialization, or the teaching of speciali-
zation, should not be permitted until a certain broad-general founda-
tion has been laid; and I believe that is quite essential.

At the front, again and again specialists Were of little use. Men
came to me, as the chief of engineers, throughout the war, and said,
"I am a specialist in this or that or the other, and I want to go over
to France and lend rvices to the Government in this speciality."
I was obliged to s:;toe.them,

rn
"Gentlemen, there is a need for the

exercise of that speciality over there, without any doubt, but whether
you will be at the point where that need exists at the time the need
exists is another matter. We have to have at the front men whp will
do anything that comes up because it is needed then, and we can not
have an enormous corps of men, one man to do an work and
another man to do another hour's work two weeks from now. We
have to have "men who are continuously busy; and while your
speciality is very desirable, and very, very .neCessary, yet you must
be more thal.a specialist if you axe going to serve."
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Is not that, in a measure, true also in ordinary engineering experi-
ence in Our country in time of peace? Certainly it was one Of the
lessons of the war, for engineers.

There has been something said about the development of chartiCter.
A certain amount of that must be done in the schools, most particu-
larly in the development of the sense of duty. But the important
development of the character that must come for all engineers can
hardly be gained at the schools. At the school it is difficult to put
such a responsibility on a man that he is able always to assume
responsibility willingly: It is difficult. also, to give him an oppor-
tunity for initiative, to enable him to exercise his powers of resource-
fulness; and it is only by the exercise of those powers that a man de-
velops them.

In the Engineer Corps of the Army that matter is recognized.
Our younger men are not considered real producers until they have
been in the service for about 10 years. We send them through the
schools, put them on different duties as assistants, and the country
has been most fortunate in this war in that its civil works ere to a
certain extent administered by the Corps of Engineers pri to the
war.

I do not think you gentlemen realize how deadening is Army life
in time of peace, how little opportunity there is for real initiative,
for the development of a sense of responsibility. By having these
civil works we had the opportunity of giving our young men respon-
sibilities, of calling on them for initiative, for the exercise of re-
sourcefulness, and, therefore, for their mental development. It was
a most important asset of the country, and the services of the engi-
neers during the war were a proof of what came from this.

So this same development which is needed can be obtained by
the young engineers in civil life only in actual work. It becomes,
then, a question whether it might not be advisable so to revise the
system, the requirements of our educational system, the system of
giving degrees, as to permit the educational institifiion to have re-
sponsibility for the starting of the young man and to follow him
through his career for a series of years to see that he has the work
which will develop him best, and then only to give him his degree
after he has shown that he has made full use of his opportunities,
and not to stop even the supervision of education with the four
years of the course..

I do not know just how that could be accomplished, but if it
were possible to do so, I am sure it would be greatly to the benefit of
the profession. Now, Dr. Mann, in the final part of his discussion,.
touched on something which is another lesson of the war, and that

18862-19-7
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is that if we as citizens are to do our full duty to our Government
we must be prepared to defend the Government.

Some years ago in my service I met a young Englishman who wis
a very exceptional man With very exceptional business ability. At
the tinge when I knew him first he was the head of a single branch
bank of one of the greatest banking institutions in the world. I
watched him through five or six years during which I was able to
observe him, and ho gradually arose from that position until he
became the head of all the branches of this particular institution,
in quite a large section of the earth, showing that he had treen-
dous powers- of organization and that he was naturally a leader of
men.

When the war broke out he had been called hack to the parent
institution in his home country. He was a man still .young, v,ig-
orous, without family ties, and he felt it his imperative duty then to
go to the front. Then he found that he had folded all the talents
that he had for that particular class of service to his country in a
napkin and had buried them.

He was offered a commission as captain. He was a leader of men;
he had shown it; but he was compelled to go toshis superiors and
say, "I am sorry. I know nothing whatever about military affairs.
That I have neglected completely, and I can not accept the re-
sponsibility over the lives of other men which would be given by a
commission. I must go as a private."

6 There was a man eminently well fitted to serve his country,
whose service to his country should have been of the higliast order,
and yet, through his own neglect, he was not at that time, in his
own opinion, of any more value than the humblest laborer, the
wielder of a-pick and shovel.

.

Is it not the duty of each one of tul to our country to see that that
line of preparation for citizenship is not eglected? Is it not our

fluty, alien, to prepare ourselves for the greatest service that we
can render td our country when our count y needs it!

We have been instituting military in ruction in our schools. I
hope the experiment will be successful. I do not know. To get one-
self thoroughly disciplined does not mean an hour a day or two hours
a week. It means daily living with self discipline, Army methods_
are certainly conducive to efficiency. You have heard a great
deal about 'red tape. By the way, I want to speak on that thidk.
You know that that is,one of the most maligned things in the world.
Do you know that we, in the Regular Service, since this war began--
I am going to say something. that I do not know whether I ought to
say or nothave had a grekt deal more trouble thug, help from -many
of the so-called captains of industry, because in, civil life these' Men
had gone ahead, a-law unto themselves, doing what they pleased, re-

.
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lb le for their own money, or at least, not responsible tc,.) anyone
really for what they did, and therefore they accomplished results
outside. But when they came into this great, big military machine
they tried to carry those same methods with them, and the result
was confusion worse confounded. Not having ever been accountable
to anybody else for the way in which they handled money, they
attempted the same procedure. I do not think I shall need to
specify to you examples that we had. Some of them wore uni-
forms; some of them did not. It does not make a particle of differ-
ence; their methods were just the, same, and Congress is now invest i-
trating why so much of the public wealth was spent without results.

So, along with every organization must come that self-subordina-
tion to rule, that readiness and willingness to acount for one's
actions. that ability to do soand that is red tape.'

There can be too notch red tape. I have been just as much a
kicker against that as anybody else. There is unnecessary red tape,
and any quantity of it. but there isa certain amount. of orderliness of
procedure which is absolutely necessary. I know in my own depart-
ment we have not, been free front it in the stress of war.

A case came up the other day in. which we had-an .order' front the
other side for a number of cranes, the cost. of which was very large.
Instead of putting in a requisition and having it-go through the
proper channels in my own office, so it would b0 accounted for.4he
order was sent out in writing, and a copy of the letter was put in
t l e ordinary correspondence and did not, get into the proper channels
of accountability. The result i's that the bill for those vanes came in
the other day, and now we are having a hard time to find out exactly
how they were ordered and when. : We saved perhaps two (lays by
sending the order out in that wa.y. We are going to lose a great
deal more than that in getting the case cleared up. We tried to cut
red tape, and the result was disastrous: Just. one day more delay
in putting those papers in the regular order and getting them in the
regular channels would have saved.a very great delay. to the Govern-
ment in the end.

So do not be. deluded about red tape. A certain amount of red'
tape must exist: in etery organization. It means system, and it is
necessary. The larger the organization, the greater the amount of
system that must prevail. The action is a trifle slower, to start in.
with, but, like the wheels of the gods, they " grind slowly, but they
grind exceeding small." In coordinated action of that kind there
must be system, and that must, be taught at the schools also, for
every great human endeavor, must be made by, coordinated action,
and that coordinated -action 'mast be organized and arranged to
work ;properly .. on definite lines.

I am not going to bore you any longer. ?
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At the outbreak of the warike of the Engineers had the great
advantage of having the whole profession at our disposal; and We
got such fine material and the results were so good that the other
arms of the service became enviofis, so that before the war was over
there was a very great competition for engineers, so much so that
it looked as if we could not get any engineers any longer for engineer-
ing: The greatest. competitor I had and the greatest rival was Geri.
Coe, chief of the Coast Artillery, and I am going. to ask him to make
a few xemarks.

Gen. Cot. I came only as a listener, Gen. Black. I have only a
word to say. As Gen. Black saidor did not say, ratherhe
had all of the engineering graduates locked up in his safe when I
came back from France in June, 1918.

While only a small amount of engineering knowledge is required
in the Coast Artillery, that little knowledge is very essential.

We had to go to work and build a military academy at Fort
Monroe, which we did just about,, a year ago, comprising '2,400
students. We established a three months' course, graduating 200
every week. That. was only to meet the,needs of the Coast Ar-
tillery, which at the end of the war had a little less than 100,000
men out of the 2,000,000 in France, and that number of officers was
necessary tovneet our needs for those men' and for the others which
we would have to send before our quota was filled. We drew for the_
course at Fort Monroe upon the students in the engineering courses
of the universities, not altogether, but largely.

I think it will show you the character of men* got when I tell
you that over 80 per centabout 82 per centof those men whom
we took finished the course at Fort Monroe and were commissioned
as officers.

There are four qualificIttions for an officer of Coast Artillery, some
of which are the same as the qualifications for an officer in any
branch of the service. The first, the elementary one, is a knowledge
of engineering, to include surveying. He must be a practical sur-
veyor. The next qualification is a technical knowledge of artillery,
which knowledge we can give a young man of fair education and
ability in a very short time. The next qualification is the ability to
lead men. That depends upon the soul of the officer, I think. It
can be judged sometimes from, his countenance, from his bearing,
from his temperament. It is a difficult thing to judge, and you often
make mistakes, but we -found that we were able to arrive at fairly
correct results. in the 12- weeks' Nurse which we gave to the young
men down at Fort Monroe.

The final thing and, I believe, really the most essential thing, in
an officer of Coast Artillery, is that, he must absolutely will and
determine to overcome difficulties; and the difficultiommalich were to

.
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be overcome by the heavy artillery in France were, I 'think, not

exceeded by those in any other branch of the service.
I believe that the young 'Len we sent over there overcame those

difficulties in a perfectly wonderful way.
I do not know that I have said anything particularly Waring on

the subject, but I thank you very much. -

Chairman BLACK. In November of last year, (Inc to the exigencies
of war, there were it lot of young men commissioned as engineers
from West Point who had never passed beyond the pure mathe-
matics. They were not engineers, although they were commissioned
as engineers. 'It. was necessary, then, for me to organize a school
to give them a fundamental engineering training before they were
titled for engineering. work, In or r to do that I called on the
resources that we had for getting u proper course. Fortunately,
I found among our officers a nu er of trained instructors from the
various engineering.colleges, and they gave us most needed and most
valuable assistance in this work.

One of them is here present this morning, Col. Marstoa, dean of
the Department of Engineering of the Iowa State College, at Ames,
Iowa, and I would like to ask Col. Marston if he would kindly give
us a few remarks.

Mr. MAnsTox. Mr. Chairman, I have already said.on the floor
here yesterday about all that I know.

Chairman BLACK. I don't believe it.
Mr. MARSTON. I will say that it was a priviNge for me to be asso-

ciated with the other officers in-planning this course for the.Army
engineers. I shall always remember it as long as I live as one of
the greatest. privileges which I ever had. That course is an important
experiment in engineering education which of us will need to
watch, and I feel that the result; secured there hat). be of great
value to us-in engineering education in the post-war period'.

I feel, also, that wliile in the Army a Freaj many engineering,
educators acqui.red certain'new ideas which may be of use in their
work in civil life. Personally, I believe that every engineering stu-
dent should be given an'Army rating (or an equivalent rating) of
his manhood qualifications as well as his class attainments, by every
one of'.his instructors, and that a high standard of-attainment in
physical qualifications, leadership, intelligence, and personal quali-
ties should be required for an engineer in geffing a degree as well
its a high standard of class attainment.

I believe that we should adopethe principle adopted in the Army'
that every,officer must always be a student, always striving to im
prove. It was a lessonato me to find that we went to school every
week in the year in theArmy. The officers after doing a daft?. work.
had to attend an officers' school.- Why should not members of our
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I think I o ught to add to what Dean Evans has said by stating
that visited some al the classes in mechanics and hydraulics.

Tnese students are young men from West Point with a good
inathematical training to begin with. They are studying mechanics
by the method outlined by Dean Evans. They are very much alive.
They deluged.the instructor with very intelligent questions, getting
down to the root of the matter.

That may be due eitcier to the method of presentation or it may
be due to the splendid qualities of these two 'instructors. I think
there is a combination of both.

I was particularly interested at Camp Humphreys in the courses.
that I have been. teaching myself for the last six or seven years.

. Let us take, for instance, a course in foundations. Usually this
is .a matter oi studying through a. treatise, and the students have

certain chapter assigned to theiii. They read that chapter; they
%me e to class and discuss the chapter with the instructor, and the
various constructions are illustrated diagrammatically and with
lanterra slides. I feel that in our senior courses of engineering con-
struction the matter is apt to be too descriptive. It is very difficult
to get a reaction from the student, so that we professors, I think,

-feel that the fundamental courses in mechanics are more solid and
more worth while in developing students than thesq,so-called senior

. courses in construction. Down at Camp Humphreys they are going
ahead on a little different idea. The,' have there some 10 expeti:
enced constructors. The man .wtiting the course on foundations,
for instance, has built dams fi. California. He is a thoroughly
competent constructing engineer:- _I think that is true of all of the ,

1

10 men who arebuilding up these courses.
In the first place,)f I may speak of this from hearsay, I under-

stand the old West Point method was the reading of so many pages
of a treatise and coming to class and certifying that those pages were
read. A min might turn over pages pretty quickly late at night be-
fore ho got the reading finished for the next day.

In' some of our civilian colleges those courses in construction
engineering involv'e a considerable amount Of performance by .the
students in the way of drawing and calculating. There used to be,
more rivet spacing than there is nowadays. Down at Camp Hum-
phreys the' courses Occupy an average position between those two
extremes of broad reading and detailed performance. Take, for
instance, the course in wharves and docks. The student is assigned
a certain situation, the design do. certain wharf or dock in a situa-
tion below the city of Philadelphia. He has a full description of
that situation, a plan of the water front, the soundings, borings,
and. so -forth, and dim that situation he has to, design a wharf.
He has; first of all, this.zoblem.,to solve: He has the framework
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of the problem upon which his r ading of the text is hung and a
series of developing questions and minor problems which throw him
back to the text for material upon which he must base his decision
as tcythe particular thing to be done in the design of the dock.
His designs are in the form of sketches rather than detailed draw-
ings. _ ..,,

Those courses are all being prepared with 'that particular motive,
and all instructors have thi orientation in reference/ to the purpose\ N
of their work, and the studen to use rather technical language, is \ k,
motivated through a real situati

I feel that this offers, then, a promising method, a more conscious
reaching out fa' the training of our seniors to engineering work.
By saving time, I believe, we can conden our senior courses and
leave room for many of those activities tha are being pressed in
upon us by the outside world.

Of course, it is difficult to adopt any great ch nnection
with education, because we have very little science in ur educa-
tional methods. They are very largely the result of expe)rience and
tradition, and instructors are necessarily very conservative. We
have so much impression, so many individual experiences without
real scientific laws, but if we can get our students classified as to
material and then work on that particular material, we will have a
more scientific approach to many of these educational problems. cps

I can only say, in conclusion generally, that the work at Camp
Humphreys has given me a new horizon and has been the most,.
stimulating thing I have come in contact with for many years.

Mr. Patirr. Mr. Chairman. I would like to interject something
here which was brought to mind by Dean Marston's comment about
the Army requirement, that each day should be a study day for
officers of the Airmy.

There are a few thiits going on in industrial concerns which are
analogous to this and may be of interest. .

Just this past Nvek the manager of one of our largest depart-
ments conceived the idea of getting his men together In groups
of 50. These were the workmen and art foremen. He intended to
talk to them for half an hour. but actually talked for an hour and
a half, trying to point but what their individual efforts meant in
the work of the department, mud to give their relatively simple
tasks more meaning by showing that they are parts of a broad.
undertaking. He told them that anyone could pat in a card for
the time so: spent, and the company would pay for it, but he was
going to ask them to go back and think the talk over and deposit
a ballot saying simply yes or no a's to whether those courses should
be continued. The courses would not be onerous. .Each group of
men 'Gould attend only half an hotir once a month, on his own.
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I think I 'ought to add to what Dean Evans has said by stating
thataI visited some of the classes in mechanics and hydraulics.

T ese students are young men from West Point with a good
piathematical training to begin with. They are studying mechanics
by the method outlined by Dean Evans. They are very much alive.
They deluged the instructor with very intelligent questions, getting
down to the root of the matter.

That may be due eiter to the method of presentation or it may
be due to the splendid qualities of these two `instructors. I think
there is a combination of both.

I was particularly interested at Camp Humphreys in the courses.
that I have been. teaching myself for the last six or seven years.
Let us take, for instance, a course in foundations. Usually this
is.a matter a studying through a. treatise, and the students have
,scertain chapter assigned to theiti. They read that chapter; they
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to get a reaction from the student, so that we professors, I think,
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courses in ccrnstruction. Down at Camp Humphreys they are going
ahead on a little different idea. The7 have there some 10 expetri:
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competent constructing engineer: think that is true of all of the
10 men who are,building up these courses.

In the first places)f I may speak of this from hearsay. I under-
stand the old West Point method was the reading of so many pages
of a treatise and coming to class and certifying that these pages were
read. A ruin might turn over pages pretty quickly late at night be-
fore ho got the reading finished for the next day.

In- some of our civilian colleges those courses in construction
engineering involVe a considerable amount of performance by .the
students in the way of drawing Emd calculating. There used to be,
more rivet spacing tan there is nowadays. Down at Camp Hum-
phreys the` courses OccupSr an average position between those two
extremes of broad reading and detailed performance. Take, for
instance, the course in wharves and docks. The stpdent is assigned
a certain situation, the design cla certain wharf or dock in a situa-

. tion below the city of Philadelphia. He has a full description of
that situation, a plan of the water front, the soundings, borings,
and so -forth, and 4on that situation he has to design a wharf.
He has; first of all, this.zobleza to solve. He has the framework
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series of developing questions and minor problems which throw him
back to the text for material upon which he must base his decision
as tothe particular thing to be done in the design of the dock.

1 His designs are in the form of sketches rather than detailed draw-
ings. ., :-Those courses are all be'rig prepared with'that particular motive, s

and all instructors have thi. orientation in referencw to the purposes
of their work, and the studen to use rather technical language, is \ .,
motivated through a real situati .

I feel that this offers. then, a promising method, a more conscious
reaching out f-43'r the training of our seniors to engineering work.
By saving time, I believe, we can conden* our senior courses and
leave room for many of those activities tha are being pressed in
upon us by the outside world.

Of course, it is difficult to adopt any great ch prhyronne,ction
with education, because we have very little science in bur educa-
tional methods. They are very largely the result of expedience and
tradition, and instructors are necessarily very conservative. We
have so much impression, so many individual experiences without
real scientific laws, but if we can get our students classified as to
material and then work on that particular material, we will have a
more scientific approach to many of these educational problems. it,.

I can only say, in conclusion generally, that the work at Camp
Humphreys has given me a new horizon and has been the most..
stimulating thing I have come in contact with for many years.

Mr. Pam. Mr. Chairman, I would like to interject something
here which was brought to mind by Dean Marston's comment about
the Army requfrement, that each day should be a study day for
officers of the Army. ,

There are a few thirts going on in industrial concerns which are
analogous to this and may be of interest,.

.

Just this past week the manager of one of our largest depart-
ments conceived the idea of getting his men together "in groups
of 50. These were the workmen and tilt foremen. He intended to
talk to them for half an hour, but actiially talked for an hour and
a half, trying to point Out what their individual efforts meant in
the work of the department, and to give their relatively simple
tasks more meaning by showing that they are parts of a broad.
undertaking. He told them that anyone could pat in a card for
the time so: spent, and the company would pay for it, but he was
going to ask them to go back and think the talk over and deposit ,
a ballot saying simply yes or no a to whether those courses should
be continued. The courses would not be onerous. .Each group of
men 'Gould attend only half an boa once a month, on his own
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time in the future, and the instructions would be given by the
foremen. The classes would be held at 4.30, which was the closing
hour in the afternoon, until 5 o'clock. The results were rather
remarkable, for out of that group not one man put in a time card,
preferring attendance at his own expense, and there was a unani-
mous vote in favor of the continuation of those talks, not one dis-
senting voice. ,

It simply shows, I think, very graphically, the desire of the plain
workimin for further knowledge and more intelligent understand-
ing of his undertakings.

In another department the engineer in charge gets his men to-
gether periodically and talks to. them on the engineering phases of
the particular line of business in which they are engaged, and a
fine response is always made.

With our company continuity of service means something. It
kffects supplementary compensation, consisting of a semiannual
.!.ifus payment of 5 per cent at the end of five years' employment.
It affects vacation periods among a considerable number of men:
for instance, every wan of 10 years' standing has a week's vacation
with pay, no matter whether he is a laborer or a skilled dayworker.
It also has a direct beaittig on old ago and disability pensions.

Any man in the compafty who wishes temporarily to leave its
employ for the purpose of securing a higher education is at liberty
to do so, mid his continuity of service will lie assured.

Another thing which we maintain dewing the winter months, in
cooperation with Union College, is a series of elective study courses,
consisting of ereillentary and advancedelectrieity., chemistry, physics,
mathematics, English, Spanish, French, etc. It is very interesting to
observe those classes, which include not only men who are recently out
of college, but also soin% of our oldest and most advanced engineers
who have carried responsibilities over a period of time. One n111.11

told me that he was going to take a course in chemistry, as he had
not studied clignistry since he was in college and wanted to brush
up on it.

Still again, young men who have come to us with only a bachelor's
degree and wish to study for a master's degree, are privileged to take
recitations at the college each Friday morning without loss of time.
With home work the higher degree may be thus acquired in three
years.

I thoughtkit niight be of interest to those 'present to know that in-
dustrial concerns-ate keenly alive to the desirability of all classes of
employees continuing their studies.

Chairman &Amt. We are very glad to hear from Mr. Pratt; and
now t think that Mr. Dietz, who is the educational director of the
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\V stern Electric Co., can perhaps elaborate still farther on thi sub-
ject and tell us some more things that we would like to hear.

Will Mr. Dietz kindly come forward?
Mr. Dm-rz. Industrial concerns are making a very serious and care-

ful study of training problems within their own organizations. We,
in the Western Electric Co., are coining to feel that it must be a part .

of every executive's job to develop his men.
We, for many years, had a plan of centralization at our principal

manufacturing plant at Hawthorne, which had for its main purpose
the gathering together of a group of young men coming directly
from college, many of them mechanical and electrical engineers.
others who had courses in business administration, or even more
general courses in arts or sciences. They were put into a sort of
reservoir or training center, from which they could be drawn after
they had shown their aptitude for certain lines of work, whether'
manufacturing, comntercial; or engineering. That went very well
for awhile, and we developed through that plan some very capable
young men.

Careful analysis of the needs of our organization and the reaction
of the young men to the plan of training have led us within the last
few years to experiment along other lines. We now feel that tl*
practical training of these men must not be done in a place apart
from their regular job, but they must be put, as our people say,
right up against the real thing after they come directly to us from
their outside educational preparation.

Of ccitirse we have numerous Methods of helping all of our men
(both new and older employees), to broaden their knowledge of the
company's products, the company's methods, and the company's poli-
cies, and to broaden their acquaintanceship among the company's own
people. These are accomplished through organized educational pro-
grams and in cooperation with outside agencies.

We, too, like to inspire the men with the feeling that. their job
is an everyday one; that a man does not get an education and come
with us and remain stationary, tut that he is living and growing and
that his education must continue, and that his usefulness to the com-
pany winepend upon how fully his growth materializes thtt4nult .

his everyday work.
The real fundamental, we feel, is to get thoroughly established the

conviction that it is the part of every' executive's job to properly
develop the individuals within his organization, and that his success
as an executive is as hvgely dependent upon this phase of manage-
ment as-are those parts which can be measured in terms of output-
or profits, or dollars and cents.
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Chairman BLACK. Gentlemen, we have with us to-day a man who
before the war was professor of engineering at the University of
-Washington, Seattle, and in his work there he developed methods
and original lines of thought.. In the engineers we were most fortu-
nate to find him at the time we were organizing the school at Qamp
Humphreys, and he has been an essential factor in the success of that .
school. I would ask Maj. More to say a few words now as to his
work, both before entering the service and after his entering the
service. `

Mr. Moar..1 Mr. Chairman. Ladies, and Gentlemen, one of the
effects of the war grew outof the tremendous demands made upon
the educational resources of the country. It was necessary to train
large bodies of men effectively in a very short time. Naturally, this
led to some rather hasty overhaulings of carricula and modifications
of courses in general. Fortunately, however, previous to the war a
number of experiments had been carried on for some time with theL
view of making education more effective in the attainment of itr
avowed purposes. It is noteworthy that the demand for engineer
officers, which grew out of war needs, was a prime factor in the
establishmNit of a school which would.attempt to give the officer a
more basic training and more efficiently fit him for engineering
activity. The chief of engineers, Maj. Gen, Black, after years of
observation and study, had become convinced that better results
could be obtained in engineering education if some rather radical .
changes in method could be brought about. - His convictions were
confirmed by the investigations and report of Dr. C. R. Mann, and
so with rare foresight and strong initiative he seized the opportunity
offered by the war demands, and reorganized the Engineer School,
with a view to working out some progressive educational methods.
Working under the broad ideas laid down by the chief of engineers,
Col. V. L. Peterson, commandant of the school, carefully fostered
the details which led to final success.

Under the personal supervision and direction of Col. Earl North,
and with the enthusiastic cooperation of instructors, this idea was
carried out in the Department of Mechanics of Engineering by the
adoption of methods similar in form to tho& which have been in
successful operation at the University of Washington, Seattle, for
the past six or seven years. These were described in an article in
Engineering Edue«tian, for May, 1917. At the opening of the course
no textbook was used; and there were noschedules or long-established
rules of procedure to hamper an unprejudiced attempt to4improve

*Editor's Note.Owing to Jack of time available for dlacuaalon, Maj. C. C. More was
limited to a few remarks concerning the uausual enthusiasm and cooperation oic the
directors and instructors at Mho Engineer School ; but assisted by Capt. W. E. Metering,
be ouborQuont17 Waisted the Retailed statement which to presented Sere.

as
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the educational situation. Those engaged in the work were actuated
by a single purpose, and all cooperated enthusiastically in the effort
to secure definite results for the utmost benefit of the student. In
this method the primary purpose is to stimulate and encourage the
student in the exercise of his power of independent thought, reason-
ing. and judgment. and to increase his ability to cope with new en-
gineering situations as they confront him in his career. This pur-
pose is opposed to the usual rt'ethod, which seeks merely to provide
the student with a fund of engineering,information and abstract
theory, and which centers the entire instructional effort around such
an aim. In the method adopted the principal effort is devoted to
training the student in practical methods of attacking, analyzing,
and solving engineering problems, and the endeavor is made to draw
out and develop the possibilities which lie within the student, rather
than to inhibit his thinking processes by supplying him too early
with the final conclusions worked out by others. The effort is made
to surround the student with difficulties similar, in their engineering
setting, to those which would normally confront an engineer, and by
this means quicken his mental reaction and lead him into an en-
gineering attitude toward any problem which may be presented.

This purposeis best attained by the use of two distinct types of
work. The student is first thrown into the analysis of what is
called a "study problem," and by his efforts to extricate himself
from the engineering difficulty into which he has been plunged he
develops his individual powers and increases his desire for engi-
neering information and training. With this desire stimulated to
the point where satisfaction must be given, it is easy to hold his
concentrated attention throughout the solution of problems demand-
ing, as tools, the most intricate abstract theory.. Ho actually de-
mands increasing difficulty, and objects to delay on simple problems.

In order that the greatest freedom of thought may be secured in
the analysis of problems of the above type, the student is not graded
on work of this kind where he is encouraged to take chances and try
things for himself. But because he needs training and needs it
badly review problems are assigned for the purpose of fixing the
use and understanding of the fundamental principles. These prob-
lems are marked zero if mathematically correct results are not ob-
tained, because an engineer's work is worse than worthless if it is
incorrect; it is positively a menace to the community. Usually stu-
dents are deliberately trained throughout most of their schooling
to believe that accuracy is not important if theory is understood.
This false attitude must be thoroughly rooted' out by severe disci-
plinary training. For this purpose, the review or "drill problem"
furnishes the means, while at the same time serving the, equally im-
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portant end sought in profitable repetition. In order that the stu-
dent may get the full benefit which can be derived from drill, com-
plete sets of specifications are drawn up so as to guide his efforts to
secure system, clearness, and accuracy along those channels which the
best engineering office practice has developed. He is taught to recog-
nize the importance of each step which he takes in the solution of his
problem, and to surround his work with as many safeguards and
checks as necessity demands and time will permit. Under this sys-
tem he not only makes fewer mistakes but he learns to find and
correct his own errors.

It is an encouraging fact that when earnest men get together with
a determination to do something for the student, the experience it
the engineer school proves that it can be done. Whatever results
were obtained were due primarily to the definite and earnest coop-
eration of directors and instructors in the one great object. Non-
essentials were swept aside and bare psychological facts faced with
a determination to make education effective. While it is unlikely
that identical methods would be developed under the varying con-
ditions met in other places and in other courses, it is absolutely cer-
tain that, where there is an open-mindedness among directors and
instructors. and an enthusiastic interest in the development of the
student, the educational product will be far beyond what, it usually
is at the present time.

Chairman BLACK. Will Dean Walker, of the, School of Engineer-
ing of the University of Kansas, give us sonic of his experiences?
He was in the Army and has had regular Army experience as a
colonel, and he is now back again with his civilian clothes on. We

would like to hear from him.
Mr. WALKEtt. There are several things which I have felt like say-

ing this morning as this discussion has developed. Perhaps what
I say will be in at way to -turn back slightly from the trend which
the discussion has taken. It has been quite largely along the line
of officers' training. I want to speak of the experience which I had
during the months following last September. In September, the
regiment of which was in command was organized, and we pro-
ceeded in the training of that regiment on a basis as to time quite
different from that which had prevailed when the earlier 41iuy
organizations went into training. That is, we had the task of taking
practically green men, because while some of our men had been at
Camp Humphreys, many of them had been there but a short time
and had had very littlelraining, and, in 81 months were to be ready.
to go. over seas with the organization.

That was different from the conditions for most of the divisions
which-were organized in 1917, many of which took 8 to 10 months,
or even more.
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I want to point out the method. We had our officers, and some
of those officers were reasonably expert. Some of them were not.
As a matter of fact, two-thirds of my officers were young second
lieutenants just out of the training schools, many of whom had not
even had the technical engineering school training, at least not the
complete course of training.

Now, this is the program as followed: We had schools organized
at first, while we remained at Camp Humphreys, the regular schools
at that camp. To those schools we' sent the men who in their
previous civil life had worked at the trades. For instance, to the
carpenter school we sent men who had carpenter experience; to the
blacksmithing school we sent men who' had blacksmithing experience,
and so on. That system was continued after we moved to the
division rendezvous at Camp. Dodge, Iowa. That is, we had our
own regimental schools there, supervised by our own officers, select-
ing for the instructors in those schools the officers who had the most
training in those lines.

By that method we were developing a group of men who would
take the position below the officers as to training and as to their
capabilities. The next step was to organize entire company groups
sO that every man in a company would go through his specialty
training period, and in ,this secondary school work the men who
had been trained in the first were employed as instructors. The ob-
ject was to develop a complete working organization with the
highest technical men at the top, and, secondly, a group of men
who were capable of acting as supervisors or foremen, and then
the men, many of them pick and shovel men, 'of course, but all of
them trained to do some phase of the work which it was expected
that they would be required to do.

I speak of Ibis for the purpose of drawing a comparison. We are
discussing this morning the question as to how the Army methods of
training will affect the schools of engineering. I want to point out
the fact that in the schools of engineering the first object is to train
the engineer who will occupy a position in industrial life similar to
that which the officer occupies in the Army. We are dealing with
only one phase in the engineering school, only one phase of the Army
problem.

My comparison of the Army system with the educational problem
in civil life is with the entire educational system. We have been
training engineers, gentlemen, for 50 years or so, and there hai;
been too little attention to the training of the men of the second
grade. The work which Mr. Pratt and Mr. Dietz have just ex-
plained to us shows how industrial organizations are taking up that
problem.
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To my mind Hughes Act for vocational training is one
of the greatest _ward in the educational plan which we have
made in this ci entry, because it provides for the training of that
secondary group of men, and, believe me, the corps of noncommis-
sioned officers in various lines of the Army organization is a ,.lost
valuable one. I have sometimes thought that we could get along
without some of our officers better than we could get along without
a great many of those trained noncommissioned officers...

So I say that we should draw lessons from the Army experi-
ence with reference to the entire scheme of industrial education fully
as much as, and perhaps more than, with reference to the develop-
ments in our schools of engineering as such.

Do not think I am depreciating the fact that important les-
sons may be gained and experiences applied to our work, but I have
wanted to call the attention of the conference this morning to this,
which seems to me brie of the most.vital points with which we must
deal.

I spoke yesterday afternoon here with reference to teachers and
teaching. I want to say another word. The paper of Gen. O'Ryan
and the address of Dr. Mann called attention to, and stressed really,
the matter of the development of personal qualities in our men. I
want to repeat or amplify what I said yesterday afternoon and that
which some others said here4yesterday with regard to the value of the
teacher.
-I want to draw again from my own experience. I went back to

the university in March. The school year was pretty well over, but
I took up onet class, a class of seniors which I had always taught, a
class in organization and adnimistration for industrial work.

We speak about the development.of character, of the development
in our men of a sense of professional ethics. I believe this, that the
teattner while he is currying on his class v:ork can find opportunity
to impress upon his students points with regard to a proper profes-.
sional attitude, questions of ethics which fit immediately into their
surroundings. The point ,of application is right there. For in-
stance, in this class of mine where I have been dealing with the ques-
tion of valuation and the basis for establishment of rates, there come
unexampled opportunities to impress upon the student the fact that
the engineer, given a certain set of facts, can arrive at only one
conclusion, that he must, for. his professional standing and for his
standing as a citizen, approach that problem with an attitude of the
strictest impartiality; that-his results and his reputation as an engi-
neer ultimately will depend 'upon the truthfulness and the accuracy
of his work, and the strictness with which he applies in his reasoning
the.data which is given him.
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There is another thing in which I believe teacherifbf all kinds are
lax. I have been connected with the. faculties ofethree different
schools of engineering in my teaching experience. f have not seen
very much difference among them, and I have looked over the sev-
eral departments in both engineering and academic school branches
of university organisations. so I believe that much the same situa-
icin prevails eVerywhere. I believe that there are three,points on

Aviiieh we, its engineering teachers, may do much to improve the situa-
t ion. and. in so doing, apply principles which have been'emphoized
in the Army work.

These things are, first, definiteness in our work. definiteness in our
assignment5. definiteness in the demands 'that we put upon the
studentsnot to be severe, not to increase the amount or scope of
work, necessarily. but to make it very clear and positive tat certain
definite standards are to be met.

Let, we say, parenthetically here, that I believe that the Army
system of having the organization that is being trained by one
(deers inspected and tested out by other officers, whether o c same
divisional organization or from the inspector's department at Wash-
ington, is a very good thing. I am not sure but what it would be a
.vise thing to have something like that established in our civil schools.
I thoroughly believe that there should be developed at all of our in-
stitut.ions that practice which has perhaps reached its peak of ex-
cellence at the University of Cincinnati under Dean SchneideOhe
matter of cooperation and consultation with reference to the setting
of limits of the work and seeing that each instructor's work properly
coordinates with the others.

My second point is that of insisting upon promptness. I took
up this class work in March with a group of 22 students, and I
made a statement to them in the class that notebooks or exercises
would. be passed in on a certain date. I think practically every
instructor will admit that there is-laxness in the matters demanding
promptness. J

I made the statement to the class in very simple words. I did
not issue orders in a military way. but said very simply and clearly
that this work is to conic in on such a date. I had discussed with
them the time. It did, not make any especial difference whether it
wa6 to be Thursday of this week or Tuesday of next week, but I
said, " When the time' is set and the day indicated when the work
is to come in, I mean that every one of you will have his book or
exercise here on that day" Every one of them was there. As 1,
say, I did not employ any special argumentative manner of speak-
ing; I simply made it as a plain statement, and they knew that I.
Meant it, and all the work was there.,

183624°-10-8
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v third point is this matter spoken of before, of the teacher in
Iii, work making the applicatory connection while carrying on his
regular work, giving the economic connection 45 to cost of con-
struction and its significance in the industrial world at the same
time that he is giving his fundamental principles of design or
operation.

I want to say, with reference to what has been said regarding
the method at Camp Humphreys, that years before the war I was
employing exactly that same method, in substance. I have taught
organization and administration on an industrial basis by the applii
eatery method.

Some years ago I was handling a course in hydraulic power de-
velopment and used exactly the Aline method which Prof. Hatt
has described as being employed in the design courses at Camp
Humphreys. I know it is good and that it can be employed in a
great many courses.

. I fear I am taking too much time, but I was just itching last Hight
wen the conference closed to get on my feet to speak with reference
to one point and will take two or three minutes now, if I may. It
is the matter of iiktelligence tests. They were referred to yesterday
two or three times. I want to say at the outset that I am very much
in sympathy with, and very much interested in, the intelligence
tests.

Two or three years before the war I was having the instructors
in the school of engineering in Kansas rate their students. Of
course, rating is not an intelligence test; let us have no confusion
on that. But I had insisted 'won that, and had tentative plans
under way with the psychologists at the university to proceed With
the examination of students on somewhat the basis that was adopted
in the.' Army.

I speak of that merely to make it clear that I went into the Army
and came under that system with a sympathetic viewpoint.. I took
the test myself. I do not know what I madeI never asked; but
when my regiment was formed down here at Humphreys I went
into the thing with a deterthination to get out of it everything
that it was possible to 'get.

I studiedthe individual records of the men. I conferred with every
company commander with reference to the employment of the test
records. We decided on a course of action. There wis the matter,
as there always is, of selecting noncommissioned officers; and the in-
telligence test is of great assistance in selecting the men who have
knowledge and capacity to develop into those positions, which I have
already said positions of great responsibility. Further than this
the test records were of no use.
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The thing that I want to do is to warn youperhaps it is unneces-
sarybut to warn all not to be misled into thinking that the intelli-
gence test., with the amount of data which we have on hand at the
present time, can be made the basis for vocational guidance. It
may be that in the course of 1-2 to 15 years if we have intelligence
tests of our students taken at different times, perhaps every year,
with a record taken in the closest possible manner to show what
those men haVe done in after life and holy they had developed, it
may be that in such a long period of time we will get to the point
where we can do something in the way of exercising vocational guid-
ance on the has of the intelligence test,. At the present time, how-

, ever. the data is entirely insufficient. The intelligence test is of
tremendous value. when it is used rightly, but it has very little value
and, I fear, is worse than valueless at the present time if it is made
the basis for exercising vocational guidance.

Chairman &Am. Gentlemen, we have with its this morning Lieut.
Charles Davidson, First Lieutenant of Engineers, who represents
manufacturing company in- Cincinnati-, Ohio, where they have been
carrying out a very interesting experiment in engineering instruc-
tion. We would be glad to hear from..Lieut. Davidsoif as to his ex-
perience in and.out of the Army.

Is Lieut. Davidson here?' (No response.)
If not, we shall be glad to hear from any other gentlemen who

may wish to add to the interest of this meeting.
.Mr. MAHSIIALL. I just want to say a few words in connection with

Mr. Pratt's remarks. I am connected with a manufacturing com-
pany where the foremen and superintendents of the mine meet every
two dkeeks and discuss these subjects._ The desire of the men to
learn is very marked. One fellow, for instance, who is today a super-
inlendent of ,blast furnaces, started as a helper in the machine shop.
I'tmdvanced him became he was eager for work of any kind and was
studying with a correspondence school. He is a thoroughly equipped
man now in all lines of blast-furnace work, and anything connected
with coal mine.

. The same plan is followed with the general superinteidents of
the Aluminum_Company of America, in North Carolina, where the
men are all anxious to learn, especially those who have never had a
chance. It is remarkable how some of them come to the front
through the help of those who were more fortunate in securing train-
ing in early life.

Mr. EMORY. Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, I desire to add a little
testimony.

At West Virginia University we had some experiences which I
think perhaps mh interesting; and it may do no harm to repeat
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some of them. It became part of my duties during the late-unpleas-
antness to lay out a schedule for each student in the Students! Army
Triiining Corps. Many students for the first time were surprii4that
there are 24 hours in the day. Experience demonstrates that the les-
sons must be shorter. We covered perhaps not over half the ground
daring the hour that the men .were: there, and they did good work
and were keener. Work which is fundamental may up to a certain
point be done in that way, that is with little preparation outside
the classroom. But there conies a time when a man must enter the
visualizing stage. There conies a time when the student should go
to the top of Observatory Hill and lie prostrate with his eyes to the
great zenith and forget his contact with the earth and think a little.
bit for himself.

If we wish to train men to think and visualize, they must get. away
from limited instructions. We must preserve a course of study for
men who wish to go beyond the training stage. My experience has
been that so far as the work was applied at the tine by special
problems they did very well, but when we began to discss a prob.
hem that in a future time may have some applicatichi foriPliem, they
did not follow..

The control of State universities is largely what we ourselves can
make it. Every instructor in a State university in this country
does most of his work within the sphere of his influence in his own
classroom. . .

. Therefore,.Mr. Chairman, we must lead these ni up to the heights
by the training that they need; we must take them on top of the
Alleghenies and say, "Behold the promised land." There you will
see itblue grass growing as soon as you cut the timber, cattle on
a thousand hills, the coal 70 feet below.

Chairman BLACK. I would only answer the last speaker by asking
him to go to Camp Humphreys, where we have both the mental
sphere and the vision, and let him see for himself from our young
men whether they learn to think or do not. .

We have -only five minutes more; gentlemen. Will not Prof.
Flather give us a few moments?

Mr. FLATHER. Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen,' there hay.° been so
many excellent suggestions in the papers that have been presented
and in the discussion which they have evoked that I am tempted to
speak on many of those points, but on account of the lateness of the
hour I shall confine myself very briefly\ to the topic before us, which
is "The significance of the war experience for engineering educa-
tion.'!

There has heen much presented here this- morning in connection
with producing. morale in our teaching. The one thing that as \
impressed itself upon .Me with reference to the men who have clime
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back from the war and have reentered their classes during the past
six months has been the fine morale the interest and.-enthusta-sm

..for work. They went away from us as boys, irresponsible. They.
have come back to us mature men with definite ideas and with high
ideals. and a desire to get as much as they can out of the work which

"Ill7ve Were providing for them.
Noiv, if I have 'learned any lesson from this war experience. it is

that we .must introduce in some way that spirit which has been pro-
lluced in the boys during their war service, that stimulates them, that
girss a spirit of earnestness which makes for better work, which
makes. for manhood, and what we. call character. In our upper
classes we do have sonic opportunity within the subjechnatter which
we are teaching to present and discuss questions of ethics tfeh make
for high ideals, and I am inelin41 to think that the older boys realize
the importance of those things and appPoach their work with a fine
spirit of enthushistit, But we lack the same contact with men lower
down; it may be, as Dr. Mann pointed out, and us Dean Marston lias
emphasized. that we need not only a scholastic rating for the subject
taught, but it is quite likely and probable that we must use a method
of classification and rating in addition to the scholastic, which may
produce this stimulatiothat has been so effective in making men of
character of those boys who have come back to us from the war
training.

Chairman BLAcx. We have about r4 minutes, Gentlemen. Dr.
Swigg&t, have you anything to say?

Mr. SWIGGETi. I would like to say just Qne Ard in reference to
the'concluding session over which Mr. McLean, Director of the War.
Finance Corporation, will 'preside this afternoon.

I think we all agree that at the three sessions of our conference
proper attention has been called to the xery great help rendered by
the engineer, not only (hiring the prosecution of the war, but to the
help that is now being given by the engineering facultieS.in training
men for industrial and commercial management. I-wonder some-
times, however, whether the engineering faculty has fully caught the
vision which we find large groups of enlightened business men in the
United States to possess, enabling them to see that the path which
this country must take with respect to future economic prosperity
lies through foreign trade.

We aro beginning to agree that the engineer is very essential in
training men for home production, productjon for trade at home.
Attention will be called in the program of this afternoon to the.very
large part, an increasing part, that the engineer is toiplay in. pro;
auction for overseas engineering 'projects- and commercial enter-
prises. ; -
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I felt somewhat constranied to make this statement at this tune
for fear that some of you who .have been very faithful in your at-
tendance thus far 'might feel that the afternoon 'session does not
ditectly bear upon your major interest in your institution. We
want you very'rnuch, therefore, to be present this afternoon.,

Chairman BLACK. Gentlemen, T wish I could sum up what has
been said this morning. I was a little surprised to find that you
were at sea as to any lesson to be drawn. There have been some
very valuable things said here. It certainly hao been pointed out
that it is possible to improve methods of teaching.

I have already told many of you before what our conclusion was.
We in the engineers had been driven very hard sometimes to obtain
men in our corps from civil life. We concluded that thew was
something very wrong about the methods of teaching, that the
student did not learn what the curriculum was supposed to teach.
The curriculum was all right as a rule, but the student as a rule
did not apprehend it: That is one reason for our course at Camp
IIumphreys, and I invite those among you who are interested in it to
go down and see what we are doing. Unfortunately, the class is
About to leave for Itance, so you can not see very much, but perhaps
you can get Prof. MOre and some of our officers' to tell yol, more

it at the altimore meeting this week of the Society for the
Promotion of ngineering Education.

On lesson that I think has been brought out this morning
is the necessity for every man to get self-discipline. Vision is neces-
sary. But dit'ected vision is what we want, not vague vision, and
the man who has achieved self-discipline and has learned that, is the
man whose vision is worth while. The vision of the other man is
little better than a dream.

We have beard talk about morale. We can not talk too much about
it. 'We have had a tremendous incitement to morale in this great
war. After all, is it not our duty as citizens to preserve to the world
this Government which the war has proved to us all, if we ever had
any doubt, is the most wonderful Government ever deviserhy man ?
Is not that an object for morale? Is it not necessary for each man of
us to play his part in that Government as a citizen, as a producer,
doing what he can? Is there not sufficient incitement to earnestness

. of purpose in that? It is, then, only necessary to arouse that spirit
and direct it in order that we can fulfill our part as kings of this
earth. Those are the meo,who direct not only their own destinies,
but point out the right direction for the rest of humanity. Surely,
we citizens of the United States have an incitement to morale in all
of our work.

The time is now up, Gentlemen, and I declare the meeting closed.
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Mr. Angus Wilton McLean, Director of the War Finance Corporation, presiding

Mr.. Swiccrrr. May 1 say, Gentlemen, that the hour has col'ileIe
begin the conoluding session of this conference. I take great pleasure
in presenting as the presiding officer for the afterrfoon Mr. Angus
Wilton Mc4ean, director of the War Finance Corporation. -

Chairman McLEAN. Gentlemen of the conference, I confess to
some. degree of.ltesitancy as 1 appeati here before this learned and
highly educated audience to discuss a subject about which I realize
I know very little, but in accepting Swiggett's invitation td pre-
side this afternoon, opening the discussion of the subject which has
been assigned, I promised to discuss it principally from the' stand-
point of the business man. So I shall attempt to confine my remarks
to that phase of the subject.

TRAINING OF THE ENGINEER 'FOR OVERSEAS ENGINEERING
PROJECTS.

.

By Ascus WILTON MCLEAN,

Ihrceto of the War Pitsanoe Uorporattow, Waoh1sgtots..

I have been requested to preside at this session of the conference,
and to open the discussion a brief address from the standpoint
of a business man, upon thr ilbject of training of the engineer for
overseas engineering projects.

The general question of business training for the engineer is one
to which I have. long given constderation, for the reason that in my
past. experience as a business null and an investor, as well as during
my more recent experiences as Director of the War ,Finance Cor-.
poration, I have often had occasion to realize the existence of an
unfortunate' lack of contact between the viewpoints of the engineer
and the business man. The existence of this gaik has occasioned
many unnecessary financial' losses, because of the construction or
operation of projects sound from the purely technical engineering
stand point, but unsound from the financial or commercial aspect.

Without a full understanding between the b4ness man or in-
vestor and the engineer, and a more comprehensive knowledge on
the. part of 'etch of the other's viewpoint, railroad lines may be
located and constructed, producing masterpieces of engineering
skill, but which may result in practical failure from a commercial
standpoint, because of insufficient traffic to yield a reasonable return,



upon the capital invested; permanent, structures of a commercial or
business character may be built which would serve only temporary
needs; mines may be developed and mills constructed for the treat-

, ment of ores therefrom during a period of abnormally high prices,
to be followed later by the discovery that such prices are temporary
only and that under normal conditions the investment can not yield
a profit.

It is because of a general realization of the necessity for a broader
training to bring about this closer contact that your conference is
in session. Earlier speakers have already discussed the necessityt
for business training for the sngineer and engineering training
for the business man. This session is to discuss the general and
commercial training necessary for the engineer engaged on overseas
engineering projects, and this subject is in ninny respe s yipsely
related to the subjects previously discussed.

Generally I feel that the engineer preparing himself for the
investigation, construction, or supertsion of engineering projects
overseas will require the same training from a business orposm-
mercial.standpoint as would be required for an engineer engaged in
similar projects here; but. the necessity for sAch general training in
connection with overseas projects will be much greater, partly
because of the fact that the engineer will be farther away from his
principals and required to depend more upon his own judgment and
initiative, and partly because he will need to adapt himself to the
totally different financial, social, a l economic conditions prevailing
in the field of his foreigth operatioi

I am speaking now in respect n engineer holding an executive
or advisory position. The ational requirements of the purely
technical engineer world under technical supervision are practi-
cally the same whether h operations are carried on here or4road.

The activities of the engineer may be considered as twofold in
character. The first is the purely. technical side, involving 'the
designing or construction of engineering projects whether of a civil
or military nature; the second is of an advisory or consultative
character, involving the investigation of the physical value or pro.
spective earning power of engineering projects for the guidance of
promoters and investors. The first relation is more important from
the standpoint of pure technique and also in respect to the number
of engineers engaged. but the second is of far greater potential
importance because dependent upon the correct solution of the
commercial problems involved. For these reasons promoters and
investors are rapidjy learning to seek the .services ,of the engineer
who, in addition to his technical skill, is possessed of extensive
practical knowledge swiskeen business foresight.. Many of the,heads
of our great railroads and industrial enterprises are types of this
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important combination. With increased American investments
abroad, there should be even a greater demand for the engineer with
commercial training and, consequently, the capacity to act as a safe.

' adviser to the banker or investor. These considerations make it
highly important that our schools and colleges should broaden their
engineering courses so as to produce a constantly increasing number
of engineers of this character.

From the standpoint of pfirely technical training I have no sug-
ge-tions to make. Our engineers have proven their technical ability
in every linemilitary, civil, economic, electrical and mining. Our
railways, our industrial plants, our power stations and mines, under
both war and -peace conditions, are monumental evidences of the
excellence of their skill.

It must be conceded, however, that the average engineer, because
of lack of proper coynercial or general training, is not so well quali-
lied to act, in an advisory or consultative capacity to bankers and in-.'
vectors. Too much stress has been placed -by our technical schools
and collgges upon the purely technical phases of the training of the

-engineer. and not en<inft11attention has been paid to his training in
,respect to social, Mancini. and economic'conditions. There has been
too *much of a tendency to neglect the practical or business side in
the course prescribed for the education of the engineer, The
engineer whose experience has been purely technical is not always
able to master practical business problems in the,interest of the in-

vestor. The average engineer is too often inclined to view the
project from the standpoint, of the technical expert, whereas the
investor's chief concern must always be the probability of a reason-
.ible return on the capital invested. To enable an engineer to qualify
as a safe adviser to the promoter or investor. he should, like every
other professional man, haye a liberal education. The more exten-
sive his general knowledge. the greater will be his capacity to cope
with the new and varying problems which will necessarily confront
him, especially in connection with operation's carried on in foreign
countries. He should have sufEcien't training in financial matters
to enable him to think not only in terms of construction 'and design,
but also in terms of the earning power of the vital invested in
the enterprise.

Special training in expression is also desirable for engineers en-
tering this latter field. The technical man may understand his sub-
ject thoroughly and yet be unable to discuss it in a way to produce
full understanding and conviction on the part of those not accus-
tomed to technical .phrases and expressions. It is often difficult for
the engineer to forget, in writing reports for the consideration of
laymen, that he must act in a dense in the capacity of an interpreter,
and write in terms intelligible to laymel about matters. which to
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him are elementary, but %vine!' they can nut fully understand.
Ability to write a clear, concise, nontechnical report on an abstruse
and technical subject is therefore an asset of the greatest value to
engineers planning to take charge of overseas projects.

In order to fit him for overseas duty an engineer should have an
accurate knowledge of wo}r1d geography, and particularly of the
geography, history, habits, and racial characteristics of the people
of the land in which henirenoses do operate. It-is probable that
our immediate field for engineering projects' overseas. will be found
in Latin America and the Orient, and iti tyy opinion Latin America
(including, of course, Central America, Cuba, Po'rto Rico, Mexico,
and the Dominican Republic) offers the most inviting field.

Knowledge of the language of the territory in which the engineer
proposes to operate is highly important. 4)4 the principal foreign
languages, a knowledge of Spanish and French will no doubt prove
the most useful. /-

It is also very essential than an engineer entering the higher
ranks of the profession to serve in an advisory or consultative ca-
pacity, and particularly if his ditties take him overseas, should be
a man of broad vision, with a proper conception of the human re-
lationships. This is particularly necessary in dealing with foreign
people. He should withal have the capacity to deal tactfully with
people of other races whose language, customs, and methods of
business are often very different front his own. An engineer so
equipped will .be able to avoid much friction and misunderstanding
in the prosecution of his work.

The same degree of tact, knowledge, and sympathy is of para-
mount importance for the engineer who is to deal successfully with
the labor element, whether here or abroad, and the necessity for this
is particularly emphasized by the present unusual conditions of labor

\s-______,in foreign countries.
Vithin the past few years we have seen a rapid change in the re-

-la ionsions of labor and capital, and we are now considering the engineer
as a representative of capital. In the past, there was usually an ex-
cess of labo.r. De conditions now are reversed: On any large con-
struction project the direct expenditures for labor usually represents
more than half the total cost of the work. Labor is therefore the
most important of all the elements which the engineer must consider
in the successful performance of his work. Under *sent, and prob-
ably future, conditions labor will require more and more atti-
tude of sympathetic bargaining and cooperation rather than the old
method of coercion. In these days and the days ahead of us no engi-
neer can hope to deal intelligently with labor unless he realizes the
new relationship between labor and capital, which is now recognized
by thoughthil business men everywhere.
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The necessity for a broader training for the engineer such as I
have suggested is even more manifest when it. is remembered that a
large part of the overseas engineering work which our engineers may
have occasion tto undertake may be done on the "cost plus " basis.
and this will likely be the basis of most contracts, especially those in-
volving overseas projects, as Icing as labor is high and the cost of
material is subject to unusual fluctuation. The duties of the engi-
ceer, in these circumstances, will require him to be familiar with the
sources of production, economy of transportation, and relative cost
of the various materials needed for the work of construction. The
engineer: who undertakes to design, estimate the cost of, and super-
vise the construction of, projeots upon this bmis, must master the
technical tide of engineering not only, but Mt have the general
training such as I have been discussing, and, above all, business.
acumen of a high order, if he expects to justify the confidence of
those who furnish the capital necessary _for the completion of the
work. The engineer who has the widest knowlellge of general con-
ditions in foreign lands and who has been trained by experience and
education to adapt himself to these conditions will, beyond doubt, be
the one who can most successfully accomplish the unusual tasks in-
volved in overseas projects, and obviously his services will be in
greatest demand, without regard to the question of salary.

In conclusion, let me say that the engineer is the pioneer standing
at the frontiers of civ ization. The characteristic that distinguishes
the Occident from t e Orient, mobile and sensitive Europe from
static and inert Africa, arc the works of the engineer, the railroads,
telegraph, telephon , the factories, the cities, in short the works of
man who shapes I environment.

Contact between men, between nations, between races, stimulates
them to rise to new pines of effort. As the Crusades brought on the
renaissance in the ancient age, who dares to predict what new lif
the crusade of 1914-1918 may stimulate? Senegalese, Kafiri,
Hindus, Chinese, Australians, Canadians, and Americans, all met in

great coinnion cause of all European nations on the fields of
France. Millions from all the continents and from 'distant lands
will carry back to their homes new economic wants and new intel-
lectual concepts, which will impose new demands on the engineering
profession. Africa, as large as Europe and North America ivni-
toined, has but one-tenth of the railroad mileage of the United States.
In Asia are hundreds of millions whom the extension of western
civilization will convert into a now world of producers and con-
sumers: on our own scale of living. In their present state they are
restricted in their wants, live on a low scale, and are a menace, as
producers, to the western democracies. The backward world wilt
be-awakened by the magic touch of the engineer. The wireless, the
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airplane, the oil-burning ship may extend the area of civilization
in its mechanical, and consequently, in its cultural, aspects. They
will create new centers of industry and mark out new lanes of trade.

The American engineer forged ahead of the American merchant
even before the war. It was the American engineer who built the
railways in China, worked at thk. gold mines of South Africa, de-
veloped the copper mines of Chile and Peru. Our engineering
organizations that specialize in foreign construction enterprises laid
out the public utilities of many South American cities.

The conditions of commerce after the war will accentuate the in-
terest of the American engineer in foreign construction and devel-
opment. Before the war we had an annual debit balance of about
five hundred million dollars, which we settled for by the expendi-
tures of Gin- tourists abroad, remittances of our immigrants to their
families and relatives, and by payment of freight, insurance, and
banking charges to Europe. As the result of the loans and advances
we extended to Europe during the war, we shall have an annual
credit balance of about five hundred million dollars, and we shall be
left dependent upon Europe for freight, insurance, and banking
facilities. For a long time Europe will be unable to pay us in nvo.ds.
and we shall be compelled to turn to, oreign investments to ab.orb
the credit balance which will accrue ai nually.

At the beginning of the war a syndicate of American bankers
financed an Argentine railroad which had always obtained its ac-
commodations from Europe. During the war the prestige of Ameri-
can engineers was increased by the work of the Stevens Railroad
Mission in Siberia. by the feats accomplished by our \ngineering di-
vision behind the lines in France. Not only has the prestige of our
engineers increased, but the financial community has followed dose
behind the trail blazed by the engineer. Recently American bankers
have made loans to Brazil and Sweden. Further loans for the re-
habilitation of portions of Europe will be necessary for the building
of bridges, the relaying of railroads, and the replacement of factories
and equipment. These foreign investments will call for new E.ffort
and a new attitude on the part of our engineers.

Furthermore, in a large sense the engineer precedes-the merchant
in foreign fields. Export trade follows permanent investment more
surely than it follows the flag. Recently the head of a large London
bank stated in his annual report that the trade between the United
Kingdom and Argentina was the result of British investment in
engineeringAntarprises in the River Plate. The contacts between
engineering and commerce and industry are multiplying -daily.
They. call for not merely more extended courses at engineering
schools and accounting, finance and commerce, but they demand that
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the engineer act as the link between his professional field and the
many aspects of life which are so profoundly affected by it.

It is hoped that our bunkers and capitalists generally wil, have
the vision and the courage to take full advantage of the great 13-
portunity now awaiting them, and furnish the money to open wid. r
fields for American enterprise, and thereby utilize the eminen,
abilities of our American engineers.

To accomplish this result the American investor must cast aside
his previous timid attitude toward foreign investments which has
confined the ixdustrial activities of this nation within narrow and
provincial limits in the past. We should forthwith assume the
leadership of world trade and world finance and world-wide en-
gineering projects which our incomparable resources and the natural
ability and enterprise of our people so completely entitle us to as-
sume among the great nations of the world.

No one wit° contemplates the stupendous results America has
achieved in the past two years can doubt the ability of American
business men and American engineers to take and hold the leader,.
ship in all the great work of construction and reconstruction now
awaiting them, if they will only practice in peace times in some
degree at least the courage and enterprise which characterized them
in time of war.

Chairman MCLEAN. Now we will proceed to the regular formal
program.

The first speaker will be Mr. C. II. Gardner, of the American
International Corporation, who has been requested to read the paper
of Mr. Lavis, who was una-voidably prevented from attending the
conference.

We will now hear from Mr. Gardner.

THE TRAINING OF THE ENGINEER FOR OVERSEAS SERVICE.

By FRED LAVIR.
Consulting Engineer, American Intrrnntional Corporation, New York-City.

When I accepted the invitation to take part in this discussion, it
was with the understanding that I would speak of the refeult8 to be
attaineday the training and education of engineers for foreign ser-
vice, rather than of the methods by which these results might be
achieved.

The nature ef my own experience may perhaps qualify me to say
something in; regard to this, that is, to speak of the nary and de-
sirable qualifications of the engineer who may be engaged in foreign
service, but it does not permit me to indulge in any discussion, least.
of all of any criticism of methods of education; if, therefore, in what

*.
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follows Lamy criticize the results or lack of results which the pres
ent methods of education achieve, it must be understood that I do
so with all due reservation-of a lack of knowledge on my pareof the
difficulties and limitations, which may, for all I know, be a part of our
present educational system.

Speaking generally, I should say that it is most degirable that
engineers engaged in foreign work should have a wider culture, a
better goneral training in what, for lack of a better term, is usually
referred to as a "classical education" than American engineers
usually have. I suppose I shall be liable to bring a hornet's nest
about my ears for saying so, but I have met also with more than one
instance where a little more intimate knowledge of, and a facility
in the use of, the ordinary social usages of cultivated people would
have done no harm and might have been a distinct benefit to the
engineer abroad.

In connection with the development of foreign enterprises, as also
indeed with the development of enterprises here at home, the en-
gineer is the first man on the ground, and the foreigner is very apt
to form his ideas of the people in America connected with the enter -

* prise in fact, of all America and Americansby these first persons
with whom he comes in contact.

The engineer who goes abrdad, at least the engineer in charge of
an enterprise, is usually sure to come in contact at once with the
officials of the country, the heads of the State, and to be the recipient
of social attention. If he meets, foreign engineers, he will find that
they are usually men splendidly equipped technically and of a broad
culture, and *}rile we Americans may pride ourselves, and I believe
we do so with perfect justice, on our ability in the practical applica-
tion of our profession in a business way, yet we must have, if we are
to succeed in foreign countries, the broad general education and
"savoir faire "which will permit us to meet all these people on 'an
eqUal basis, whether socially, culturally, technically, or in business.

Before taking up, specifically, the question of the special qualifica-
tions of the engineer 'engaged in foreign work, I wish to touch very
briefly on certain fundamental matters necessary in the training of
all engineers, and which have seemed to me to have been rather lost
sight of in the training of many of the young men, graduates of our
technical schools and colleges with whom I come in'contact, the lack
of which is especially apparent wlfen the engineer is away from,
home.

The training of our engineers in the mere technique of engineer-
ing is generally good.if they have graduated from a good school
but it has seemed to me that they are often deficient in general, all -
around culture and in those elements of knowledge that go to' make
up the really well-educated mat4'
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Many engineers who graduate from our technical schools are lit-
tle better tan skilled mechanics, perhaps, with some little added
knowledge of the principles of chemistry, metallurgy, or geology.
nr the ability to calculate the strains and stresses in structures, but,
after all, such a man is little more than a superskilled mechanic.

The engineer, to be successful, must be a man of vision, must be
a trained observer, and must be able to describe in simple plain Eng-
lish in an orderly manner what he has seen. Let me emphasize that
last senteopce a little moresimple plain English used in an orderly
manner. Speaking generally, our,engineering students can not write
the English language clearly and accurately, they can not arrange
a- report in logical sequence, nor do they think in an orderly w.ty.
and, above all, `they lack a realization of the point of view of the
nontechnical business man who is providing the money for the work
they propose, or may be carrying out.

It is my task to read from time to tithe all sorts of reportsre-
ports from junior engineers to their immediate superiors, from these.
to the man in charge in the field, from experienced chief engineers
to the officers of A corporation, reports by eminent consulting engi-
neers, and it is trdly astonishing how few really fill the bill.

It is not to be expected, of course, that our schools and colleges
N.:ill turn out men of 22 or 23 years of age with all the attributes of
a man of 25 or 30 years' experience, but I do think that some effort
should be made, and I believe it should be made in our ordinary
lower grade schools, to instill in the minds of pupils and students
habits of neatness and carefulness in all their work. Poor writing,
carelessness in arranging computations, and poorly made figures
are responsible not only for mistakes but for sloppy mental atti-
tudes which persist for many years, often for the rest of the man's
I i fe.

Young graduate engineers also seem thack, or to show a surPTItt
ing lack, of interest in the fundamental economic principles which
move and keep going the affairs of the world in this modern era
of complex civilization. It is probably true that most people
lack this realization, but it seems to me tkat it. is particularly neces-
sary that the engineer should have a real knowledge and apprecia-
tion of these principles if ho is to convert the forces of nature to,,1
the use and benefit of mankind in an intelligent manner, whereas.
as a matter of fact, he is generally so obsessed with the technique
of his profession, or his time has been so fully occupied in acquiring
it, that ho has lost sight of those larger principles which are really
a necessity to the true engineer.

Take as an illustration only one instance, the effect of modern
transportation on the affairs of th world. The average person,
and many engineers, think of a railroad as so many rails, so many
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ties, a series of bridges, tunnnels, etc.; the engineer of vision sees it
as one of the greatest revolutionary agents for the benefit oi man-
kind which has ever influenced the world.

The true significance of the transportation development of the
last century was hardly recognized five years ago; it is doubtful
if it is fully recognized to-day, but it is only necessary to recall the
statement so frequently made that the tremendcms conflict now
drawing to a close has been a war of whole nations rather than of
armies, to realize what a tremendous change transportation has
brought about in only 50 years since the Franco-Prussian war.

Only a comparatively few years ago each community was for all
practical purposes sufficient unto itself; it could usually live, whether
trains ran on land, or ships sailed the ocean, or whether they did
not. To-day, as the result of the disruption of the transportation
service of the world, the whOle Continent of Europe is on the verge
of starvation and is threatened with a complete upheaval of its
social system because men are out of employment for the reason
that the products of their labor can not be interchanged.

Modern transportation made it practicable to produce great quan-
tities of wheat in one area, beef in another, iron and steel in an-
other, and so on, and permit their interchange so that the inhab-
itants of each of these areas might do the work for which they were
best adapted, or which the particular qualities or properties of the
locality in which they lived made most profitable, and reap the,
benefits of production under the most favorable circumstances.

Now, perhaps we may seem to be a long way from the training and
education of the young engineer, but I wanted to give you at least a
glimpse of the tremendous field he must 'cover and the wide \ ision
he should have if he is to be more than the meclunic who can build
a bridge that' will not fall down, or find the numbs of acres in some
back farm lots.

Of course I do not mean to say that these facts to which I have
alludedof the effect of transportation'on our modern civilization
are entirely unknown to engineering students, or to you gentlemen
who direct their studies, but I would like to leave with you the
.thought that a real engineer should have this breadth of vision of the
great significAnce of the effect' of general economic principles cal all
the activities of mankind, and if the student is to develop this
breadth of vision later on, his thougHts should at least be turned in
thisdirection while he is in school, and he should be taught there
their importance as part of the engineer's equipment, especially for

foreign work:
To avoid' misunderstandings, it may perhaps be worth while to

say that a course this training in the broader principles of general
,economics, however far it may go, or however little it may be, does
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not in the least obviate the necessity of thorough training in the
'principles of the profession. Above all niust the .engineer stick to
facts, and facts of the coldest kind, and be thoroughly grounded in
basic principles.

I am rather inclined to think that the engineering training of
to-day looks rather to a certain specialization, with a -view to turn-
ing out men who can actually do some one thing when they graduate
Which will enable them to earn a salary.; rather than to the turning
out of students thoroughly grounded" in the principles of their
profession.

May I emphasize again the need of accuracy am7 thoroughness,
the ability to read and write the English language properly. the
ability. to do addition, multiplication, and division correctly, the
ability to set flown a column of figures in order, to do straightfor-
ward, clear, orderly thinking. :llama anything these are the essen-
tials, and I feel sure that greater attention to these matters through-
out the training, not only of the students in our colleges but the
children in our schools, is of the utmost importance.

Now, gentlemen, my time is drawing to a close, and you will
wonder why I have said nothing about special training for foreign
work. I doubt very -much if any is necessary. I can not conceive
that the engineer I hiave pictured above should not be able to go any-
where and practice Ills profession successfully.

No man is properly educated who does not know at least one lan-
guage other titan his own. Personally, I advocate the study of
French and Latin, but Spanish will also be very useful to Americans,
and I would advocate the study of a modern language .from a native
teacher for every child in our public schools. A competent knowl-
edge of one modern language might well, I think, be a requirement
for entrance .to a college or technical school.

The engineer who is to go abroad needs to have certain mental and
physical characteristics. He must.have a keen sense of justice and
fair play; he must have no race prejudices, or, at least if he has, he
must learn to control them. lie must be temperate, honest. con-
scientious; but here again these arc 'only the virtues which make for
success at home. Of course at home he is within roach of
sometimes; independence and self reliance are more necessary 5,000
miles away from headquarters than they are 500 miles away, but
these qualities are rather inherent. in the man than the result of edn-
cation' though jedue,ation may help.

Summing-4, therefore, let me say -that aside frond the question of
knowledge of a foreign language, the engineer engaged in fotteign
service needs little, if any different .qualifications, that is, qualifica-
tions which are the result of a schoolvoKallege education, than those

483624°-19
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of the true engineer anywhere. I emphasize again the need of
thoroughness in detail, orderly thinking and vision, combined with a
general knowledge of world affairs, and ability to meet on an equal
plane anyone from kings and princes to-presidents, ministers of State
or captains of industry, and with this our engineers will go far.

Chairman McLEAN. 1 think I may say that I voice the unanimous
sentiment.of this audience when I say that the paper which we have
just heard read is not only very interesting but very illuminating.
It evidently was written by a man who was thoroughly acquainted
with the business side, and with the usual difficulties wthich arise in
bringing the technical engineer and the business man together. I
have had occasion to know something of the work of the Interna-
tional Corporation, and I know that that corporation is one of the
pioneers in carrying American trade and American industry thrall
parts of the world.

The next speaker is Mr. W. W. Nichols, chairman of the committee
on education of the American Manufacturers Export Association
and assistant to the president of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Co., of New York City.

We will now hear geturt Mr. Nichols.
Mr. NicnoLs. Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the confefeece, the

chairman's announcement, I think, furnishes a commentary indicat-
ing the keen practical interest that business associations are taking
in education; that is, the systematic preparatipn of the engineer for
what he is expeeted'to do. I must confess that I feel a good deal of
embarrassment and some hesitancy in presenting the few thoughts
that I am going to present, particularly after listening to the
splendid session this morning. I shall probably be guilty of sub-
mitting to the consideration of gentlemen highly ,tralned intellectu-
ally many elementary thoughts. My own thoughts are elementary:
there is no question.about that. My only excuse is that in presenting
them I am trying to give emphasis, perhaps by reiteration, to some
of the things that in my humble judgment lie back of what you are
trying to do for the industry in which I am very much interested.

TRAINING OF RE ENGINEER FOR OARSEAS ENGINEERING
PROJECTS.

By W. W. Niccois,
Chairman, Committee on Education, American Manufacturers' Export Association, and

dattetant to the Chaktitan of the dote-Oheletera Manufacturing Co., New York City.

Anne who has followed. the trend of littsiness thotight expressed
in our war and -postwar or reconstruction conventions of business
Must admit the exalted position given fore,ign trade in our business
readjustment. Though the habits , of prorMcial , limitat.ion' still
assert themselves in some minds, inomis localities, a preponderance
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of opinion looks upon foreign trade as the specific to alleviate many
ills resulting from war dema ds; in the application American pride
of accomplishment can ha e but one aim, namely, to promote a
foreign trade by the same ()revs that have spelt success so con-
spicuously in our domestic industrial evolutionthe same mana-
gerial. excellence. the same sales genius coupled with fine en.thusi-

Ipl ::sin. initiative, and enterprise, the same .constructive ability and,
above all. the same engineering skill and foresight.

The rank of the engineer in an industrial development which
effectually assisted the needs of the cruelest war in history and
made the United States great.in the-estimation of the world, invites
no comment; American manufacturing industry is to-day mainly
what the engineer has made it.

To repeat, there is strong evidence that a preponderant public
opinion commits us to foreign trade and consequently the Govern-
ment and private initiative are exhibiting extraordinary diligence
in organizing all sorts of ineasunes to that end. r f our best thought.
be applied to the undertaking-, in which, to a .certainty, American
engineering will faithfully perform a distinguished part, success is
assured. Anterican industry and engineeringeach depends on the
other and neither can .attain its traditional, success without the
other. The. character of the former may indeed he decided. by the
quality of the latter, :Ind this, education alone will determine: Suc-
cess, it seems then, rests on engivaikripg education, and it behooves
us to eltoogia lyith care if it is to be adequate to the task before it.

In contemplating our achievements under old conditions we may
be pardoned a feeling.of.sonte satisfaction, and though our native
disposition, under the incentive of the extraordinary opportunity
a free democracy affords, aspires to better things and ever strives
for perfection, if our destiny involved only prewar normalities our
course might be simple, our experience could ordain procedures,
confident that regular effects would follow easily understood causes,
and we could expect a comparatively smooth progress under an in-
creasing knoilag-.--(;--and growing- ability in solving the problems
of our life. But war has torn precedents to shreds; it has not Only
dragged us out of our complacent, self-sufficient career in shaping
to our !main-nil growth an over-abundance of natural resources, but
at the same time it has f(n-ced us into altogether new and tumultuous
conditions, fraught with perplexities to test to the utniost every
faculty American opportunity and American genius has expanded.

We are gradually beginning to 'learn that we are bound to assist
in something more than the physical rehabilitation of France and
Belgium,ug difficult as that will be; we are compelled to appreciate
that a caste of thought encompasses the globe which 'must needs be
reckoned with in all that we do. An orgy of consuunite destrue-
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curious mental warp in a parge population, a sad perversity that
may prove an embarrassing factor in any plan of readjustment
society must organize, in which we are certain to perform a principal
part. The active troublesome principle is mental, and education
alone can cope with it.

I am trying to draw a picture of conditions as they appear, con-
ditions which must be considered in any training to-day for busi-
ness administration in which engineering performs its important
function. We see a world trade effectually and forever superseding
the relatively simple domestic affairs formerly engaging our atten-
tion. Such foreign trade as We have had was frequently an ac-
cident, more often without .premeditation and usually without pre-
paration. Now it is the thing, whether we would have it so or
not. In much that has happened there is ample evidence that the
United States has before it the greatest opportunity ever offered a
nation to serve mankind, and by its service, to be abundantly le-
warded, to influence the world for good. May it accept its op-
portunity in the same spirit it ultimately did participation in the
fight for democracy, and afprehend fully that the late victory is
but a step, that the democracy of tradefor trade is the one tangible
'expression of a nation's lifemay be great structure
to rest on the foundation just laid by the Allies.

I would have you feel that these reflections are distinctly pertinent.
to our topic, because engineering overseas projects as a controlling
factor in shaping the character of our enterprise will be henceforth
a part and parcel of our foreign trade. and such considerations
should therefore underlie every educational process on its behalf.

In a discussion of the technical requirements in the training of
engineers for foreign trade we may treat the subject as in two dis-
tinct parts, one basic, the underlying principles of more or less gen-
dal nature which shape the intellectual character of the student ; the
other, the composition of the curriculum Which prescribes the course
designed to devehop mental faculties to meet special professional de-
mends the future ,presents. I am content to leave to professional
educators the determination of curricula, confident that they will be
guided by the peculiar needs of each particular profession as in-
dicated by a collective judgment in the many engineering associa-
tions, including such bodies as the Society for the Promotion of,
Engineering Education, all of which are alive to the matter. Permit
me, however, to suggest that as the training of engineers for overseas
engineering, necessarily implies a world understanding, the curri-

,euhun must be designed with thii feature distinctly in evidence,. to
influence first of all the teaching specialists who may lack concep-
tiops consistent with the need.
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With your .perni I sion, wherefore, I shall confine myself to the
first division of our subject, and Submit to your consideration what
appeal to me as two fundamental, basic. ideas that should permeate
every educational plan already instituted, or under contemplation
in our schools and colleges for engineering, which, for reascins given,
we may expkt henceforth to be world-wide in its exercise.

In the first place, the distinction between "pore'.', and "applied"
engineering is rarely suggested in any curriculum; in fact I wonder
whether the distinction may not have been so dimly comprehended
in one educational institutions as to lead. in obedience to an- insistent
demand, to the present attention given the business training of the!'
engineer. Because time is an element of prime importance, pure
engineering can easily be carried to the same extreme in practical
business that the application of pure mathematics to applied en-
gineering sometimes proves. Both are intellectual means to an end,
not the end itself. The most-dismal industrial failure I r)eall was
induced initially by the abstractions of a highly ttlined engineer
which had no reference to that commercial progress Aon which all
industrial life depends. I do not deprecate theory as commonly
understood, in antithesis to practice, or the student's mulling over
abstract conceptions; on the contrary,1 imagine that most great.
achievements of modern engineering are founded on the comprehen-
sion of minds highly trained by concentration on abstract ideas, but
as a habit this belongs to rare genius and should not be allowed to
impede the Cfforts of the rank and file engaged iii material pro-dution.

The business training of the engineer merits careful attention to
the cultural sidea study of the so called humanitiesbecause it in-
duces that practical .sense sometimes known as commercial instinct,
although I, fear too much iinfritance can sometimes be atached to a
study for what it contains rather than to its value as an intellectual
practice. I% is well to keep in mind in ouK..undergraduate educa-
tion one great ainirmynely, the training of the intellect rather than
the accumulation of data, which time -often proves much less im-
portant, if important at all, than was supposed.

Because the training of the engineer should be prediCated on. a
vision that embraces the world I am Convinced the study of moderp
languages should hold a high place in every curriculum. The old-

'fashioned drill in gramtnatical construction, vocabulary, aiAl idio-
matic expression in order to teach a student to read foreign works
on engineering topics with morkor less ease rather less than more,
usuallydoes not by any manneiNof means give him that sympa-
thetic understanding of a people's mental processes and correlative
attributes so'necessary in all trade relations. To understand a.

people we must have some conception of their mental attitude to the

a
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'incidents of life. Even at home, ignorance of motive and inten-
tions often induces misunderstandings and grave differences,between
us and our neighbok On the other hand, between us and our co-
operators abroad, a more dangerous ignorance of much besides mo-
tives and intentions will certainly defeat every prospectbin foreign
trade we now entertain unless due consideration be given to that
which offers the easiest means to the requisite understanding.

I am so strongly persuaded that what. is needed in training for
foreign trade service is a practical teaching of language of a kind

,to induce in the student's mind reflections on racial differences in
thought method that I wish to describe two of many instances which
continually come to my knowledge to confirm my judgment.
Furthermore, they are the rule and not the exception, and consti-
tute examples of conditions decidedly detrimental to all foreign re-
lations.

-Several years ago one of our leading manufacturing corporations
executed a contract with Russia which stipulated an acceptance of a
manufactured article based on a careful joint inspection. Notwith-
standing both classes of inspectors were closely associated in their
work, agreement seemed impossible until it was ,discovered that
differences in interpretation due to different lines of approach and
logic of procedure, in short, racial difference in mental processes,
.created misunderstandings that actually halted progress. This clever
discovery suggested an easy means to harmonize the differences, and
thenceforth transactions proceeded with eminent, satisfaction-to all
concerned.

A situation has developed and is developing now, incidental to
the continued presence of our troops in France, which, deserves our
most careful consideration. When our Army first entered France
the acclaims of the populace.td" their saviors" very naturally pre-
disposed both sides to the warmest friendliness. After the'signing
of the armistices however, more intimate relations under different.
circumstances proved decidedly disconcerting.. Ignorance of lan-
guage piincipally, combined with an incomprehension of many things
connected with French life, habits, and customs, business methods,
particularly the French provincial proclivity to bargain, usually.
unfamiliar to Americans, opposed to a similar misunderstanding of
the Americans on the Part of the French, jointly conspired to disturb
in a few weeks an entente cordiale of a 150 years' growth. Already,
with but a portion of our troops returned,, the reputation given the
French would Astonish and grieve them. Litter, *hen the majority
of the two million or more of our citizen American Expeditionary.
Forees'eregta throughmit all the States.soch extreme prejudices as I
.mself hen encountered in the few I have recently visited, what
support can be obioined from publie.opinion. in the framing of Fed,.
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eral measures necessary to fukher Franco-American trade relations?
This example is particularly pertinent to our arpment when we
recall our old feeling toward France.

It has been repeatedly suggested that close Franco:American re-
lations of every kind are easy of promotion because both nations
have striven along similar lines for half a century, which haturally
makes for a similitude of thought. A similar form of government,
founded on substantially)he same principle, would, in itself, con-
stitute the principal factor in the evolution. To be sure, the Ameri-
can Nation has much the longer start, and under widely different
conditions; the difference between the absence of tradition and the
pride of a tradition of any-centuries would influence progress as
would also the difference between utilizing without hindrance un-
limited natural resources for an isolated existence in the one ease;
and, in the-other, adapting to daily needs, more limited resources
often affected by a. propinquity of .unfriendliness, if not actual
antagonism. But the best, intelligence in both nations recognized
the growth of a more intimate understanding than appeared else-,
where, where there were equal differences in language. What I
wish to note is that judges of this condition comprehended' th,L,
difference in. viewpoint:. that comprehension inspired their faith in
the fufure entente and an agreement
for the earl* attitude of the masses toward each other. Now
comes the American soldier, and his testimony to upset previous
calculations!

In closing this brief exposition I wish to affirm my confidence in
-that plan of engineering which, in the evolution of engineering
talent,. cultivates a constructive imagination with a fine, sense
of proportion and values, with an ability to paint eomprehen--
sive perspectives expressing the best in American practice. Ultimate
success depends upon a full recognition of these effects as funds--
mental. A lack of the necessary effort to this end in any educational
scheme can only result in failure.in the light of our past advance7
'ment. Probably.ve agree as to this, and it would be trite and quite
needless to refer to matters so elementary were it not that unfortun-
ately they are too frequently forgotten and ignored by our teachers
in the performance of their high calling.

. Before our financial preeminence, a future dependence on our
labor-saving, efficient, Mechanical devices was explicitly indicated in
battle-scarred Europe, and since our participation, the extraordinary
feats of our American Expeditionary Force engineers in planning
and 'constructing for a critical emergency have excited the admira-
tion and astonislubent of our allies. Our engineers-lre everywhere
needed in a huge reconstruction; in trattilltit is even more than this;
arehabilitation of-industry on a stupendous scale, because itEurope.
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whole industrial communities have operated their mechanical plants
tinder the compulsion of a terrible demand, almost. to the verge of
destruction, and this creates a demand far beyond the borders of
the devaz;ted regions. Thi;.calls for quantity production in skilled
minds.

Consequently, our argument .points to but one conclusionto meet
our very definite responsibility in this gigantic task our dependence
will in the last analysis be upon the prescience and practicalness of
our engineering, teachers.

Chairman McLE.tN On behalf .of the conference I desire to thank
you, Mr. Nichols, not in any perfUnctory 'Nvay, but in all sincerity
of heart for the very able, practical, and scholarly address you have
just given

The next address will be by Dr. Jenks, member of the Committee
of Fifteen on Educational Preparation for Foreign Service, and
Research Professor. Government and Public Administratiw, New
York University. Dr. Jenks is a Man, as you all knowt only
of a national, but of an-international reputation, and we shall hear
him with interest.

TRAINING OF THE ENGINEER FOR OVERSEAS ENGINEERING
PROJECTS.

lly JEREmimi 3ENKA,
Rescrwch Proicusu in Gor( yawn( and Public .1dolinlAI, en, York Unjrcrelty.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen, from the opening address
of the egairman, as well as the address just given by Mr. Nichols,
it seems that there is urgency in this matter of the training of
engineers. These problems of 'overseas engineering are immediate;
so that this question is not only one for the universities which have
to prepare young engineers who are eventually to take the headship
of enterprise abroad, but it is an immediate problem for our busis
ness men who have to select engiheers at the present time to send
away to-morrow to hetuj these enterprises.

So I think we should 'consider, as*Mr. Nichols has done, not
'merely questions of training in schools, but we should think also
of the fundamental characteristics of the men whom we may already
have in hand.

The very topic itself implies that we are dealing in the first place 1'
with engineers trained in the old way and that, we wills add to that
old strictly 'technical engineering training some types of business
training: We may memo that many of our men who are going
abroad will not have the additional business training, and we should
see what can be done to give them some idea, at any rate, of how
they. can .meet this need and meet it promptly. It is fair to as-..
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same that the engineers in question are nien of ability, men of
character, men accustomed to accurate thinking. We are not deal-
ing with boys; to a very considerable extent we are dealing with
mature men who are in the habit of thinking and who can take up
new ideas promptly. Most of these engineers also, I should judge.
are to be given positions as managers of- the business. They are
not simply for one department, heading a small division of it, but
:I large. proportion of them must be general managers: they must
have an all -round business training such as a manager of a business
needs.

The firsi characteristic. I suppose, would be this: That they Trust
have the business v,icvpoint. They must make their enterpilise pay.
Unless we are cautious in Thinking along those lines we may over-

estimate the Value of the experiece that Many of our school en-
gineers have had in war work. The question of cost was of en-
tirely minor iMportance in connection with war work. It was
imestion of getting production and getting it quickly, and cost was
entirely a side issue.

Itithe new enterprises which we are undertaking now the situation
is different. These enterprises must be made to vay, so that the
question of careful accounting, of knowing what the 'costs arc, and
how they can be kept down, as well as how output can be produced,
is something that must not be neglected.

Tlie second point is one that was emphasized very wisely by Mr.
Gardner in his admirable presentation. These men, are going abroad
Ent° a new environment, dealing with officers of the Government,
but dealing also with the ordinary workmen and the business men
of all types. The consequence is that they must be men of a certain,-
social or diplomatic cast; they must be good mixers and good
mixers in new conditions that they are not accustomed to; and that
implies a special type of man, if nolt a special .type of training.

All of the speakers of the afternoon have referred to the huintni-
ties as a type of study suitable for training engineers for this new
work. I quite agree with that, but I think that most .of us have
not recognized that the study of business and the training for busi-
cf the word, as one of the humanities.

A little while ago I. was asked to speak at an educational gather-
upon the subject of the place of business training in a college

rrriculum, and what was in the mind of those who prepared the
program was the ordinary smaller college of the old-fashioned type.
What part should the training for business 'play in a curriculum of
that type? It seemed to me, as I considered the matter, that we
might very well put training for business on a par with history, vOth
political science, with economics, with literature in the best sense
of the word as one of the humanities.
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My reason for feeling that way. is that suggested iu one of the
discussions yesterday.

Let me contrast for a moment the business man's work with tliik
engineer's work in the. technical schools of the engineers. I re-
member many years ago one of the distinguished engineers of
the countrymany of you probably knew himJ. B. Johnson, at
that time the dean of the engineering college, in 'Wisconsin Uni-
vers4y, but.also a practical engineer who had been in the (*em-
inent employ for a long time. In speaking with me in reference
to the engineer's work, Dean Johnson said this: " The difference,
you know, between a ditch digger and an engineer is that the en-
gineer digs the ditch accurately." And thpt is practically the solo
difference. The engineer is a scientific studentwho does his work
with absolute accuracy, and, as we know, the engineers who have
dug our biggest ditch, the Panama Canal, are looked upon as great
.men in their field. -

That conception he engineer is that he shall do aecnrati!l,
and well a piece of rk which has to do, not so much with men
except possibly in the mulling of the workmen, but rather with the
forces of nature. Iten might deal with the forces of nature
splendidly, and still have none of the social gifts. But, on the other
hand, if you take the management of a businessI do not care What
business it may be, whether a manufacturing business, or the manage-
ment of a railroad, or of a mercantile businesshe has other things to
keep in mind continually; and so this managing engineer of whom
we are speaking, has these other things to keep in mina continually.

In the first place he has his problems with his working men. In
many cases they come front different nationalities. They are men
of little or no intellectuatraining. They have all sorts of habits
of thinking and doing. Nevertheless, he must get on with those
people. He must get the work out of them in it way that will be for
their benefit instead of their detriment. He must know this work,
as has been suggested, and he must at the same time sea to it that
the health of his men is maintained. That is certainly it humani-
tarian viewpoint in the technical sense. It is a humanistic study,
if you like, of the lives and souls of the men he is dealing with.

But another groUp a men he has to deal with is his directors.
There is a study of human nature from another viewpoint that I
am sure has fully as much of a humanistic tendency as the study
of history. It tikes a knowledge of practical psychology to direct
pleasantly but firmly. a group . of directors, your supqriors in
authority.

. Then, again, he has the stockholders of his company to think sof,
because, after all, the airectoys. largely-act upon his advice and the
stockholders of the comply often presenetieaost serious problem.
Manr of them want dividends at once andtmUst have them, regularly.
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Many others can see, whew the accounting period of tW year comes
around and there is a surplus fund, that it might he better to de!
vote most. of the surplus earning- to improving the enterprise. That
is a problem whether to do the wise thing for the enterprise from
the building-up point of view, and to the earnings back into the
business or to pay the surplus out in dividends. That is a social
and ethical problem and really-a very serious one.

Again, there are customers that want A-1 products at C-4 prices.
What is the wisest thing to do with them?

We can see, then, that the manager of a business is dealing with
it type of problem that is hound to train him in the humanities, and
in doing this type of work conscientiously and well, he is getting a
training that is equal to Latin'or Greek or history or anything along
that line, and of quite the same type.

Of course if we start curly enough, and especially if the boys have
this point of view in mind, they can get a good many of those things
in college. I myself laid it down as a principle that I have followed
out in my own family, that I did not want my own boys to go to
college until after they had earned their living for at least one year,
and, preferably, by the work of their hands, because I wanted them
to get the viewpoint of the working man; I wanted them to know
that they could get their hands dirty and
wanted them to have such an experience, so that if later on they
came into control of business in any way and were dealing with
workmen, they could feel as the workmen feel. Otherwise, they
would not have the proper sympathetic attitude, and would not have
the right training.
. I have also found as all other teachers have, I have no doubt, tlrt.
the best men in our classes are men who have to earn their living
either before,pr after they come to college. Their viewpoint is the
right viewpoint. They were working for something that would

,help them later on in life and thdv had the practical onilook on life,
which every student should have.

We should keep tnat outlook on life in mind. But alSo after men
are out of college, in many cases they need to get this training.
if there is -notitn opportunity for them to go to college 'and get
personal contact with the teachers themselves, the men who know
these .questions (and that by all odds is the best plan), there are
still opportunities for men to get a large part of the technique of
this training by reading. There are now reading courses in business
and good books on special phases of business, salesmanship, business
organization anti management, the way in which goods should be
routed through a factory, and all-that sort of thing; solthat a
trained man, such as an engineer is, can.read up as a boy could not,
and he ein make a good deal of progress in that
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Most of these points have been touched upon either by Mr. Nichols
or by Mr. Gardner, but I wish to repeat some of them and to empha-
size some new points.

For example, when an engineer takes a job overseas he should
know the country to which he is going, and he should get time to
make some special study of it. On of the first things he ought to
study is the character of the government of the country itself. It
may be that he is going to sonic South American Republic; it may
be that he is going to China ; it may be that he is going to Russia.
The problem is an entirely different one in each one of those several
countries. I have known some rather sad experiences of engineers
who went with great problems in hand to China and had no concep-
tion at all of the type of men they were to meet with in the high
Chinese officials. had no conception at all of the way in which they
ought to deal with them: and the consequence was that very serious
blunders were made.

I have known others tatilake blunders equally as great in dealing
with Latin-Americans. The way of doing business with the Chinese-
or the Latin-American or the Russian is entirely different from
that of doing business; in the United States, and a large proportion
of the business done by our great American corporations, when
they undertake these Works abroad, is through dealing with govern-
ments, not with private business corporations. There ought, there-
fore. to be a very careful study of the foreign governments and of
the type of men they find in the officials of those countries, and
the ways in which they should be dealt with. There arc other points
aside frow the personal characteristics of the men. There are cer-
tain phases of the legal side of the question in these countries that
need to be taken up. A man may very well think that he is living
uto his contract, and find he is not, if he does not know the laws
of the country with which he is dealing.

It may not be necessary to put any new emphasis upon the very
great desirability of a man's understanding, so that he can speak
it correctly and fluently, the language of the country to which he.
is going. To my mind this is not merely a question of the mental
training of the man, although that is important, but it is a practical
question, too.

May I venture another illustration in addition to the -one. given
by Mr. Nichols? This happened to affect are most unfavorably
when I first- went to CNina. I found after I had been there two
or three months that my very conscientious skilled, Chinese inter-
preter had used wrongly one word that came into use in connection .

with the work that I was doing, a word that gave.a false impression
to the Chinese officials with whom., I was dealing, and it took me
months to overcome that false impressiOn. The word was the word
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"comptroller." I was using the word "comptroller " in the tech-
nical sense in which it is used here in the United States GOvern-
ment, when we speak of the Comptroller of the Currencynot a
man who runs everything, but a man who is himself under the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, under the Government, who has a certain
routine to carry out with more or less discretion, of course, The
Chinese character that my interpreter was using implied that the
comptroller was the man who controlled everything. He would
have in his hands the power of our Secretar, of the Treasury and
the President and Congress combinedand no wonder it made'
trouble. But had I ksown the Chinese language As I \hould have
known it, I could have avoided that difficulty.

And similar things, of course, have come up with all of the coun-
tries. with -which we deal. So it is of very great importance when
we arc selecting men, if other thingswire vial, to take the man that
knows the language of th country. It will smooth things all along
the line in his dealing ot- merely with the government, but with
the customs and with the working men; and, moreover, he can then
find out much more easily than he otherwise could what the news-
papers think of him, and that is often a very important matter. .

Again, he shotAld know in a good deal of detail the customs of
the country, the way, for example, in which wages are paid, the
perquisites that go in many countries with many positions. The people
have been brought up to them. They know nothing else, and if he
attempts to impose some other system upon them which they are not
familiar With, and to interfere with an age-long system because he
thinks they are doing something dishonest when they have no inten-
tion of doing anything dishonest, then he has great difficulty.

Take, for example, the age-long and much criticized system of
"squeeze" that we find in China. It is perhaps a source of dishon-
esty in many adividual cases, but, I venture to say, that in 9 cases
out of 10 among the Chinese themselves, the squeeze is not dishonest
in the least. Nobody thinks it is; there is no attempt to cover it up.
It is just. as legi&imate as the commissions that are allowed in our
own country, where we send down some orders to Now York and
the 'Purchasing agent sends back the goods at the regular retail price
charged and takes out his commissions of 5 or 10 per cent. We
might Pt as well call that squeeze and imply that there is something
dishonorable in it as to attempt to fight against the system of squeeze

. in China, which, in 9. cases out of 10, is nothing more than the
ordinary systems of commissions that we are used to here; only
they apply them therein places in which we do' not -apply them here.

The same thing is true in every foreign country. They have their
business customs, and if we and our men do notunderStand them,-

..... ,
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cause we have misconstrued them.
Again. our busidess manager should go rather slowly, I think. in

foreign countries in attempting to change eusroms. -Many of the
customs are bad. They are not good from the business viewpoint
at all, and they ought to be-changed. Perhaps they must be changed
before business can really be effective. Nevertheless, one should go
about that slowly.

Let me give an illustration, or an example, in running a railroad.
I recall one railroad syStem that I became somewhat familiar with,
where the custom was, of course, to have a schedule of the hour and
minute when the train should start. from the stations, but if a high
official did not happen to be ready at that t hoe the train would await
until he got ready. Finally, the custom grew to be that when the
train got about ready to go the engineer would blow the whistle loud
enough so that it could be heard all over the town; and this was a
warning that the train would start in about 20 minutes. Then
everybody was supposed to start for the train and to get there in 20.
minutes. Those who (lid not would be left. But still, if one of the
higher officials telephoned that he would not be there right away. the
train would .wait at least 25 minutes. A new American manager
came, and decided to start all trains on time. Everybody, especially
the officials, was angry and raised a row. He insisted, and the trains
did start on time. Finally, when he fined the station master for
waiting five minutes for him when he himself happened to be late, the
people saw that he was sincere and impartial, and that smoothed
things over-a good deal. Now the trains run on time and people like
it, but there was serious.trouble at first. There was a custom of care-
lessness about the way of doing things that had to be overcame. We
must-overcome those things, but we must give reasons why, and must
work reforms through gently.

I have already intimated in speaking of business customs that
there may be a difference also in business conditions and ethics. I
do not mean to imply that the honest American engineer who has
very high ethical standards should lower his standards; not at all.
But he must understand the differing standards of the people with
whom he is dealing, or else he can not get along and maintain his
own standard anywhere nearly as efficiently. If he understands the
people and knows the different standards, he can .gradually work
them over to his own higher standards, slid it will be for his Willi
as well as for the benefit of the country itself:.

.Attention has been very often called---althoug4.thikapplies more
to the younger inan,--to the fact that a man going ,aiNy front his
home environment into one that is entirely different, where the-
moral. standards of the community are entirely different from- ours,...
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is likely to find himself 'gradually slipping into a lower standard.
That is a most unfortunate thing, not merely for himself but for the
country to which he has gone, in very many cases. The first and
most important quality of all is upright character, sound character,
an unchanging determination to do the right Ailing. A mail (Ines
not intend to slip when there is a little temptation. Nevertheless,
in spite of all that, a man needs to be always on guard, because
temptation is often so insidious that gradually, after a month under
changing conditions, he will find that be has gone, without any
special consciousness of it, further than he intended to. A man
needs to keep on guard over himself, and when we are picking men
we should have that thought in mind, and see that a man with self-
control, power of self-mastery, is sent.

I was very much interested in what the chairman said with refer-
ence to the way in which we are going abroad into these new enter-
prises, and I should like to add just a word, because I think it is
pertinent to this phase of our discussion.

A very large number of suggestions that appear in the public press
at the present time are with reference to the way in which Me United
States must finance Europe and must finance especially the backward
countries. And we ofght to do it. It seems that we are planning
to loan money to those countries and take their securities in the form
of bonds. The chairman implied although you did net say it. Mr.
Thairman. I thought you had that in mind that probably the wisest
method for our business men to follow in financing foreign countries
is to buy the enterprise, own the enterprise. or cm a the controlling
share of the enterprise, at any rate, and take the stocks instead of
the bonds. In very many cases it would be much better for us, and
it would even be more beneficial, relatively speaking. to the country
itself. That is something which I think ought to be emphasized con-
tinually in our financial circles. The woes, of course, are simple.
If the management is conservative, a trained American management,
there will he more profits to begin with for the American: financier,
and the investment would be very much more secure than it would
be otherwise. Then, too, if the enterprise makes money and goes
ahead in a proper way, there is very little likelihood of political in-
terference. Again, in the backward countries if we make those'in-
vestments in such form that we are ourselves the managers, that we
ourselves are interested in the profits which come from the enter-
prise, the profits will go back into the business there, and not be see'.
home, and that will help solve the difficult problems of ourbalance
of trade.very much better thanif we make a loan and bring the in-
terest on it home. That plan will be more profitable to those coun-

. tries, too, because the work. will be carried out in such way that we
Can pay better wages thari would otherwise be paid, and ,elevate the

. !
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whole level of their working classes higher than would be possible
if we simply lent the money and they expended it; and in a genera-
tion, if you like, they may well be in a position Where they can buy
back control of the enterprise.

It was along those lines that our Middle West was developed. If
it had not been for the wise financing of this country in earlier days
by Europe England,' France. Ilolland, Germany, Belgiumin our
enterprises in the Middle West, we never should have been able to
finance Europe as W.0 did when the war came.

So we shall improve the financial situation in those countries best
if we arrange our plans in such a way that our engineers or our busi-
ness managers control the .business there and give them the best
modern administration that is possible all the way through. That
is our duty, and I believe the American engineers are the men to do it.

Chairman INkLEAN. I think I may say that in Dr. Jenk's address
we have seen a very fine example of the happy combination of prac-
tical common sense and learning; and I want tosay in reply to your
suggestion, Dr. Jenks, that when I referred to the American invest-
ments abroad I had in mind that we should become the managers
and owners of the enterprises in foreign lands, and not mere money,
lenders.

We have finished the sat program, and we want to have a free-for-
all discussion, and are very .-'on to from some of the prac-
tical engineers here. Some of you may have gotten the impression,
as I did when Dr. Swiggett asked pie a few days ago if I would not
preside at this meeting.. that those of us who had not had practical
training as engineers or who had not. had experience as educators
would feel at a very great disadvantage in attempting to discuss the
subject in the presence of these. learned men, and I confess I did
-feel very much that way. But Dr. Swiggett reassured me, and for
that reason I decided to make the attempt.

It is very, important we should Inive some remarks by those who
have had practical experience in engineering work. It is the only
way we can really apply the Various suggestions that have been
made, perhaps the only way we can get at the real viewpoinll of the
technical engineer.

We expect. tt number of those present to favor us with remarks,
and I want you to feel perfectly .free in expressing yourselves upon
any phase of the subject which you have in mind.

In looking over some of the registration cards, I #nd the name of
Mr. Francis C. Pratt, vice president of the General Electric Co. .I
wonder if he would not favor us with some practical observations.
...Mr. NOT. Mr. Chairman, f world be very happy to do so, but I

have to have on the 4 o'clock train. f
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I did not come prepared to speak upon this topic at all, and I do
. not have more than five minutes to devote to it. As a matter

Of fact, I have been associated with foreign commerce since my
youngest boyhood, at least, through my family.

It is rather an interesting thing to note that, when Germany came
out victorious from the war of 1870 and undertook the rejuvenation
of her industries, my father went to Germany at that time and
entered into a contract with the Imperial Government for the equip-
ment of armories 4 Erfurt. Danzig, and Spandau, for making the
first model of the Mauser rifle. This was practically the first ex-
perience which German industry had with interchangeable manu-
facture. .

Ile installed in those armories everything from the drop fuming
machinery to the finished gauges.

Such great. machine tool manufacturers as Ludwig Loewe & Co.,
the greatest. in Germany, took those machines as models and repro.:
I Inevd them. This was the foundation, I am sure, of the modern
machine tool industry of Germany.

To illustrate the exactness with which the Germans copied those
machines, I recall.that when first visiting Berlin in 1891, I saw in

a of Pratt & Whitney make. They had the same distinctive de-
1 Loewe factory machines which appeared, at- first. glance, to be"
sign which had .marked our practice over a period of years; they
also had a litle brass scroll shaped name9late, the outline of Ahich
had long been familiar to me. When, however, r looked more tiosely, .
I saw that it carried the name of "Ludwig.Loewe & Co.," and not
that of "Pratt & Whitney Co.''' Allot this made -me realize the lick
of. engineering originality displayed by the Gernfans at that time.

Since then Germany has developed ability in designing machinery.
Nearly 513 years ago thi company to which I have just referred

was a small company, and the machine tool industry of this country
. was small in the aggregate. To secure and execute a contract for one

and a half millions of dolls Borth of machine tools for export was,
in those times, a very unusual undertaking: To-NY, of course, the
movement has broadened., . . -

The company with which I am connected has recognized this by
doing a thing which I think is rather illiistrative of what is going
'yn. The. company has participated in foreign business for many
,ears. The ratio of its foreign to its total business is rather greater
t.hair that of most concerns in its line.. It has selling companies in
Australia, South Africa, and South.America; it has manufacturing
interests in Great Britain, Japan, and China. It has long main-
tained a foreign department, but now, since the declaration of

,.. armistice, the International General Electric Co.zhas been'organized,
139e24.-1.1)--40.
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and all foreign interests, not only selling, but also manufacturing and
finaaial, have been concentrated in this new company. New blood
has been put into this company. The former staff of the foreign
department has been retained, and men added here tend there; one
of very high character and legal ability, and another, who is an
astute merchant and business man. /'

We believe that in conc,e-trating our foreign interests in a separate
company we are in a better position to deal finitely and effeettvtly
with foreign problems than we possibly could if they were, as in
the past, handled by a department of a great business.

As far as the 'demand for foreign engineers is concerned, the
subject has, in this convention, been diScussed and described in
different words and in different ways, but all telling very much the
same tale. I speak very feelingly in regard to this matter, because
for the better part of 10 years I spent at least: half my time traveling
over Europe, from east to west and north to south. The day has
long since gone by-when the American drummer can, with a pack
ofi his back, go to a foreign country and expect everyone there to
speak his own particular language and understand his mode of
thoUght. If there is anythiiig that I thoroughly beNwe in, it is that,
if we are going to succeed in South American business, our represen-
tatives should be men who are not only skilled in their own business
affairs, but who also are familiar with the Spanish language, litera-
ture, customs, and ways of thinking. If one should be fortunate
enough to receive an invitation to dine at the home of a Spanish cus-
tomer, he could then meet and talk with his host as a social equal.

Foreigners are not going to coptinue to interpret Americanisms
indefinitely. We must treat them a parity, and be their equals in
a social, as well as in a business way.

The American engineer has high standing in his community. and
in the gatherings in which we are taking part to-day, and justly so:
he also has a high standing all over the world. I spent two winters
in Russia nearly 30 Tears agot and then learned that the early, rail-
roads there had beetilargely constructed by American engineers.

At the second meeting of this series of conferences, called by Dr.
M,Wiggett, there was present Mr. John }lays Hammond,' whose repu-

tation in the South African mining industry is known throughout the
world. America has been very fortunate in 9 e representation given
her by her engineers in the past, but to-day at is not a question of an
unusually competent individual here and there; it is rather a ques-
tion of numbers of well'educated, highly trained and mature men
of sound understanding who will help carry our trade throughout
the world.

Bee printed addreqn, p. 6.
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Mr. VARENON. I do not know whether I can add anything at all,

Mr. Chairman, to what has been said this afternoon; but there are
two or three things that the gentleman who has just addressed us
has emphasized which lead me to remark that this gentleman has
certainly traveled beyond the boundaries of the United States, and
that he has been a close student of the conditions that exist beyond
our borders.

Among the things which he has emphasized, and which, it. occurs to
me, it is necessary to emphasize and reemphasize before men who
are perhaps not personally familiar with foreign conditions. is the
need of tact in all contact with foreign peoples. Their customs aredifferent from ours. Their methods are different from ours. Their
sensibilities' are often very different from ours: 1 The easiest. way
of getting in touch with foreign peoples is to learn their customs,
their ideals, and their manner of doing business, and the easiest
way to get out of touch with them is to offend them, even in the
slightest degree, by doing what they may construe\as reflecting on
their. customs or their idea& A

The governor of the Province in which I was at one time working
in the Philippine Islands, in recognition of one of the local holi-
days, sent out a number of invitations to dinner. He was very
anxious that everyone should be on time. It is. however, a common
custom in this region to name a dinner hour with the expectation
that the guests will be politely latean hour or two late in many,
cases. With this custom iu mind he put at the bottom of his invi7
tationa the little phrase, "American time." by which he intended torequest promptness. Scarcely a guest came to that banquet because
of the offense which that little phrasedviused! Being- prompt was.
to the minds of these people, being rude, and their sense of propriety
was shocked.

Another matter, based on the series of customs which it is neces-
sary'to recognize, is that governing the "commissions" that are regu-
larly taken on labor and on commodities, and on other business trails-
actions, commissions dint look to us very much like petty graft.
However, these customs must be accepted. If a man offers to sell oe
to deliver labor or to sell material, it will be found that he is prob-
ably charging his laborers, the men that he delivers, quite a con-
siderable commission for finding them work. He may also be- loan-
ing them money and charging them exorbitant rates. If these men
are not paid at the customary time and paid in cash, under the cus-
toms and conditions with which they are familiar, it will usually be
found that he is paying the laborers on Saturday night at 95 cents
on the dollar and colleeting for them on Monday morning at par.This is a usurious rate, but it is a custom of the couutry1
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To us, these and similar practices look outrageous. but as they are,
nevertheless, very much in vogue, and as anyone who endeavors to
abolish such practices finds himself -disliked and in opposition to
the men with whom he must deal, he must content himself to let
such conditions gradually right themselves or he will find that the
opposition which he raises nullifies his usefulness.

Another thing which the engineer in a foreign country often has
to learn.to recognize as a necessity is the giving and the accepting
of gifts of one sort or another. There are many places in this
world where a man never thinks of asking a favor without bringing
a gift. He may bring a bunch of bananas and ask for a hundred-
dollar favor, but it is the custom that he should so prepare the way
for his request, and he feels that if the gift is refused he has been
personally affronted. The gift should not influence any man's judg-
ment in the matter, but if the gift is_refused, the giver's honor is
reflected on, and thereafter the man to whom the gift was sent is
looked upon with suspicion

'A great many engineers go to foreign countries and, with their
American viewpoint. give wholly needless offense in minor matters
of conduct of this sort. Really no man should lose his character
frankly, while in Rome, doing those things which he must do if he

is to be understood by the Romans. Character is deeper than that,
and can. in all countenance, be as real under the Roman code as
under the American.

Above all; let me say again, perhaps a little more in line with

the thought of the day, that diplomacy, finesse, and graciousness .

of approach are invaluable in foreign trade. In this country we
known nothing whatsoever of the graciousness of manner whi ]h

is instilled into the foreign representatives of a large number of

the European countries. If you meet a Frenchman in the Orient,
no matter what he may think of you personally, he is always the
soul of graciousness. He is always courteous. There is nothiNg,
which you can do which will make him discourteous to you short
of a personal and an open affront. Under all circumstances he
carries that gracious manner of personal politeness which is both
the marvel to and the undoing vf his American competitors.

I might say in this connection that such courtesy is not a matter
of natural characteristics. I do not for a minute thifik that the
foreigner is, at heart, any more polite or that he is more friendly

or that in any way he is,naturally more acceptable to foreign nations.
than is the American. But he has a finesse, a graciousness of man-
ner, and a tact in approach which have been trained into him until
he never- forgets them.

I mention this because these matters are largely matters of train-

ing. Grace' in the expression of ideas is not a matter of personal

AP:
,
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information, nor is it a matter, by any means, of personal feeling. It.
is largely a matter of knowing l5w to express one's self in a formal
and a pleasant manner. American universities could do their
students no greater favor than to give more attention to training
along this line.

A. knowledge of the language of the. people among whom an en-
gineer must work is also of importance. Take my own case: I learn
langutige rather slowly, but particulgy in the Spanish language
politeness of phraseology is essential. Because of my poor knowl-
edge. of Spanish I fell into the habit of going into places of business
and, translating the English into the Spanish, of saying, " Will you
do this or that. for me"? o y to find,that wherever I went Y met a
surprisingly cool a it on the part of the men addressed. My
purposes were entirely proper; my attitude was eltirely friendly;
nevertheless, the requests were poorly received. But when I learned
to say "Hagame el favor"" Do me the favor," I had no further
trouble! On such seemingly unimportant details a man's reputation
often depends.

Another thing which is perhaps worthy of mention is that, from
the standpoint of the engineer who is selling American products or
representing American interests in foreign countries, especially in
the Orient, the question of making a sale is not a question of going
out and finding a an who needs a motor and then showing him
that he needs this motor and asking him to buy it. It is not at all
like that! The man who needs a motor would like to buy three-
motors if he could find a means to pay for them. He fully realizes
his need, even overemphasizes it in many cases; so the problem
with which engineers in these countries have to deal is not one of
demonstrating a need and then inducing the one in need to satisfy
that need, but rather, one of filling well-recognized needs under
terms which can he met. In ,ohort, it. is one of financing. In this
country we very seldom realize that these foreign countries are piti-
fully weak financially. Perhapstcan illustrate this best by saying
that. there are towns in Asia, towns of 40,000 or 50,000 or even
100,000 population which do not have as much money in their banks
as would be found in an average country bank in the United States,
in a town of 1,000 inhabitants. Think seriously of what that means.
The savings of these people are so pitifully small that a hundred of
them cannot accumulate what we count as normal for a single man.
Of course they can not buy our products on the terms that we are
accustomed to, because these terms involve large reserves for bank-
ing purposes; so, no matter how badly they need a motor, no matter
how badly they need machinery of whatever kind it may happen to
be, no matter bow badly they need transportation facilities, they are
unable to get these things unless their installation can be so financed
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that they can be paid for in very long-time payments. The engineers'
problem then is not one of connecting the man who has something to
sell with the man who has real use for it, but of developing a method
of financing the proposition which will make it possible to effect a
sale and secure payment from the ultimate profits to be derived from

the use of the thing sold.
The promotion of railways, the promotion of power developments,

'the promotion of mills and factories and of all such undertakings
must be accomplished with these facts in mind. Indeed, the one
reason, if you please, why the English have been so successful in
their foreign ventures in spite of the fact that they are not as polite
as other foreigners is that they have understood the problems in-
volved in financing foreign ventures and have gone into these coun-
tries with both money and machinery, and have erected their ma-
chinery and operated it and then taken the profits. In other words,
they have to a very large extent owned, or at least controlled, the
businesses which were based on their sales of machinery and equip-
ment. If we will grasp this viewpoint in this country and will send
our engineers out, not to try to sell something which people want
but can not afford to buy, but on the other hand to put in the im-
provements that will be owned and operated, or at least controlled,
by ourselves in the interests of the country where they are located
as well as in our own interest, it will gretitU help the development
of our foreign trade.

Finally, the man who will gain success in a foreign land is the
man who, knowing his business well and well grounded in the finan-
cial problems with which he '.wst deal, will take his charmter-there
and adapt it to the conditions he finds, who will endeavor to under-
stand the men with whom he deals, and who will, at all times, culti-
vate a diplomatic and a gracious approach.

Mr. Fox. Lows. Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen, I took my stand
here yesterday, and I am afraid I am going to be guilty of false
pretenses now, because I am not an active engineer at the present
time, but I was for a number of years before I took up teaching
work.

I just want to say something that was put into my mind by Dr.
Jenks's splendid address.

I had in my mind yesterday morning the image of a canvas
stretched over in front here, a large canvas; and on the desk was
a program. At lunch to-day I was speaking of this image. I was
the guest of one of the visitors whose son is in the rood' here and
who goes to Pittsburgh to-morrow. He heard about this commer-
cial engineering and wants to go over to Pittsburgh at once and
see for himself what we are doing at Carnegie Tech.
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The fact that the course in .commercial engineering includes ad-
vertising and salesmanship must'be my excuse for talking shop in
this way. It is part of my duty to advertise Tech' ,

As to the canvas and the picture that I have had in -my mind
since yesterday morning, I haveseengrowing on that canvas a num-
ber of lines and quite a number of dabs of color. I put my own
little dab of color there yesterday, but I do not know where it is
now. Others have added their sketchy lines and dabs of color, and
I have been waidering what. the picture was going to be like when
finished. To-day somebody who was apparently in the same state
of mind asked, " Where are we at? What are we doing? Where
are we going?. What does it all mean? "

There have seemed to be so many colors on the canvas, and so
many sketchy lines, no particular picture. and I have been very
much puzzled as to what the picthre was going to mean finally. So
I am very glad indeed that Dr. Jenks was placed last on the pro-
gram, because to me, absolutely, he has put all those sketchy lines
in their right places. He has got all those colors harmonized. Ire
has given me a most wonderful inspiration and encouragement with
my own work, which, of course, I am only striving to do. I am
not trying to finish anything; I am only trying toebegin something
worth while, but in a most wonderfully encouraging and inspiring
way he has completed the picture: he has brought those colors to-
gether.' There are (lark places, as there. should be in all pictures;
there are bright places, and there are clear places that have stars
scattered about, and they are still there to gaze at. Dr. Jenks talked
about the humanities in a way that I wish I could talk myself, but
I can not, the humanities of business! That is really what we mean,
I think, by commercial engineering.

There I am, getting on to that advertising line again!
Commercial engineering at Tech differentiates between the ma-

terially technical and the humanly technical. That is our idea
about it. I do not know whether I am right in putting it that way
or not, I was trying to explain it to a man who came to Tech
about three weeks ago because he thought possibly he wanted his
son to come to Tech. I.said that on one side. we had the okl-fash-
ioned materially technically trained man, and we had enough of
those; we ought to stop training men to do merely material things,
to design machinery only or to design a bridge only; and we ought
to train those men to design a bridge for use in its proper place, a
8uitable bridge. . .

The point I have been trying to make right along at Tech is this:
It is not wise to try to train in four years or any number of years
a man who is to be a designer or research man, to lead him along
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for years as a designer or research man, and then make use of that
man, not as a designer, not as a research man for which he was
trained, but for business. It seems to me that is a great mistake.
To my mind the commercial background which we should give to
the technically 'trained. man is one that should make him a better
designer, a better research man, a more useful, rational, sensible
man; should put more common sense into him; that is to say, give
him a background which will be a common-sense background. The
business college of the past and the smaller business colleges of
to-day are trying to develop business men, but they can give no
real background of the big things of life.

Is it not true that to-day we need in the business world men who
are familiar with materials? Because materials and material
things, material apparatus, wonderfully ingenious apparatuS, the
inventions of great engineers, these wonderful material devices are
in use in every line of work. We do not go into any factory now
and expect to find things made by hand.

At Tech we give a strong course in ftccount4ncy. It takes the
better part of two years to go through% that course; our accountant
insists that we must enable our students to visualize industrial con-
ditions before we begin to teach them accountancy. Otherwise, when
we expense, distribution of expens.,
classification of expense, they do not know what we mean.

In Pittsburgh we have great natural advantages, that is, natural
in this sense, that we have the factories, a great array of factories, ,
and there we take our students as sophomores, those men who are to
take the course in accounting and commercial engineering, so that
they may see the manufacturing processes and conditions.

I was very much interested in the sugg,estiong"made by Dr. Mann
in connection with changes in teaching methods, with reference to
the backward plan, and I thought I would just give you an illus-
tration of something I have tried out with very great success in the
study of what we call economic production. This subject is listed
in the course. What does it mean to the man who rends it? Very,
very little. I have heard that sort of thing referred to to-day, and
yesterday, too, as.though it were alnact unnecessary to have a chart
or a list of subjects. Yon can not get along withoat our list ; but the
list does not mean much except to the man who makes it, or to the
man who is engaged in the teaching of the subjects.

When I say "economic production," it can not mean to you what
it ,means to me. At Tech to-day economic punduction means that
every week the senior commercials go into an industrial plant for
observational purposes and afterwards write a short paper. They ..
are directed to go there not with the idea of merely gazing at things,
but in order that they may really study things. - Often I hand a
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student over to a workman in the- plant and say," Stay with this man
fo-r two hours and find out all you can about him and tell him all
von care to about yourself." A day or two later, an "experience"
meeting proves interesting to us all. I have taken students throne
a plant where they make cold - drawn steel shafts up to 44 inches
in diameter.. They would see the open-hearth process first. and I
have noticed a peculiar lack of interest. They look at an open-
hearth furnace, but they do not ask intelligent qnestinns about 'it.
So I reversed the operation and took the student first to the finished
old-drawn bar, and then took him to where the bar is drawn through

the die, and from the moment he saw the finished bar he began
asking intelligent questions. When he saw the bar being pulled
through the die he said, " How much does it lengthen the bar!"
And the foreman said "18 inches, and reduces the diameter one-
sixteenth." " What is. that white stuff?" "That is lime. to neu-
tralize the acid in the pickle." "Oh. then there is a pickling proc-
ess ?" And so on. He sees the dipping in the lime immediately
after the pickling process. We go to the next shop and we see the
square bar being put through the rolls to make it round. By the
time he gets tp the open-hearth furnace he looks at it as a father
might look at his own son. He is very much interested in that fur-
nace. He knows what it is there for, because he has already seen all
the processes between it and the finished article.

That experience helped me to appreciate more fully what is meant
by Dr. Mann's ideaworking back from the solution to the problem.

I do not know that there is anything more that I care to say
except once more to thank Dr. Jenks for the wonderful inspiration
his talk has been to me.

Chairman McLEAN. I would like. to hear from Dean Hotchkiss,
of the University of Minnesota.

Mr. HOTCHKISS. I do not. really think I haye very much to con-
tribute to this subject., Mr. Chairman. I come from the fresh water.
We get the foreign trade side of things last. I was very much
interested, however, in addressing a group of business men at the
Twin Cities lust fall, a group of sales managers of some of the prin-
cipal concerns in the Northwest. I was interested and somewhat
surprised to find foreign trade appear rather early on the list of
things about. which they were thinking. I had never thought that
we should particularly feature foreign trade in our business course:
We are in u, region where domestic distribution is a big problem.
Of course we have our manufacturing; we have our, flour mills and

'even steel mills, bat the great factor in our business life is distribu-
tion. wholesaling and retailing merchandise to a large agricultural
population.
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But our business men. are interested very distinctly in foreign
trade. I doubt whether they have u very distinct idea of just what
they are going to do in the way of foreign trade, but it is in their
line of vision.

It occurs to me in this connection that possibly there is a danger
in this conference, perhaps naturally, of thinking about foreign
trade too exclusively in engineering terms. Not being an engineer,
but being a teacher of business, located in an agricultural section,
that danger, if it be a danger, appeals to me perhaps more strongly
than it would to others.

It is very proper that the engineer should come in for a large
share of the educational work in developing this subject. Among the
great things America has to offer, the greatest thing, i!; nuo
for the development of other parts of the world.

We can not afford, however. to think of foreign trade from the
standpoint of one class of commodities. We need to appmach the
subject from the standpoint of a survey of the things we are bound
to supply to the rest of the world, and the things we are bound to
'take in exchange.

I think it has been an inspiration to all of us to mix together
and get each °tiler's viewpoint,. Although the busine4s schools
proper are somewhat less developed than the engineering school;,
they are much younger; we feel we have something to contribute
to the engineers, and I am sure we do right, in being bold enough
to make the assertion in public.

Mr. Mmes. I wish to add a bit of experience by way of developing
a point that has been briefly mentioned this evening. Reference
has been made to the conflicting views of educators on the place..
of the humanities in our courses of study, and the view has been
advanced that engineering and commercial courses are not devoid
of the values most prized in the humanities.

In 1910,-the Louisiana State University offered a four-year course
in commerce, leading to the degree of bachelor of arts. We took the
position that such a course lacked none of the essential elements of
a.liberal college education. i'Ve took the position that the man who
worked on a problem in accounting, or he who worked on some exer-
cise in the mechanical laboratory, was doing a thing that was as
humanistic as that of the fellow who toiled over the conjugation
of a Greek verb. To illustrate, there stands in one of our office bpild-

it.ings a piece of ornamental iron furniture. It is a hat rack and
umbrella stand combined. It was worked out by the boys in the
mechanical laboratory. I have not seen or heard in 20 years a poem
from our language departments comparable to this one in iron.
It combines artistic grace and symmetry with the idea of service.
The workman caught a vision of beauty, and he wrought his vision,
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not in the language of words, but in a language of vivid reality
that any human being of any race or tongue can read.

So the workman who is inspired by the ideals of his chosen life
work will weave those ideals into the products of his hand, and he
will thus serve not only the material but the spiritual welfare of
the human race.

Mr. DIETZ. Mr. Chairman, I think my experience during the last
six years might he of interest to you. but may I ask that the remarks
that I am now about to make shall not he recorded?

Chairman MCLEAN. If you would rather not be reported. I will
ask that no notes be taken of your remarks.

(Mr. Dietz thereupon addressed the conference. his remarks being unre-
ported.)

It Chairman MCLEAN. I wonder if anyone has a resolution or a
recommendation that he would like to offer at this juncture. Are
there any resolutions? .

Mr. TIIILNEAURE. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that this meeting
ought not to adjourn without expressing itself relative to the im-
portance of this'subject of engineering and commerce; so that the
following general resolutions are proposed:

It is the f e meeting that
(1)

-"'s
(1) Industri and commercial development has created a demand for men

with technical engineering training and business ability. Manufacturing in-
dustries,are seeking engineers to qualify to serve in capacities requiring sound
business training. Banks and brokers also need men with nosiness training
sad the engineering point of view. This need is rapidly Increasing and lads
fair to demand a large number of technically trained men.

(2) In order to meet this demand the economic phases of engineering sub-
jects 5110111(1 be emphasized wherever possible in engineering instruction.
This mny be done by emphasizing the problems of values and costs In the
regular technical work. and by introducing or extending courses In gvneral
economics, cost accounting, business organization. and business law into the
engineering curricula. These courses should be designed particularly to meet
the needs of the engineering student.

(3) The engineering phases of economic subjdrts should be emphasized
wherever possible in commercial instruction. Students in commercial courses
should 11610 be given opportunity to take special courses in the basic principles
and practices of engineering so that they may understand in general terms the
'Iteration 'of power plants and transportation systems from the engineopAt
point of vie)v. .

(4) It Is also urged upon nil institutions with departments in vngitivering**.
and economics or commerce that they consider some plan of coordination to
develop n course in preparation for those careers wherein training In the
essentlak of engineering and business theory and practice have been found to
be both helpful and necessary. .

These -resolutions were drafted by the conference committee and
'are presented for your consideration. I hope they will be adopted.

a`.
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Chairman MCLEAN. Is there a second to the motion?

[The motion was duly seconded.]

Mr. Nicium.s. I take it. Mr. Chairman, that these resolutions have
reference properly to the entire conference. I do not recall that
there is any reference to the thought which I understood was made
particularly this afternoon. It seems to me it is unfortunate. As
I view the situation to-day, there is every probability that the United
States will be a nation of foreign traders. For that reason it seems
to me there ought to. be some very definite reference to that fact.
I tried to make clearperhaps I did not do itin the rather hasty
presentation I made that that is a fact, and there are it great many'
people in the United States among the thinkers who accept it as
a fact. The training of the engineer .wl:o is going to perform the
function of prime importance to all American industry should have
some reference to foreign trade.

For that reason, it seems to me, there should be a very definite
reference in some resolution to these thoughts. The other thing I
had much in mind in connection with this was the one subject to
which I perhaps devoted most attention, namey, the subject of
modern language. There is no reference whatever in these reso-
lutions to the study of modern languages. I think it is exceedingly
desirable.

Chairman Maxim Perhaps the author of the resolution and the
speaker will agree upon the incorporation of this suggestion. Do
you suggest airy amendment to the resolutions?

Mr. lit-6ms. The remarks of the last speaker, Mr. Chaim
lead me to suggest the 'possibility that the last clause might be mot
fled in this way.

Mr. JONES. I have been a careful listener during the entire con-
ference. I do not believe the resolutions will meet the present siLtia-
tion. I do not think any modification of our curricula will meet the
present situation. It seems to me the better plan would be to fol-
low the same system that we have had in preparation for the war,..
and that is to establish the short course. The short course was suc-
cessful at cantonments and successful in the various training
schools. It seems to me that for preparation of men to do this work
abroad there should be established at convenient centers or in large
manufacturing plants or schools the necessary trained practical en-
gineers. This work can not be done by students of the class of 1920
or the class of191a or of 1917. That 'work will have to'be done by
more experienced men.

It seems to me the solution of it, for the present at least, is to .
establish short courses that will round out the engineers who May be

'404icked out for this work.,
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Chairman McLEAN. I am going to. suggest, if there is no objec-
tion, that the'resolution be read again. I think some in the rear of
the room dhl not hear it entirely.

Mr. TURNEARE: [After again reading the resolution referred to.]
I realize that there is nothing inhere specifically taking account of
the discussion of foreign commerce. I would be very glad to havA the
speakers on that subject suggest. a resolution, or, possibly, it might
be provided in a sufficiently adequate manner by inserting at the end
of this first paragraph, right after the sentence. reading ":Phis need
is rapidly increasing and bids fair to demand it large number of
technically trained men," the words " for botkdontestic and foreign
comnierce."

Then quake the hist Aragraph to read as follows:.
It is also urged upon all institutions with departments in engineering and

'economies or commerce that they consider some plan of coordination to develop
a course in preparation for those careers wherein practical training is modern
languages, In the essentials of engineerhIg and business theory and. practice,
have been found to be both helpful and necessary.

The author I am sure, will he glad to accept those amendments if
satisfactory.

Mr. Nicrto Ls. It seems to me those amendments would be very
pertinent to the discussion this afternoon. So far as I knoW, they
are accept able.

Chairman MCLEAN. I think the suggestions are very good and thai.
the amendment suggested will meet the whole situation. If there is
no further discussion I will put the question on the resolution.

Mr. Ponta. I want to say in connection with the' modifications of
the resolutions that personally I tun very much in favor of the reso-
lutions as they were "briginally presented.. The tendency at the
present time seems to be to eliminate foreign language from engi-
neering courses. I believe you will find that the majority of the
engineering schOvls are considering very seriously the elimination of
foreign languages, for the simple reason that we find that the amount
of knowledge that is given in an engioeering school in the matter
of languages It\t, the present time is of no value to the student )'n his
future career; tt<id, personally, front my own-observation of tilt( study
of foreign languages, I ant very much in favor of eliminating the
required foreign language in engineering schools.

It seems to me, therefore, that it would be unfortunate if we should
include in the resolutions a clause intimating that it is desirable to
require the study of foreign languages in connectionwith engineering.

Mr. MAiurrow. I would like to ask that the last chilise be read
again. I. gained the impression in listening to it that it applied
only to courses, to be developed in a very few institutions, not ordi-

6
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nary engineering courses at all, in preparation for foreign trade,
which. would be a different thing from that discussed by Mr. Potter
just now.

[Mr. Turneaure read the resolutions referred to. On a viva voce vote the
resolution was unanimously adopted. The resolution as amended and adopted
Is printed In this report us Appendix D.]

Mr. MAawron. I have been requestl by the special committee at
whose request this conference was called to present a resolution ex-
pressing the thanks of the conference, including those of the com-
mittee, to.the chairmen who have presided at our sessions nnd to
the speakers outsideof the committee who have conducted the di,4-
cussion. .

I therefore offer such-a resolution, that the thanks of the confer-
ence and of the special committee be extended to the chairmen who
have presided so efficiently at the four sessions and to those speakers
not members of the committee who have.so thoroughly. and so ably
discussed the various phases of the topics under consideration.

[The resolution was seconded, and on it viva voce vote was adopted.]
Mr. LANOSDORF. I wish to offer one more resolution, Mr. Chair-

titan; if you please, namely, that he thanks of the members in atten-
dance at this conference be tender° the Commissioner of Educa-
tion and to the conference committee lug arranged this in-
teresting program.

[The resolution was duly seconded.]

Chairman MCLEAN. Before putting the motion I desire to say
, that I very heartily concur in the resolution. I think it was a very

fine conception to have projected this coadtence. We have the evi.-
Bence here of the importance of bringing together in conference
business men and engineers as well as instyuctors in the various tech-
nical colleges of the country, and I feel that very great benefit will
be derived from the conference.

[On a viva voce vote the resolution was adopted.]
Chairman MCLEAN. Are there any other resolutions or papers of

any kind?
If not, I declare the conference adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5 o'clock p. in. the conference adjourned sine die.]



APPENDIX A.
COURSES OF STUDY IN ENGINEERING AND COMMERCE IN VAR!-

OUS UNIVERSITIESBRIEF STATEMENT OF PRESENT PRACTICE
AND OF CHANGES CONTEMPLATED`

University of Alabama (President George H. Denny. Mar. 13, _1919). A
committee consisting of the professor of economics and the (lean of engineer-
ing have arranged to introduce a special course in industrial organization
to be given In conjunction with the engineering work. students are advised
to elect special courses in the seho,f1 of law or in the department of economics
that will give to them business training. .

University of Arkansas (W. N. Gladson, dean, college of engineering, Mar.
14, 1919). Pi:sent practice In the engineering college Is to encourage and
allow electives up to 8 hours in the department of economics.

Leland Standard Junior University, California (Chas. D. Marx, professor of
civil engineering, Mar. 13, 1919). Owing to elective system: no definite
curriculum in the engineering courses, Which require, however, a common
mathematical basis. Nothing to prevent a student In engineering from
taking 15 to 30 mats In business economies. The department of economies
offers the following courses to meet the wants of engineering students:
Accounting, bond values and caplialization: corporation llnajwe. labor prob,
lems, venter transportation, and banking. First curricula suggestion not
likely to be adopted ; second meets' with approval, although not ineorporateil
in engineering courses. 'Nothing to prevent a student from taking a five-
year combined engineering'und commercial course.

Throop College of Technology, California (H. C. Van Buskirk. recorder.
Mar. 19, 1919). Offers it four-yeaycourse in engineering, awl eeonondes,
leading to the degree of B. S. Pose le for a good student to complete in
five years one of the regular engineering courses and the engineering and
economics courses.

University of California (Lester Uren, assistant professor of mining,
Mar. 17, 1919). College of mining has a -.minimum of six units of busi-
ness training and economies. In metallurgy there are two units; In
Petroleum engineering, three; and In economic geology, none. A minimum
of .8 or 10 units would he desirable for Alining students. The grouping
of selected lists of courses in economics mi desirable eleetives for the stronger
studkts seems easily possible. The engineering council may, within a year
or so, favor the adoption of five -year curricula for all of the engineering
colleges. If this is done, a combined five -year engineering and commereial
course might well he considered as an addition to tlie present curricula.

University of Southern California (R. D.' Hunt. department of economies,
Mar. 14, 1919). Engineering students now taketabout 11 hours of work
in economics and commercial subjects. In respect to the five-year combined
course, tentatively recommends a four-year course, with suitable work in
mathematics and science, 'leading to the A. B. degree, with the fifth year of
work culminating in the degree bachelor of science In engineering.

Universities arranged alphabetically according to States.
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Sheffield Scientific School of Tale University, Connecticut (J. C. Tracy, pro-
fes.sor of civil engineering and chairman of the committee on engineering,
Mar. 21, 1919). Committee on engineering at work on a qpw engineering
curriculum covering four years; undecided whether or not a prescribed
course of study in commercial engineering shall be given. Practically
certain,-,however, that courses in accounting, business administration, and
similar courses will be offered to students In their junior and senior years
and more advanced courses in 'business administration to students in the
graduate school.

University of Florida (.1. It. Benton, dean of the college of engineering,
Mar. 11. 1919). Would look favorably upon introducing a-certain number
of hours of business training into all engineering courses. Would not
regard the provision of electives in business economics as feasible in the
four-year engineering curriculum. Would oppose having degrees including
the name "engineering" given by any other 'branch of the university.
Would gladly cooperate in giving a live-year combined engineering and com-
mercial course.

Georgia sebbol, of Technology (J. M. Waiters, dean, school of commerce,
Mar. 11, 1919). Have already attempted something along the line sug-
gested by the committee. Couvercial students have excellent opportunities
for receiving a practical workiug knowledge of mechanical. civil, electrical,
chemical, and textile engineering, drawing and architecture.)

Armour iastltute of Technology-, Illinois (H. M. Raymond, dean, Mar. 21,
1919). The degree of bachelor of science is granted to graduates of the
four-year courses in engineering. In addition to required political science.
psychology, and economics, the following subjects are also given to seniors:
Business law, engineering contracts and specifications. and economics of engi-
neering. Particular attention is paid to speeiticationa nil contracts in all
courses. A feature of the senior work in power-plant engineering is the
emphasis given the financial study of the problems involved and the thorough
grounding in cost accounting.

University of Illinois kresident &humid 3. James. Mar. 14, 1919). The
college of commerce and business administration offers curricula In rail-
way transportation and in industrial administration, each requiring 130
hours (IT graduation, with degree 'of .bachelor of science. One prepares
men for work 'Iu the operating departments of railways and the other Is
tIltOlkled to meet the needs of commerce students planning to enter the adfign-.
istrnOve or selling depat:tments of industrial plants. In the third and fourth
years there, are four optional groups of technical courses. (Cf. catalogue of
the institution for full description of these courses.) "-

University o ?Notre Dame, Indiana (Matthew Schumacher, director of
of studies, Mar. 18, 1919.) All engineering students at present carry a five.
ho rse in 'principles of economics and also a brief course in busineSs
air. At a Special meeting of the faculties in engineering' and confmeree,
held on March 18, to consider the suggestions of the cothmittee, it 'was de-,
cided to Wake the following offerings for the coming year A four-year
course In engineering administration, the student choosing a special line of
engineering; a year in business administration to follow a fottr-year engineer-
ing course of to be taken in three summer sessions.

Iowa State College (Ansod Marston, dean, division of engineering, Mar. 27,
'10101. Development Of the group System of electives in commereitfil,engl-
4teering, started Shortly before the, war, was interrupted by to war. icavoce
finuifinir a certain MOW= 'amount of commercial engineering work
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in all engineering courses. Favors Introducing into the principal engi-
neering courses an elective group in commercial engineering to the ex-
tent of at least two-thirds of a year. Thinks that a four-year course in
commercial engineering must wait for later development. Does not think
that many students will take a five-year combined course.

The State University of Iowa (William G. Raymond, dean, college of applied
science, Mar. 12. 1919). Three .kemester hours in accounting or economics
required in all engineering, courses. In connection with school of commerce,
institution offered for two years two courses, namely, chemistry and busi-
ness and engineering and business, the latter made up of 61 hours of general
subjects, 42 hours of engineering subjects, and 33 hours of business subjects.
No demand for the course. Doubt If there is any call for a flve-year com-
bined course. A general engineering course now offered In connection with
college of liberal arts. A student takes the regular engineering course for
two years and in junior and senior years does 30 hours of prescribed engineer-
ing work. 4 hours of English, a varying amount of modern language, and
the remainder of C,0 hours us electives, preferably in the department of
economics of the college of law. .Not much demanil ,for the course. (Norris
A. Brisco, bead, department of econonfics, sociology and commerce.) Be-
lieves desirable a four-year course in commercial engineering.

Kansas State Agricultural College (A. A. Potter, dean, division of engineer-
ing, liar. 8, 1919). All engineering students take a three-unit semester
course in economics and a one-unit course each in business law and business
administration. Two units each in factory design and factory engineering
are given to seniors in mechanical and electrical engineering. Total, nine
semester units. Does not believe feasible provision of 15 to 30 units in busi-
ness economics on an elective basis unless incorporated in five -year combined
engineering and commercial course.

The University of Kansas (I'. F. Walker, dean, school of engineering, Mar.
26. 1919). The minimum number of required hours in business training
favored by the adwinistrative committee of the school of engineering is six,
to include three hours in.principles of economics and three hours in indus-
trial adnilitistration. Arrangements were made several years ago to allow
students to elect 20 to 26 hours In business ecolloinics and other allied sub-'
jects. Just now steps are being taken to outline this plan so as to show
what subjects would be cut from the engineering course to allow the intro-
duction of business courses. Believes it is inappropriate for any school of
commerce to offer u eourse in Industrial or commercial engineering. A school
of commerce or an academic department of economies might prepare outlines
of work for students in the college of liberal arts whereby such students
might receive.training is a limited degree in engineering subjects to supple-
ment their businesh training. Institution not yet ready to make a definite
statement regarding .a five-year combination engineering and commercial
course. Believes that catalog should show a five-year course for men inter-
ested in business or industrial engineering.

The Johns Hopkins University, Maryland (A. (I. Christie, department of en-
gineering, Mar. 18, 1919), Offers three hours in political economy through-
out junior year and three semester hours In industrial organization and con-
tracts in senior year. .second half of machine design is devoted to plant
layout and arrangement and nianutactAing costs, and a part of course on
power plants is givenip rate maidng.

1336246-19---11
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Massachaseits (Davis R. Dewey, pro-
fessor of economics, Mar. 25, 1919). The course in engineering administra-
tion provides a training for men who' expect to enter positions concerned
with the management or administratiotC of manufacturing, construction, and
transportation enterprises which deMand a knowledge of scientific and en-
gineering principles. It combines with Instruction in igeneral engineering
studies in the methods, economics, and law Of business. The course includes
(1) the instruction common to all courses, in literature, language, and hi,
tory, and in chemistry, physics, and mathematics; (2) a choice of engineer-
ing studies clussitied under three options: Civil engineering, mechanical and
electrical engittoeurfliical engineering; and (3) a selected group of
subjects in business and economics. While thA amount of time assigned to
engineering subjects is less than that prescribed in the other courses of the
Institute, the fundamental subjects have been retained which will enable
graduates to fill many of the positions open to engineers.

Approximately one-fourth of the total time of the curriculum is given to
business subjects which are primarily chosen so us to train students to
analyze commercial and industrial problems. In this group special emphasis
is placed upon accounting, business law, the Industrial organization of so-
ciety, and business management. The course in accounting is designed to
be of service to administrative officers in the analysis of accounts and finan-
cial reports, rather than to make bookkeepers, auditors, or accountants in a
technical sense. Business law treats of contracts, agency, negotiable instru-
ments, sales, and patents. The two extended subjects of industrial organiza-
tion and business management deal with the financial operations of corpora-
tions and the conduct of business from the standpoint of the mile url em-
ployer. Among other subjects included in the group of Mashies.: silFlire are
banking, statistics, report writing, transportation, and securities and Invest-
ments. (For more extended description, including. options in the several
engineering divisions, compare circular of Information of the institute, 1913,
pp. 70-73.)

Tufts College, Massachusetts (Gsrdner C. Anthony dean, engineering school,
Mar. 26, 1919). In the fourth year a course In engineering economics and
business law is offered. A large amount of time is allowed, however, for
free election in other departments, so that especially during the senior year
a student may intensify his specialty or broaden his course to a very Just
extent. (Cf. catalogue of 1919 -20. which will give the recently adopted
new curriculum, a radical departure from the older courses given in the
engineering school.)

Worcester Polytechnic Institute; Massachusetts (President Ira N. Hollis, Mar.
22, 1919). Offers shop management and elements of business law..

Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College (B. M. Walker, director school
of engineering. Mar. 11, 1919). Regular courses include in senior year
a full term's Work devoted to economics.

University of. Missouri (Isidor Loeb, dean, school of business and public
administration. Mar. 25, 1919). The school of engineering now requires of
all students 5 hours In general economics. From 10 to 17 hours are now
electivema be taken In economics and commerce. The faculties In engi-
neering and business administration are now considering a plan wheftby
engineering students will be required to take a minimum amount of electives
in'economies or commerce. The faculty of the school of business and public
administration has had Undef consideration the offering 'of a curriculum
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which would combine commercial and engineering subject& Engineering and
commerce students taking one of theLlive year curricula may take a combined
engineering and commercial course.

Princeton University, New Jersey (P: H. Constant, head of the civil engineer-
ing department. Mar. 11, 1919). At present time offers no.course in com-
mercial engineering. (E. W. Kemmerer, depurtmeut of economics and social
Institutions, Mar. 19, 1919). The departments of engineering and economics
are ,considering the problem of adapting courses in economics to the needs of
the engineering students mid of offering such courses as electives to engineer-
ing students.

Rutgers College. New Jersey (A. A. Titsworth, dean of engineering, Mar. 11,. 1919). Present practice does not include any course outlined in the com-
mittee's "curricula suggestions." The second may be considered fuvorubly
for adoption.

Stevens Institute of Technolou, New Jersey (President Alex C. Humphreys,
Mar. 7, 1919). Has been giving for over 20 years to its students instruction
In the commercial or business side of engineering. (Cf. catalogue 1919-1920
for description of course in economics of englueerng.)

Ce nimble 17nivercity, New York (Geo. B. Pegram, dean of the schools of mines,
engineering, and chemistry, Mar. 11, 1919). Does not require a minimum
number of hours in business training in all engineering courses. Mining
engineering students have a course in tcceunting, and one- In mining law,
and mechanical engineering students o to have a course in business law.
Students are advised to study econo cs as part of the three years of college
work irequired for admission to the engineering courses. Plans for next year,
if possible, a course In manufacturing and industrial engineering (this
course in line with third curricula suggestion of committee, but with degree'
offered in school of engineering rather than .1n school of business). This
course will give more thorough training than the committees suggested five-
year combined course.

New York University (compare pp. 47-49 of Bulletin No. 7, Apr. 16, 1918, for
details of course in business and engineering). The chancellor of New York
University writes under date of July 11, 1919, that " there Is in New York
University a keen appreciation of the need of a closer integration of education
for engineering and education for business."

University of Nevada (President Waiter E. Clark, Mar. 17, 1919). Plans
further extension of department of accounting and law, permitting larger.
election of commercial subjects by engineering students.. Engleeering division
has big considering the possibility of offering a five-year course, the added

\year W be given to such projects as economics, commerce, English and
modern languages,

Dartmouth. College, New Hampshire (Charles A. Holden, director Thayer
school of civil engineering). Has offered for four years a course in engi-
neering numagement. A unique feature of this course Is the large require-
ment in outside reading covering 30 or more books on the subject. (W. H.
Gray, director Amos Tuck school of administrutIon-nnd Snake, Mar. 24,
1919.) Compare latest published announcement of this school for courses
in scientific management and outline of curriculum.

New Hampshire College (C. E. Hewitt, dean of engineering, Mar. 13, 111111);,
. Students are advised to over electives in commercial subjects.
North Dakota AgriculturaP College (E. S. Keene, dean, school ot- mechanic

arta, Mar. 15, 19191. Offers a three-credit hour course in contracts and

.. .

... .
*
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specifications. Engineering faculty believes committee's second curricula
suggestion best suited to local conditions. .

Case School of Applied Science (President Charles S. Howe. Mar. 19, 1919).
Offers to seniors a series of 10 or 12 lectures on business: has never gh'en
a course in business economics; does not give a course in commercial or
industrial engineering; is willing to consider a five -year combined engineer-
ing and commercial course.

Municipal Universiteof Akron, Ohio (Fred E. Ayer, dean, college of engineer-
ing. Mar. 8, 1919). Requires a minimum of 8 hours in commercial work'll4
addition to 12 hours of economics. Requires further 3 hours of productive
engineering and 3 or 4 hours of coordination, dealing largely with the busi-
ness of production in the factories. Offers a four-year degree course in
nmnufacturing production in cooperation with large local rubber factories.
With this exception, nil engineering courses are five-year part-time courses.

Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (H. W. Moorehouse. dean,
school of commerce and marketing, Mar. 26. 19191. None of the students
in this course elect work in engineering: Engineering students, however,
are required to take principles of economics and laws of contracts; In addi-
tion to civil engineering, students take city economics.

The University of Oklahoma (T. Bruce Robb, acting director, school of public
and private business, Mar. 28, 19191. After this year all engineers will be
required to take five hours in elements .of economics, including business
administration and accounting. A two-hour elective course will be offered
in cost accounting. .

i' Lafayette College, Pennsylvania (Fred G. Allen, secretary of engineering
1 council, Mar. 18, 1919). The policy of the engineering council, in revising

. the engineering curricula for 1919-20. has been In part to increase the num-
1 her of elective hours and to remove the restrictions in the choice of elective

subjects. This elective system fully meets the committee's second curricula
suggestion. There is a minimum requirement of 9 credit hours in business
economics for civil engineers and 15 credit hours for electrical, and me-
ianical engineers. By the use of the elective system, these minimum re-
uirementi may be increased to 21 and 27 credit hours, respectively.

Le h University, Pennsylvania (President H. S. Drinker, Mar., 14, 1919).
e new schedules show a marked increase in the required number-of term-

h( rs devoted to business subjects.
Swa hmore College. Pennsylvania (G. F. Blessing, professor in charge of engi-

nee ing, Mar. 8, 1919). Sixhour requirement in economics for all engi-
nee g students, who may. hawever, elect further hours In this department.
At 'p seinterested ir outlining a course in industrial engineering.

BroWn AlliZrSity (James A. Hall, assistant professor of mechanical engi-
neerin Mar. 11, 1910). All students take a fundamental course in eco-
nomics sophomore year and engineering economics in senior year. In
addition, tudents may elect accounting and advanced economics. The com-
mittee's nd curricula suggestion could he adopted by arranging special
courses.

Agricultural a d Mechanical College of Texas 0. C. Nagle, dean of engineer-
ing Mar. 17, 1919.) With next year only one three-hOur semester course
in fundamentals of economics will be required in most of the technical de-
gree courses; business organization to be offered ns an elective. Offers
also a two-hour semester course in contract law and specification writing
and devotes some time in one or two courses to management engineering.
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Univeqty of Utah (Joseith F. Merrill, director schools of mines and engi-
neering). All the courses in engineering to be changed this year in order
to permit the introduction of a two-hour course for juniors in spring term
In engineering economies, and a three-hour course in business in spring term
of senior year. A four-year course in commercial engineering will be offered
whenever there is sufficient demand for it.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute (S. It. Pritchard, dean of the engineering de-
partment, Mar. 22, 1919). No course is offered iu either commercial or in-
dustrial engineering.

Norwich University, Vermont (Arthur E. Winslow, department of civil en-
gineering, Mar. 24, 19191. Believes that committee's first curricula sug-
gestion should he adopted. At present offer-ii six semester credits In sopho-
mor,e year, three in junior, and three in senior, covering economies. business
finance, administration and management, and cost accounting and estimating.

West Virginia University (C. R. Jones. dean. college of engineering, Mar. 7.
1919). Course in industrial engineering, with emphasis on the commercial
side, has been in contemplation for some time. Has been taking care of the
situation in regular mechanical engineering curriculum by allowing sub-
stitution for those who expect to enter commercial work and also through a
five and six year combined engineering and science course.

Marquette TIniversity, Wisconsin (J. C. Pinney, jr., dean, college of applied
science and engineering, Mar. 20, 1919). Offers a required course in busi-
ness administration. Provides for a minimum of six units in economies
and is contemplating more on elective basis. Offers a fifth-year electge
'nurse in industrial engineering, including corporation tinanee, business ad-

ministration, accounting,, etc.
University of Washington (E. B. Stevens, executive secretary. Mar. 10. 1919).

Provision is made for business law, and for a certain amount of electives.
A large number of students elect courses in economics.

Howard University, District of Columbia (Harold D. Hatfield. director,
school of applied scien4s. Mar. 22, 1919), Students are receiving in senior
year nurses In commercial law, business management. Follows the com-
mittee's fourth curricula Vtuggestion.

T.etters from the folinwin were received subsequent to the committee con-
ference of March 31:
11atcsnehusetts Institute of T hnology (President Richard Maclaurin, Apr. 28,

1919). The institute is much Interested in the pr ,ghlcm of commercial engi-
neering and after-ghe war the faculty showed its appreciation of the grow-
ing importance of economics in the field of engineering by doubling the
amount of time formerly given to economics in all the engineering curricula.

University of Colorado (Frederick A. Busbee, director, college of commerce,
Apr. 12, 1919). No courses in economics or business training are required
of students in engineering school. The possibility of a combined course in
engineering and economics for the training of city managers has been dis-
cussed.

Maryland State College of Agriculture (T. II. Tallaferro, dean, division of
engineering, Apr, 4, 1919). Offers a three-hour course for .one year In
economics and the law of contracts and also some incidental lectures per-
taining to business =UM connected with the practice of engineering. .
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"University of South Dakota (L. E. Ake ley, dean,. college of engineering,
Mar. 31, 1919). Requires one term of economics hi sophomore year and
specifications and contracts in senior your. Considers of vital significance
the proposition to construct a course In commercial engineering for the prepa-
ration of engineers with business training.

University of North Dukota (E. J. Babcock, dean of the engineering colleges,
Apr.-5, 1919). Has offered for three years a course in general engineering,

; providing about (30 per cent of the work along fundamental subjects in
sciences, mathematics and technical engineering. and about 40 per cent in
subjects relating to both business and engineering careers. Can give it five-
year combined course in engineering and commerce, which would embody
likewise the committee's first and second curricula suggestions.

University of North Carolina (P. 11. Daggett, professor of electrical engineer-
. ing, April 21, 1919). Contemplates a course somewhat along the lines sm.:

Bested In the committee's rephrt.
University of Wiseonsi n ( F. E. Tureure. dean. college of mechanics and

engineering, Apr. 2, 1919i, The only required study Is a four-hour course
In elementary economics In the civil and electrical engineering courses.
Many engineering students elect courses In departments of economics and
commerce.

College of the City of New York (President S. E. Mezes, July 7, 1919). Has
had under consideration for n long dine a more coherent arrangement of the
courses now offered in business and engineering, so that they may lead to a
distinctive degree.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Davis It. Dewey, July 3,'1919). De-
mands for the graduates in our course in engineering administration are
increasing. This is an Index of the current interest in the subject.

The Tulane University of Louisiana (President A. B. Dinaiddle, July 3, 1919).
May count on full cooperation in promoting the proper business training for
engineers. We have now under ct,,isideratitin a revision of our engineering
curriculum with this end in view and the new curriculum will be put into
effect as soon as we can finance the new cotuse.

A'
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LIST OF UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES WITH COLLEGES OR
SCHOOLS OF ENGINEERINS

Alabama Polytechnic Institute.
University ''f Alabama.
Universit; of Arizona.
Univer--tty. of Arkansas.
Unuersity of California.
University of Southern California.
'Pimp College of Technology.
University of Santa Clara, California.
Leland Stanford Junior University. California.
University of Colorado.
Colorado College.
Colorado Agricultural College.
Stu ti School of Mines, Colorado.
Sheffield Scientific School (Vale University.), Connecticut.
I 'via wa re College.
Catholic University of America. District of Columbia.
George Washington University. District of Columbia.
Ilowarai Calvemty (column, District of Columbia.
University of Florida.
University of Georgia.
Georgia School of Technology.
University of Idaho.
Armour Institute of Technology. Illinois.
Lewis Institute,
Northwestern University. Illinois.
University of Illinois.
Purdue University, Indiana.
Hose Polytechnic Institute,,Indlana.
University of Notre Dante, Indiana.
Valparaiso University, Indiana,.
Iowa State College of Agriculture and Mechanie Arts.
State University of Iowa.
University of Kansas.
Kansas State Agricultural College.
University of Kentucky.
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College.
Tulare University of Louisiana.
University of Maine.
Johns Hopkins Universitr, Maryland.
Blaryland State College ttf Agriculture.
Harvard University, Massachusetts.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

'With additions taken trim Bulletin, 1918, No. 88, TT. 8. Bureau or Education, pp.
110-111, Educational Directory.
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Lowell Textile School, Massachusetts.
Tufts College, Massachusetts.
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Massachusetts.
University of Michigan.
University.of Detroit, Michigan.
Michigan Agricultural College.
Michigan College of Mines.
University of Minnesota.
Mississippi Agricultural and 3lechanical College.
University of Mississippi.
University of Missouri.
Washington University. Missouri.
Montana College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
University of Nebraska.,
State University of Nevada.
New Hampshire College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
IrtmoutlyCollege, New Hampshire.
Rutgers College, New Jersey.
Princeton University, New Jersey.
Stevens Institute of Technology. New Jersey.
University of New Mexico.
New Mexico College of Agriculture ainiMechanic Arts.
New Mexico School of Mines.
'Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, New York.
Cornell University, New York.
College of the City of New York, New York.
Columbia University, New York.
Clarkson College of Technology. New York.
Manhattan College, New York.
New York University, New York.
Syracuse University, New York.
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. New York.
University of Rochester. New York.
Union College, New York.
University of North Carolina.
North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering.
North Dakota ..Agricultural College.
.University ,or7corth Dakota.
University of Cincinnati, Ohio.
Case School of Applied Science, Ohio.
Ohio State University.
Ohio Northern University,
Municipal University of Akron, Ohio.
St. Mary's College, Ohio.
Toledo University, Ohio.
University of Oklahoma.
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College,
Oregon State Agricultural College. .

Lafayette College, Penniylvnuin.
Pennsylvania College..
Rucknell University,. Pgnnsylvanla,
Drexel Institute, Penrisylvania.

*University of Pennsylvania.
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Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pennsylvania.
University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Lehigh University, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania State College.
Pennsylvania Military College.
Sun rt hmore College, Pennsylvania.
Unmoral College. PennSYlvaniti
Rhode Island Stale College.
Brown University, Rhode Island.
The Citadel. the Military College of South Carolina.
Clemson Agricultural College, South Carolina.
South Dakota State College of Agriculture and Nfeehanic Arts.
South Dakota State School of :nines.
University of South Dakota.
University of Tennessee.
Vanderbilt University, Tennessee.
.\gricultund and Niechanleal College of Texas.
Rice Institute, Texas.
University of Texas.
University. of Utah.
University of Vermont and State Agricultural College.
Norwich University. Vermont.
Virginia Agricultural and Mechanical' College and Polyteclude Institute.
University of Virginia.
Virginia Military Institute.
Washington rind Lee University, Virginia.
.'tote College of Washington.
UnWersIty of Washington.
West Virginia University.
University of Wisconsin.
Marquette University, Wisconsin.
University of Wyoming.
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LIST OF DELEGATES.

Baker, Van K., Supervising Engineer of Construction, Dupont Circle', Wash-
ington, D. C.

Baldwin, Albert L., Oeneral Agent, Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance. Co.,
Washington, D. C. Representing Washington Society' of Engineers.

Tisanes, A. F., Dean of Engineering, New Mexico College of Agriculture and
Mechanic Arts, State Collegi. N. Nlex. Representing same.

Bawi len, W. T.. Specialist in Industrial Education, Bureau of Education, Wash-
ington. D. C.

Bell, Spurgeon, Department. of Business Administration, University_ of Texas,
Austin/1,ex. Representing same.

Bennis, Charles l'., Assistant Manager, Underwriters' Association of District of
Columbia, Vashington. D' C. Representing National Fire Protection
Association.

Berg, Ernest J., Professor of Electrical Engineering, Union College of Schenee-
tally, N. Y. Repres.enting. same.

Betts, Philander, Clef Engineer. State of New Jersey Board of Public
Utility Commissioners, Newark, N. J. Representing saute.

Bishop, F. L. Dean, School of Engineering, University of Pittsburgh, Pitts.
burgh, Pa.

W. M.. Major General, Chief of Engineers,. United States Army, W:1,11-
Ington, D. C.

Bliss, Collins 1'., Professor of Nlechanical Engineering, New York Unlvet,
sity, N. Y. Representing same.

Bogart, Ernest L., Professor of Economics, University of Illinois, Urbana. 111.
Representing Department of State. Foreign Trade Adviser's (Mice.

Bowman, Charles U., Nieehanical Engineer, Langhorne. Pa. Representing
Montana Society of Engineers.

Boyd, Alfred, Dean of Engineering, Agricultural and Mechanical College, SHO-
Owater, Okla. Itepre.senting Oklahoma Society of Engineer44.

Bozell, Harold, ASsistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, Yale University.
New Haven, Conn.. Representing saute.

Brown, Ii. H. Chemist, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Repro-
SentIng Bureau of Chemistry, Department of Agriculture.

Brower, Irving C., Major, Construction Division, Washington, D. C.' Repro-
. seining American Society of Municipal innirovement.

Browne, Arthur B., Major, Chief Motors and Vehicles Division, Ordnance
Department, Washington, D. C. Representing- (lelety Automobile Engl-
neer&

Browne, William Hand, Jr., Professor of Etrylcal ngineering, North
Carolina State College of Agriculture and- Engrreering, Vest Raleigh; N, C.
Representing mine.

Bruner, Warren p., Investigator, United States -Bureau of Efficiency, Wash-
ington, D. C. .
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Burden, Harry P., Engineer In Forest Products, Forest Service, United States
Department of Agriculture. Representing same*

Burks. Jesse D., Malinger Washington Office, National Industrial Conference
Board, Washington, D. C.

Butler, 9. M., Dean, College of Mines and Engineering; Director, Arizona
Bureau of Mines, University of Arizona, Tucson, Ariz. Representing same.

Capon, Samuel l'., Specialist in Higher Education, United States Bureau of
Education, Washington, D. C. Representing same.

Carothers, Neil, Economist, DOpartment of State, Vashington, D. C. Repre-
senting Office of Foreign Trade Adviser, Department of State.

Carpenter, Dan E., Dean of Faculty, International Correspondence Schools,
Scranton. Pa. Representing same.

Chamber la.. J. A., Supervisor of Manual Training, Franklin School; Wash-
ington, D. C. Representing Worcester Polyteelmic Institute.

Chase, Charles P., Chief Engineer, United. States }lousing Corporation. Wash-
ington, D. C. Representing Iowa Engineering Society In NVashington, it: C.

Chase, Leon Wilson, rhairman, Agricultural and Mee hanieal Engineering
Department. University of Nebraska, Linvoln, Nebr. Representing same.

Citihi, Stephen, District TI)11 Planner, United States Housing Corporation,
Washington, D. C. Representing' School of Landscape Architecture- and
City Planning of Harvard University, and American Society of Landscape
Architecture.

Clark, Ilownrd F.. Major of Engineers, Office of Chief of Engineers, 'Wash-
ington, D. C.

Claton. P. P., Commissioner of Education. Washington, D. C.
Coddingtoni E. F., Dean of Engineoing, Ohio State University, Columbus,

Representing same.
Coe, Frank W., Major General, Charge of Cohst Artillery. %Vashington, D. C.

Representing Coast Artillery.
Coggesitall,, George W., Institute of industrial Research, Washington, D. C.

Representing Society of Automotive Engineers, New York City.
Cohen, Louis, Consulting Engineer, Washington, D. C.
Collier, Fr'ank W., Director of Research, American University, Washington,

D. C. Representing same.
Conner, Samuel L., Professor RailroalftEngineOriug, Tufts College, Mass.

Representing same.
Covell, Grant A., Dean of School of Engineering. Oreg9tottgricultural College,

Corvallis, Ore. , Representing sante.
Cunmtings, Elmore P., United States Assistant Engineer, Office Chief of En-

gineers:Washington, D. C.
Dachnowski, Alfred P., Bureau of Plaint Industry, United States Department

of Agriculture, AVashington, D. C.
Daggett, Parker Hayward, Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of

North Carolina. Chapel Hill, N. C. Representing saute.
Davison, Charles M., First Lieutenant of Engineers, Camp A. A. Humphreys,

Va. Representing Edwards Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati,
DeLuMater, Stephen T., Major, Quartermaster Corps, Washiiigton, D. C.
Dennis, E..L, Washington, D. C.
De Yarnett, Beery J.,. Superintendent of Trades, Hampton Institute, Va.
Dietz, 1. W.. EdneatiOnal Director, Western Electric Co., New York City.

.Representing Smite.
Drinker, Henry Stargis, President, Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, Pa.

Representing sante,
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Dodge, IL 1.., Assistnnt Professor of Physics, State University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa. Representing same.

Duckering, E., First Lieutenant, Engineers, United States Army,
Camp Humphreys, Va.
Brul, Ernest F., President, Pyro Clay Producti Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

I'Sorrl, Samuel Broodus, Director of Enginrering Department, Clemson Agri-
cultural College. Clemson, S. C. Representing same.

Etnery;,Natt M., Vice eresident, Lehigh University, South Bethlehem, I'a.
Represent i ligz same.

Emory, Frederick L.. Professor of Mechanics nod. Applied Mathematics, West
Virginia Vnlyersity,Morgantown, W. Va. Representing same.

Evans, Frederick H., Dean. Toledo University, Toledo, Ohio.
Peiser, M. L.. Associate Editor, IroiSrade Review, Cleveland Ohio. Repro-

senting same.
Felgar, J. IL. Dean. Collette of Engineering, University of Oklahoma, Norman,

Okla. Representing University of ()Minolta and (Wahoma Society of
Engineers.

Fernald, Robert H., Professor of Dynamical Engineering, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. Representing same..

}lather, John J., Profes, or of Mechanical Engineering, University of Minne-
sota, Minneapolis, Minn. Representing same.

Follows, George H., Professor of Commercial Engineering, Carnegie Institute
of Technology. Pittsburgh, I'a. Representing same.

Gardner, Carroll H., Engineer, American International Corporation, New
York, N. Y. Representing same.

,Frank W., Bureau of Standards, Washington. D. C. Representing
..-

National Fire Pr9tection Association. ,

Glazer, Morris II., McGraw-11111 Co., Washington, D. C. Representing sama.
-Griswold, Robert G.. Chief Technologist, Henry L. Doherty '& Co., New York,

N. Y. Representing same.
Halsey, W. D., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, George Wash-

ington UniverSity,, Washington, D. C. Representing same.
Hamilton, E. P., Secretary, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N. Y. Rep-

'resenting same.
Hanline, Simon M., Paint Manufacturer, Baltimore, Md. Representing Palfit

Manufacturers' Association of the United States.
Harding, Edward J., Field Secretary, Association of General Contractors of

AmericaWashington, D. C. Representing same.,
Harrison, John L.. Civil Engineer, Washington, D. Ch Representing Ohio En-

gineerIng Society.
Hatfield, Henry R., Dean, College of Commerce University of California, Berke-

ley, Calif. Representing same.
Hatt,- William Kendrick, Professor of Civil Engineering, Purdue University,

Lafayette, Ind. .
Henderson, William E., Profess() of Inorganic Chemistry, Ohio State Uni-

versity, Columbus, Ohio. R esenting same.
Henry, P. W., Vice President, American International Corporation, New York

City. Representing same.
Henry, S. M., Captain, C. rafted States Navy, Navy Department, Wash-

ington, D. C. Representih Bureau of Construction and Repair, Navy
Department.

Herbert, Edith G. Editorial Assistant, the. Ronald Press, New York, N. Y.
Representing same,

"'
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dimes, R. L., Professor of Commerce, Louisiana State University, Raton
Rouge, La. Representing same.

Hdgins, Howard L.. Dean. College of Epgineering, George Washington Uni-
versity, iVashington, D. C. Itepresenting same.

thattutn..1. M., captain of Engineers, Washington, D. C.
Hofmann, Adam, Dean of Engineering College, St. Mary College. Dayton. Ohio.

Representing same.
widen, Charles A., DireCtor, Thayer School of Civil'Englneering, Dartmouth

College, Hanover, N. Ii. Representing sume.°.
ii,,non E. L.. Professor of Uncut 1/4014 Kansas State Cidleger, Manhattlin, Knits.

Representing same.
Fhanes, W. Goode, Professor of Civil Engineering. University of South Carolina,

cAumbia. S. ('. Representing same.
ll over, Frank. Civil Engineer, Washington, D. C.
Hotchkiss, W. E.. Director,. Business Education, University of Minnesota. Min-

neapolis, !tam. Representing same.
Hughes, Hector .fitines, Chairman of the Administrative Bonn] anal ProfeAsor

of Civil Engineering, Harvarll Engineering School, Harvard University.
Canthritige, Mass; RepreserrHng same.

Ilustvetit, Olaf Lieut. Commander, United States Navy. Bureau of Ordnance,
NtivY Dopy meld, Washington, D. C. Representing same.

Jarvis, Chester , Sped:014 In Agricultural Education, Iturenu of Eduention,
Washington, D. C.

.tenhins. C. E., Past President, Society of Motion PiTrture Engineers, Washing-
ton, D. .

Jenks, Jeremiah W., Research Professor of Government, New York University;
Chairman of Board, Alexander Hamilton Instittite, 13 Astor Place, New
York, N. Y. Representing same. v.

Jones. C. It., Dean, College of Engineering, West l'irgIrdersity, Morgan-
town, W. 'Va. Representing same.

Jones; dohn W., International Correspondence Schools. Scranton, Pa. Repre-
Renting same,

Ellin, Stanley .T., Engineer, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia Pa.
Kelly, M. A. R., Washington, D. C. Representing American Society 'of Agri-

cultural Engineers.
r.oeltentlerfor. e. .C., Director of Commerce, George Washington University,

Washington, D. C. Representing George Washington University.
1.anagan, W. H., Lient. Col., Engineers, United States Army, Camp Hum-

phreys, Va.
Lamp:doe, A. S., Dean, School of Engineering and Architecture, Washington

University, St. Louis, Mo. Representing same.
Lanier, Alexander C., Professor of ,Electrical Engineetilig. University of MN--souri,-Colunibin:Mo.
Leland, 0. M., Professor of Civil Engineering, Cornell Bpiversity, Ithaca, N. Y.
Lindsay, C. E., United States Railroad Administrati" Washington, D. C.

Representing American Railway Engineering As on.
Lloyd, Richard L., Mechanical Engineer, 29 Broadway, New York, N. Rep-

resenting Montana Society of Engineers.
Longley,- William Raymond, Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Sheffield

Scientific School; Yale University, New Haven, Conn. Representing same.
.Loveland, John W., Jr., Captain, Coast Artillew, United States Army, Engle-

wood, N. J.
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Lustig, Abraham A., Zionist Organization of America, New York, N. Y. Re Pre-

seating same.
Lyon, Wallace C., Assistant Superintendent of Structural Division, Office of the

Supervising Architect, Washington, D. C. Representing United States
Treasury Departthent.,

McCaustiand, Eimer James.. Dean, Faculty of Engineering, Caiversity of Mis-
souri. Columbia, Ms. Representing same.

MacClintock, Samuel, McGraw-Hill Book Co.. New York, N. Y. Representing
Federal Board of Vocational E..itication, Washington, D. C.

Mac Lane, Raymond, Ensign. United States Naval Reserve Force. Washington,
I). C.

McLean, Angus Wilton, Director. War Finance Corporation, Washington, D. C.
McNair, Fred W.. Pre d. Michigan College of Mines. Boughton, Mich,

Representing Michigan College of Mines and Bureau of Standards, Depart.
ment of Commerce.

McRae, Austin Lee, Director. Missouri School of Mines, Rolla, Mo.
IdacCormack, John G., Training Schools, Motor Transport Corps, Washington,

D. C. Representing same.
MacDonald, Thomas Ii., Engineer in Charge of Federal Aid Road Work, Bureau

of Public Rost Is, Department of Agriculture, \Vast igton, D. tl" Itepr
seating same.

MacElwee. R. S., Assistant Director. Bureau of Fore s and Domestic Com-
coerce. Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C. Representing same.

Macomber, George S., Associate Electrical Engineer, Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D. C. Representing sante.

Mann, Charles R.,Chdirman, Advisory Board. War Plans Division, War De-.
partivent. '

v
.

\ Marshall. Stuart B., Consulting Engineer and Metallurgist, Chevy Chase, Md.
Marston, Anson, Dean of Engineering, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. lien-

resenting same. .

Mathewilon, Aft P., Mechanical Engineer, 120 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Representing Montana Society of EdifIneers.

Matthews, Fred Elwims1; Refrigeration (Methanicall Engineer, Bureau of
Markets, Washington, D. C. Representing AmerkAtti Society Refrigerat-

. hug Engineers.
Mlles, Herbert E., Chairman, Committee Instruetinn nnil Advancement of

Mistrial Workers,' Natanal Industrial Contbrence Board, iloston, sMass.
Miller, Hugh, CaPtItln of Engineers, United States Army, Camp linmplweys, Vs.
Miller, Spenc'ei Chief Engineer, Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co., Xew York,

N. Y. Representing same. ,
Miller, Stephen Iva Director, School of Business" Administrution, Uhiversity

of Washington, \Cush. Representing some.
More,- Charles C., er,, ofessor of Civil Engineering and Head of Civil Engineer-

ing Department, University of Washington, Seattle, Wash. Representing
Same. 4

MorrOw, L. W. W., assistant,Orofessor oftEleetrical Engineering, Yale Univets
sity, blew Haven, Conn.

Mott, William Elton, Dean. Nvialon Science and EngineeringoCarnegle Ink!
Lute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pa. Representing same.

IslewcOntb, John Lloyd, Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Virginia.
. Representing same.

gewman, Quincy B., Captain of pgitteers, United States Cond. Guard,
xipiten, D.. C. Representing Treasity Department
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Nichols, F. G., Asslatant Director of Commercial Education, Federal Board for
Vocational Education, Washington, D. C. Representing same.

Nichols, W. W., Asafatant to President. Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
New York, N. Y. Representing same.

O'Hara, Frank, Professor of Economics, Catholic University of America,
Washington, D. C. Representing same.

Patton, Raymond S., Hydrographic and Geodetic Engineer, United States Coast
and Geodetic Survey, Department of 'Commerce, Washington, D. C. Repre-
senting same.

Paul. C. E., Construction Engineer, Chicago. III. Representing National Lum-
ber Manufacturers Association. -

l'erson. Harlow S., Managing Director, Taylor Society, New York, N. Y. Rep-
. resenting same.

l'otter. Audrey A., Dean of Engineering Division, Kansas State Agricultural
College, Alanhattal, Kans. Representleg Kansas State Agricultural Col-
lege and Land Grant College Engineering Association.

Pratt. Francis C., Vice President, General Electric Co.. Schenectady, N. ,Y.
Representing American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

Purchase, Edwin K., Lieutenant, United Stats Army, Washinagon, D. C. Rep-
resenting Society Automotive Engineers.

Putnam, G. It.. Commissioner og Lightliousea, Washthgton, D. C. Represent-
ing Bureau of Lighthouses, Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.

Randall, W. A., President and General Manager. the ItandallFalchney Co.
(Inc.). Boston, Mass. Representing same.

Randolph. L. S.. United States Shipping Board. Washington, D. C.
Rautenstratich, Willer; Consulting Engineer and Prof r of Mechanical En-

gineering, Columbia University, New York, NA.
Raymond. William G., Dean, College of Applied Science, State University of

Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa. Representing same.
Read, Thomas, in charge of Division of Education and Information, United

States Bureau of Mines% Washington, D. C. Representing same.
itedington, Lieut. Cot L W., Committee on Education and Special Training,

War Department, Washington, D. C.
Reed, Paul L., Commander, United States Navy, Washington, D. C. Repro

seating Compensation Board, Navy Department.
Reid, William A., Trude Adviser, Pan American Union, Washington, D. C. Rep-

resenting same.
.Ritchie, John Milton, Lieutenant Colonel, Motor Transport Corps, Washington,

D. C. Representing same.
Roberts, Emerson B., Educational Department, Westinglimise kleetiA Manu-

facturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. Representing same,
Roberts, G. R., Assistant Superintendent, Computing Division, Supervising

Architect's Office, Treasury Department, Washington, D. C. "Representing
Society of Constructors of Federal Bul)dings.

Robineon, Max B., Professor Mechanical Engineering, Municipal University of
AkrOn, Akron, Ohio. Representing same.

Rodman, Walter Sheldon, Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of
Virginia, University, Va. Representing same.

Satterfield, H. E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering, North Carolina State.
College of Agriculture and Engineering, West Raleigh, N. C. 'Representing
same.

Schell, 'E. H., Professor of Business Managennat, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology,Vmbridge, Masa Representinfirsanie. *
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Shaw, Howard B., In charge of Dolietty Training Schools, Toledo, Ohio. Rep-

resenting same.
Shea, William J., Major of Engineers, United States Army, Washington, D. C.

Representing Brooklyn Engineers Club, Brooklyn, N. Y. '
Sherman, Edward C., Lieutenant Commander, Civil Engineers Corps, United

States Naval Reserve Force, Washington, D. C. Representing Bureau of
Yards and Docks, Navy Department.

Shoemaker, Clifford, Senior Highway Engineer, Bureau of Public Roads, Wash-
ington, D. C. Representing Ohio Engineering Society*,

snow, Charleik H., Dean School of Applied SEINce,stNew York University New
York. N. Y. Representing same.

Stout, Oscar Van Pelt, Dean, College of Engineering. University of Nebraska.
Linfolin, Nebr. Representing same.

Swiggett, Glen Levin. Specialist In Charge of Commercial F.dueation, United
States Bureau of Education, Washington. D. C. Representing United
States Bureau of Education and Committee of Fifteen on Educational
Preparation for Foreign Service.

Taliaferro, T. H., Dean. School of Engineering, Maryland State College,
epliege Park, Md. Representing Washington Society of Engineers.

Taylor, Thomas U., Dean of Engineering. University of Texas, Austin, Tex.
Representing same.

Thompson, James S.. Secretary. McGraw-TIM Book Co., New York, N. Y.
Thornton. William M., Dean' of Engineering, University of Virginia, University,

Va.
Thurston, Perry K., Assistant Chief Draftsman, Bureau of Steam Engineer-

ing, Navy Department, Washington, D. C. Representing same.
Tracy. John Clayton. Professor of Olvil Engineering. Sheffield Scientific School, ,

Yale University, New Haven, Conn. Representing same.
True. Alfred Charles, Director, States Relations Service. Unit4d States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. Representing same.
Turnbull, William F., United Stiles Department of labor, Wnshington. D. C:
Turneaure, F. E.. Dean, College of University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis. Representing same.
VaVagenen. James H., Engineer to International Boundary Commission,

ashington. D. C. Representing Washington Society of Engineers.
Votey, J. W., Dean, College of Engineering, University of Vermont, Burlington,

Vt. ReprAnting same.
Walker, Francis. Chief Economist, Federul Trade (Nunnyton. Washington, .

D. C. Representing same.
Walker, P. F., Dean, School of Engineering, 'University of Kansas, Lawrence,

Kans. Representing same.
Woodman, Leon Elmer, Professor of Physics, University of. Maine, Orono,

Me, Representing-same.
Waterman, Richard, Sc..retary, Railroad Connifittee, chaMher of Commerce,

United States of America, Wasthpgton, D. C.
Watkins, Lewis H., Colonel, Corps of Engineers, United Statsbs Army, War De::

partment, Washington, D. C. Representing same.
Weller, Francis R., Consulting Engineer, Washington, D. C: 'Representing

American Society of Civil Engineers.
Wendt, Edwin F., Member Engineering Board, In terstate Comifferce Commis-

'Won, Washington, P.-C. Representing American Railway Eugigeering-
Association, Chicago, Ill.
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Whittaker, L. C., Engineer, National Engineering Co., Boston, Mass. Repre-senting same.
Whipple, A. D., Chief Engineer of the Lime Association, Washington, D. C.

Representing same.
Williams, Clement C., Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Kansas,

Lawrence, Kans. Representing same.
Williams, J. Paul J., Associate 'Editor, Engineering News Record, McGraw-

Hill Book Co., New York. N. Y. Representing same.
Wilson. A. M Professor of Electrical Engineering, University of Cincinnati,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Representing same.
Winslow, E. Eveleth, Colonel, Corp.; of Engineers. United States Army, War

Department; W'ashington, I). C. Representing same.
Wirt, Frederick Alfred., Faruf Machinery Specialist, Maryland College of

Agriculture, College Pluck, Md. Representing American Society of Agri,
cultural Engineers.

NVooster, Melville C., Chief Accountant, Federal Trade Commission, Washing-
ton, It. C. Representing same.

Worth. John G., Mining Engineer, Philadelphia, Pa.
Wright, J. C., Assistant Director of Industrial Education, Federal Board for

Vocational Education, Washington, D. C. Representing same.
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APPENDIX D.

RESOLUTION ADOPTED AT THE FOURTH SESSION OF THE CON-
. FERENCE WITH REFERENCE TO ENGINEERING AND COMMERCE.

(See p. 155.)

It Is the sense of the meeting that-
1. Industrial and commercial development has created a de;land for men

with technical engineering training and business ability. Manufacturing in-
dustries are seeking engineers to qualify to serve In capacities requiring sound
business training. Banks and brokers also need men with business traininc
and the engineering point of view. This need is rapidly Increasing anti hide fair
to deinand a large number of technically trained men for both domestic and
foreign commerce.

2. In order to meet this demand the economic phases of engineering subjects
should he emphasized wherever pilssible in engineering instruction. This may
be done by emphasizing the pmblems lir values and costs in the regular techuicol
work and by introducing or extending courses la4.teneral economics, Cost ai
imnting, business organization and business law into the engineering curricula.
These courses should be IleSigneli lailienInrly to meet the needs of the en-
gineering student.

3. The engineering phases of evouoinic sul 'Jeri s should be emphasized wherever
possible in commercial Instruction. Students in conintercial courses should also
be given importunity to take special einirses in the basic principles and practice.
of engineering so that they nifty understand in general terms the operation of
power pinnts and transportation systems front the engineering point of view.

. 4. It is 111:40 urged min all Institutions with departments in engineering an .I
economies or commeree Ilint they consider some plan of coordination to dibvidop
a course in preparation for those careers wherein practical ti-alnitig in modern
languages, imthe essentials of engineering and business theory and practice
!WV been found to be both helpful anti necessary.
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